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ABSTRACT

CREATIVITY, POLICY, AND PRACTICE: A THREE-STATE EXPLORATION
OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEFINITIONS OF CREATIVITY IN STATE
ART EDUCATION POLICIES AND THEIR APPLICATION
BY MIDDLE-LEVEL ART EDUCATORS
Christopher Grodoski, Ph.D.
School of Art and Design
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Richard Siegesmund, Director

More than ever, creativity is a necessary outcome for education. A global and networked
society requires U.S. citizens to innovate within a variety of complex economic, political, and
social realities. The necessity of creativity highlights a crucial role for art education in
contemporary education. However, there is a lack of clarity about what constitutes creativity. In
particular, there is a lack of knowledge about how research, policy, and the life contexts of art
educators relate to the operationalization of creativity in practice. This study addresses an area of
neglect by exploring relationships among categories of creativity in research, federal and state art
education policies, and the operationalization of creativity by middle-level art educators.
Relationships among life contexts of middle-level art educators and their operationalization of
creativity were also explored.
Three state cases – Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota – each with dissimilar levels of art
education policies, provided the policy context for this study. This research identified five
problem-based categorizations of creativity with a range of communicability.
While the life experiences, education level, and work contexts of middle-level art
educators were found to have an inconsequential relationship with the ways middle-level art

educators operationalize creativity, findings indicated that instructional time most closely related
to the use of more socially relevant and communicable categories of creativity in instruction.
Findings also suggest that degree program quality, not the type of institution, and the climate of
the school context in which they teach more closely relate to how middle-level art educators
operationalize creativity. This study demonstrates how informal policy activities can be more
influential in promoting research-based definitions of creativity than formal policies, which
promote a more rhetorical version of creativity. Finally, this study included the development of a
survey instrument for identifying categories of creativity, along with a framework for policy
research in art education with applications for policy studies and strategic advocacy.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Context of the Study

More than any other time in history, creativity is a necessary outcome for education. A
global and networked society requires creative people to innovate within a variety of complex
economic, political, and social realities (Bronson & Merryman, 2010; Castells, 2010; Craft,
2005; Fleming, 2008; Florida, 2010, 2011; Friedman, 2011; Lichtenberg, Woock, & Wright,
2008; Pohle & Chapman, 2006; President's Committee on the Arts and the Humanities, 2011).
The necessity of creativity highlights the crucial role of art education in contemporary
education. Visual creativity skills, which consist of elaboration, divergent thinking,
metacognition, problem-finding, and collaboration in service to the visual production, are
essential to 21st century jobs in science, business, and technology sectors. Executives and
superintendents widely acknowledge this view. In a study of executives from 155 U.S. business
and 89 school district superintendents, 56% of executives and 79% of school district
superintendents felt an arts degree was the most significant indicator of creativity (Lichtenberg,
Woock, & Wright, 2008). Similarly, Pohle & Chapman (2006) interviewed 765 corporate and
public sector leaders, responses from interviewees’ overwhelmingly emphasized the importance
of innovation for job readiness.
However, the importance of creativity in education is not limited to economic outcomes.
Creativity has held a long connection to participation in democratic life. In the United States,
creativity has been, and continues to be, viewed as a means to promote non-conformity,
encourage expression, and to exercise leadership; creativity is also associated with enhanced
social life (Craft, Gardner & Claxton, 2008, Freedman, 2010).
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While art education has long been a site of creativity in schools and while art education
may be the best suited site for creativity in schools, a lack of clarity about creativity in art
education inhibits its implementation everywhere from policies to classrooms. The lack of clarity
has been well-documented with definitions of creativity that range from psychoanalytically
rooted self-expression to complex forms of problem-finding, collaboration, and analogical
thinking (Albert & Runco, 2010; Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi, 1977; Gude, 2014; Milbrandt, &
Milbrandt, 2011; Sternberg & Lubat, 2010; Weisberg, 2006). In order to forward creativity as an
educational outcome, a clarified understanding of the definition of creativity is necessary.
However, in service to its practical applications, clarified understandings should simultaneously
extend among the contexts of research, policy, and practice.
Therefore, the focus of this research was to gain knowledge on how creativity is
operationalized in research, represented in art education policies, and enacted by middle-level art
educators. Examining creativity in research, policy, and practice enabled an exploratory tracing
relationships of operationalized definitions of creativity between the contexts of policy to the
practice of middle-level art educators. Factors such as the life experiences, education level, and
work contexts of these educators were also explored as variables that possibly related with
operationalized definitions of creativity.

Benefits and Challenges of Creativity in Education
Creativity’s crucial role in the economic health of the United States has motivated
nationwide interest in this topic (Easton, 2012; Education Commission of the States, 2011;
Lichtenberg, Woock, & Wright, 2008; Partnership for 21st Century Skills; Robelen, 2012). The
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creativity of employees is an essential need for corporations to compete and innovate in the
economic realm. In a study of 1,541 CEOs and organization leaders representing 33 industries in
60 rate creativity as the priority hiring criterion; these leaders prioritize the hiring of creative
thinkers over those with only technical skills 70% of the time (IBM, 2010; Florida, 2006, 2011;
Iyengar & Hudson, 2014). As a result, many countries—such as Canada, Scotland and the
United Kingdom have adopted education policies encouraging creativity as learning priority
(College Board, 2011; Craft, 2005).
Although creativity is frequently part of the educational conversation in the United
States, there are no formal federal creativity policies. A lack of formalized federal policy
relegates the implementation of creativity in schools to state policies, the influential and informal
power of educational nonprofits and businesses, as well as individual educators. Within schools,
while creativity can emerge in any subject area, increasingly narrow and regimented school
curricula inhibit the inclusion of non-mandated and hard-to-define content. Therefore, if
creativity currently manifests in education, it may most likely appear through art education,
which—as it falls outside of contemporary testing mandates—represents a less regimented space
in contemporary schooling.
Because neither art education nor creativity have been subject to standardized testing and
the subsequent standardization of practice, art education maintains a curricular context with the
curricular freedom to foster creativity. This allows art education in the United States to more
closely connect to creativity as an educational outcome. As probably the most multimodal and
interdisciplinary of all school subjects, embedded features of contemporary art education make
the seamless integration of science, technology, and math possible, which could potentially
elevate the relevance of visual art in schools. Additionally, long-standing evidence of art
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education’s benefits includes increases in student learning, social-emotional development,
academic success, and positive economic outcomes (Catterall et al, 1999; Rabkin & Redmond,
2004; Respress, & Lutfi, 2006). These benefits are a result of art education occupying a nonregimented space that allows for innovative instruction. Yet, the designation of art education as
the most dynamic subject in contemporary education and the best context for developing
creativity is not a recent occurrence.
The art education classroom has long been a location of creativity in schools (Beittel,
1959; Davis, 1967; Efland, 1990; Eisner, 1960, 1962; Henrickson & Torrance, 1961; Lanier,
1955; Lanier, 1972; Lowenfeld, 1960; Wygant, 1993). Following World War II and during the
Cold-War extensive research about creativity was prompted by knowledge of its importance to
both democratic and scientific thinking. During this time, art education was tightly coupled with
creative capacities, and it remained so until the 1970s. Following the 1970s was a period of
siloing education content and an entrance into an era of accountability. This dual focus placed
hard to measure educational outcomes on the back burner in countrywide education initiatives.
The shift in priorities also saw creativity decrease as a subject of research until its recent reemergence as an important topic in art and general education (Boughton, 2009; Burton, 2009;
Craft, 2005; Freedman, 2010; Zimmerman, 2009).
Creativity’s reemergence is central to multiple policy and education issues. In one
example, creativity was added as the highest form of thinking in the revised Bloom’s taxonomy
(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). In another, the 21st Century Skills Consortium created standards
centering on creativity and the arts (Partnership For 21st Century Skills, 2010). Creativity holds a
central role in the advocacy of the National Congressional STEAM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Art, and Mathematics) Caucus (STEM to STEAM, 2013). The release of new
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National Art Standards (National Coalition for Core Standards, 2014), art education reports from
the Department of Education, along with the President's Committee on the Arts and the
Humanities (2011) point to the essential role of creativity through the arts; these documents
illustrate a renewed energy around creativity and art education. The reauthorized Elementary
and Secondary Education Act (2015), named Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), cites STEAM
education and art education as essential to a complete and comprehensive education (United
States Congress, 2015).
Ironically, despite creativity being a topic of contemporary curriculum studies, valuable
for nationwide economic health, and despite a belief that art education is a source of creativity
in schools, art education programs continue to have diminished over the past fifteen years. This
may be because art education is not a policy priority or tied to district funding (as assessed
content is), which has led to significant losses of art education programs in schools (MetLife,
2011; Parsad & Spiegelman, 2012). It is also possible that the inability to situate creativity as an
articulated educational goal has inhibited its successful integration as a goal of education in
America.
So, while the hard-to-define qualities of creativity enabled art education in schools to
flourish in generations past, the current education context requires more rigorous articulation.
A lack of communicable language in an outcome-based education environment presents a
challenge in valuing creativity and art education. Without communicable and clear language for
creativity, visual arts education lacks its most powerful argument for its role in a comprehensive
education.
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Creativity Confusion

Because of its long history across many contexts, creativity is a construct with many
alternative definitions. Each definition originated at different times, in different places, and under
the umbrella of different fields. Because each definition overlapping in a variety of confusing
ways, clarity about creativity has failed to link research, policy, and practice in a way well-suited
for the contemporary education context. This ambiguity fails to be well suited for refining
knowledge about creativity in research or as an identifiable and teachable outcome of
contemporary art education programs. An exploration of creativity in the contexts of research,
policy, and practice can assist in refining and aligning the concepts of creativity for its
application to all three. This includes how pathways from policy to practice enhance or hinder
existing education policies for creativity as an outcome. This also includes revealing how
practitioners operationalize creativity at the level of implementation. However, prior to
examining creativity in the contexts of policy and practice there is a need to explore creativity
within the context of research.

Research Context of Creativity
Creativity’s Challenge

A lack of clearly communicated definitions of creativity challenges the capacity of
instruction, evaluation, and research on creativity in U.S. classrooms. The research context of
creativity is closely intertwined with art education and of value to contemporary society.
Clarified definitions of creativity provide anchored content for this study to identify possible
relationships between art education policy and art education practice.
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Problem of Language and Creativity

Creativity is a socially constructed phenomenon representing a wide-range of values and
knowledge that continually change over time (Craft, 2005; Gibson, 2005). In many ways, the
challenge of articulating creativity for research (as well as policy and practice) is a language
problem. Using language often associated with creativity, Figure 1 demonstrates the confusion
of describing creativity.

Figure 1. Word cloud demonstrating confusion about the language used to describe creativity.

Ambiguity, or non-specificity, emerges most commonly in broad theoretical definitions
of creativity. One such example is the Amusement Park Theoretical Model of Creativity, which
provides broad personal and social conditions that give rise to creativity, but conditions that
would not suit creativity as practical content for policy and practice (Kaufman & Baer, 2004).
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Vagueness occurs in cases in which the border between one definition and another overlaps and
is, therefore, unclear. For example, flexibility and fluency have long been terms associated with
creativity, yet the definitions of both overlap significantly. The overlap between flexibility and
fluency becomes vaguer when considering each in terms of creative processes and creative
personalities. These differences and overlaps challenge functional applications for research,
policy, and practice.
Finally, simultaneously vast and narrow aspects of creativity limit its operationalization.
For example, following his initial work on creativity in 1950, Guilford expanded conceptions of
thinking into 150 different intellectual abilities, which he eventually expanded to 180 factors; the
specificity and quantity of factors complicates the practical application of creativity. Ambiguous
and vague terms as well as narrow factors and general theories, have, a majority of the time,
focused on aspects of creativity in terms of people, products, processes, and places. These have
seldom included an articulation of the creative problems that motivate creative processes and
result in creative products. A focus on creative problems, which prompts both processes and
products, holds multiple benefits for creativity in education, particularly in an outcome-based
education environment.

Creativity as the Result of Problem Solving

The most agreed upon definition of creativity is novelty, or that which is both new and
meaningful (Amabile, 1983; Boughton, 2009; Craft, 2005; Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Sawyer,
2006; Sternberg, 2006; Zimmerman, 2009). As noted, research relative to novelty consistently
spans the categories of process, product, people and place. To refine practical conceptions of
creativity, this study categorized the types of problems that give rise to novel outputs.
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Communicating creativity as resulting from unique forms of problems provides a site of
connection for existing research and the opportunity to clarify language with applications for art
education. Problem-based categories of creativity can also assist in connecting creativity in art
education with a wide range of domain-neutral creativity studies.

Domain-Neutral and Domain-Specific Definitions of Creativity

Current trends in creativity studies argue for a domain-neutral definition of creativity.
Research within these definitions identifies thinking skills and dispositions with broad reach
across many contexts, and include idea generation, persistence, risk-taking, and accepting
feedback, to name a few. The trend toward domain-neutral definitions of creativity reflects a
historically embedded value that creativity sits outside of social and intellectual norms, which
can inadvertently encourage the neglect of domain specific applications, such as applications for
visual arts education.
This study identified unique aspects of visual and artistic from domain-neutral to domainspecific (art education) research, the resulting categories of creativity were operationalized for
applications to policy and practice in the field of art education. These six categories: Originality
and Primary Processes, Divergent Thinking and Flexibility, Elaboration and Fluency,
Sociocultural Theories, creativity as Metacognition and Problem Solving, and Composite
Theories are organized to heighten across-context communication and minimize the rhetorical
use of creativity, a common practice in the context of education policy.
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Context of Creativity in Education Policy

Past and current rhetoric in the United States describes creativity, along with education,
as a solution to economic and social troubles. These notions of creativity are rooted in Romantic
and Cold War-era values relative to democratic participation and economic innovation. There are
many historic reasons for the reemergence of creativity in the national dialogue. In the current
worldwide climate of economic uncertainty, creativity holds many benefits for economic and
social life. While this makes creativity appealing, it can also be misleading. Rhetorical creativity
in an economic climate with little to no social mobility has potency as a symbol of human
freedom. Rhetorical creativity in the context of education also represents inquiry and democratic
participation as an outcome of school. However, when creativity is rhetorical used, it serves as an
empty symbol for intellectual freedom and social mobility, particularly in an economic climate
with little to no social mobility. It is a lack of operationalized agreement in defining creativity
that makes it well suited for educational and political rhetoric (Craft, 2005; Fleming, 2008).
Additionally, educational outcomes associated with creativity in the visual arts are
connected to recession-resistant economic outcomes (Florida, 2011). The current global
information age requires thinking that is continually cross-curricular, refining, and
transformative, with creativity as one of the top skills cited by CEOs (IBM 2010 Global CEO
Study, 2010). As the discipline of art continues to expand, with the incorporation of new
technologies and a wide range of visual culture, its role in college and career readiness is
continually relevant.
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Creativity and Democratic Schooling

Many identified practical skills and dispositions of creativity are highly valuable for
students in the United States. Creativity represents the pinnacle of all learning and the
application of knowledge, as evidenced in the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy. Art education, unlike
other content areas, has long been a place where interdisciplinary knowledge is applied and reimagined (Efland, 2002). Creativity has not only been long connected to art education, but art
education and creativity have been closely linked with inquiry and reflective thinking (Craft,
2011). The reemergence of art’s relevance to inquiry and applied learning is no coincidence,
largely because attempts to narrow the general content of education have inhibited the
development of creative outcomes in students (Bronson & Merryman, 2010).
The principles and practices of art education, and education generally, are amidst a
process of radical change, largely due to the technology revolution and the shift of education
from knowledge refinement and democratic participation to an aim of economic gain (Arnove &
Torres, 2007; Castells, 1997; Florida, 2006, 2011). Perhaps most importantly, creativity as an
educational outcome also enables the capacities for new and adaptive forms of social, cultural,
and economic engagement.
When manifest, creative thinking is democratic thinking, and the promotion of creativity
in schools increases the democratic capacities of students as they enter into civic life. Fixed
thinking marked by closed responses and repetition of existing knowledge promotes a status quo
engagement with society and culture. Creative thinking skills and associated dispositions
promote engagement for change in complex political and economic systems. These skills include
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personal dispositions, thinking skills, and collaboration skills (Amabile, 1983; Craft, 2005;
Sawyer, 2006).
Unfortunately, art education connected with creativity is perceived as prioritizing
personal expressiveness through hands-on activities, like painting, a misconception that
minimizes the depth of practices embedded in visual art education – which are significantly more
relevant. The clear communication of creativity can illustrate the necessity of art education for
the comprehensive and competitive education of U.S. students.

Education Policy Realities

Unlike other countries, the United States does not have nationally mandated policies
relative to creativity or art education. Because of creativity’s importance and a lack of relevant,
actionable policies, the national dialogue has included concerns that students are emerging from
schools without needed creativity skills, as noted in the article “The Creativity Crisis” (Bronson
& Merryman, 2010). The dialogue has also included concerns that U.S. students have unequal
access to art education, with significantly less access for students in lower socio-economic
communities. Despite this, no policy solutions addressing either creativity or art education have
been explicitly pursued in the United States.
Nonetheless, a policy context for art education does exist, and like the policy context of
other education content, art education policy consists of formal and informal networks. Formal
policy networks include public, civic processes at the federal, state, or local levels. Formal
policies emerge through the government and bodies that enact government policies, such as
schools. Formal art education policies do not overtly occur at the national level, and art
education policies vary greatly from state to state.
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Policy Networks

Informal policy networks include organizations like businesses, not-for-profits,
professional development organizations, prominent individuals, and personal relationships that
influence policy and/or practice. Different from the role of formal government, these
organizations are described as increasingly taking on a governance role. In fact, formal and
informal networks often overlap to create a web of influences in which some networks actualize
policy into practice, some networks influence policy alone, and others directly influence practice
regardless of policy.
Complicating this web of influence, neither formal nor informal policy network activities
are confined within a state’s geographical boundaries. The contemporary education landscape is
not a directional three-layered system of federal, state, and local policies; policies at the federal
level do not flow into states and then become realized in local implementation. Only
occasionally are formal and informal networks purposefully coordinated, which are centralized
approaches that tightly couple education policy and practice. The Common Core State Standards
currently embody the centralization of policy and close-coupling of policy and practice in U.S.
education. Such coordination is rare in the United States, as each state holds a constitutional right
to determine its own education outcomes. Seldom does federal and across-state networking take
place, but art education, like science and social studies, are not the subject of active coordination
between formal and informal policy networks. To complicate matters further, visual art
education in the United States is neither centralized nor decentralized, establishing the influence
of state policies and informal networks in an inconsistent and uncoordinated fashion. The recent
reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (2015) reads as a reaction
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against centralized practices and encourages less formal centralizing practices relative to tested
content, which encourages the extension of decentralizing practices in art education.
In summary, the vast and nuanced differences in art education from state to state create
difficulty in identifying regularities that connect policy and practice. Yet, given the longstanding
connection of art education with creativity, if creativity exists as a stated policy goal, it will most
likely do so within the formal and informal networks surrounding art education. This is not to
say that creativity is limited to art education alone; notably, science education also has a
longstanding connection with creativity and inquiry. However, science education is carefully
monitored content, with monitoring occurring through mandated curriculums and testing
regimens. The curricular and administrative structures surrounding science education increase
accountability concerning the delivery of science content. These factors, among others, increase
a focus on conveying declarative knowledge over the use of science content as a vehicle in
instructing for creativity as an outcome. By contrast, a lack of monitoring regarding art education
in schools provides potential for flexibility with curriculum and instruction, which includes the
possibility of increased instruction for creativity.
For the purpose of this study, examination of the formal and informal networks relative to
art education and creativity focused on three unique state cases. To account for dissimilarities
state to state, cases with relatively distinctive art education policy attributes were selected:
Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota. Differences among state policies included the amount and type of
art education policies held by each state, where policy type was identified as relatively connected
to classroom implementation. Minnesota held the most art education policies connected to
implementation, Illinois held an average amount of policies moderately connected to
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implementation, and Iowa held the least amount of policies that were connected to classroom
implementation.
Ultimately, if education policy context in the United States is complicated, this
complication is enhanced in the context of art education and creativity. Since art education
policy occupies neither a formally centralized nor decentralized position in the U.S. education
landscape, there are a number of unknown factors. First, within the networks that give rise to art
education, what definitions of creativity exist? Second, are there similarities between creativity
in policy and in practice? Third, how do formal and/or informal networks relate to the translation
of creativity policies into the practice of middle-level art educators?
The use of three different state cases increased the descriptive accuracy of this study,
bolstering an ability to address these questions. The unique attributes of Illinois, Iowa, and
Minnesota provided a nuanced examination of both formal and informal networks in differing
states. In order to provide a full picture of policy and its implementation, a final context was
needed; middle-level art education was selected to learn if and how creativity research or policy
connected to practice.
Context of Middle-level Art Education

In addition to ambiguity in definitions of creativity and a complicated art education
policy landscape, fine grain knowledge about instruction for creativity in U.S. art education
classrooms is additionally unclear. Longstanding requests for research-based knowledge of what
these practices entail have been answered with only small sample inquiries and a few large-scale
studies. Small-scale qualitative studies have provided a great deal of detail about practice, as in
Studio Habits of Mind (Hetland, Winner, Veenema, & Sheridan, 2007). The NAEP test, the
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nation’s only fine arts assessment, consists of multiple choice and production elements; neither
of which aided in determining the instruction for creativity students’ receive. Instead, the NAEP
measures a small range of pre-valued visual art knowledge that may relate more closely to the
general education and school context of learners (Institute of Education Sciences, 2013).
Available data on arts education tend to examine exposure rather than content or delivery.
These data illustrate how the mosaic of U.S. art education policies gives rise to variations of, and
student access to, visual arts education courses. Middle-level art education represents a bright
spot in the visual art education experiences of students. Across the United States, visual arts
education at the middle level represents the simultaneous peak of both excellence and equity in
K-12 public art education (Arts Education Partnership, 2012a; Arts Education Partnership,
2012b; Education Commission of the States, 2006, 2011). Middle-level students are most likely
to receive concentrated and mandatory exposure to art education than they are at any other time
in their K-12 experience. Students receive more minutes per week than they do in elementary
school, where the average is 30 minutes per week (Arts Education Partnership, 2012b). More
students enroll in art education than they do at the high school level, since many states do not
mandate a high school art education requirement. In addition, at the high school level, a smaller
percentage of students enroll in art and design classes than in elementary or middle school.
Despite the most prolonged learning opportunity for the largest amount of art education
students in the United States, only a limited number of studies directly examine visual arts
education and the middle-level (Arts Education Partnership, 2012, Burton, 2012; Education
Commission of the States, 2011; Hafeli, Stokrocki, & Zimmerman, 2005). Developmentally,
students in the middle-level context are emerging from what is termed a creativity slump, a time
in which the ability of students to connect meaning and graphic symbols lessens (Davis, 1997).
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Yet, it is also during this time that these students display new developmental capacities for
abstract thought, social engagement, and creativity. At the middle level, students are
developmentally poised to handle increasing cognitive and skill based challenges (Arredondo,
Blackburn, Brandt, Marzano, & Moffett, 1997; Kindler, 1997; Mooney, 2013; Vygotsky, 1978).
Within the norms of the current education context, the middle-level is a robust location for art
education in schools.
Even though middle-level students have an increased opportunity and capacity for
developing creativity skills in art education, an understanding of the enacted middle-level art
education curriculum is at best blurry and at worst opaque. By contrast, at the high school level,
AP visual art coursework, college portfolio submissions, and the scholastic art contests aid in
grounding knowledge about how high school learning outcomes appear. Outcomes like these
provide insights into the curricular processes that proceeded, while also creating informal norms
for students and practitioners. The enacted middle-level curriculum has no comparable
identifiable outcome, allowing for curricular innovation and leading to instructional variance.
Without a shared and public outcome serving as an organizing principle, influences on middlelevel art education are more nebulous. In light of this fact, how middle-level art educators
instruct for creativity is unknown, as are the factors that give rise to their practices.
So while middle-level art education represents the best opportunity for the most students
to receive art education and enhance their visual creativity, little is known about how research,
policy, as well as the life contexts of middle-level art educators relate to the way in which
creativity is operationalized for these grades.
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Life Contexts of Middle-level Art Educators
In this study, the professional practice of middle-level visual art educators’ work was
examined as shaped by a network of contexts. Similar to the contexts of creativity research and
policy, many networks converge to interact with the practice of middle-level art educators. For
example, the life experiences of educators have generally been shown to impact the
implementation of state and local policies (Swanson & Stevenson, 2002). More specifically,
research demonstrates educator practice as influenced by factors such as the level of poverty an
educator experiences during childhood, the type of higher education he/she receives, and the
location of the school at which they teach; it is assumed that these factors are no different for art
education (Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer, 2002).
Definitions of creativity utilized in the practice of middle-level art educators serve as the
outcome variable of this study. Their reported definitions were used to determine if state policy
or the practitioner’s life experiences relate more closely to how creativity manifests in their
instruction. Life experiences included the economic status of middle-level art educators during
their K-12 experience, the type of higher education institution in which they earned their highest
degree, and the urban-centric locale in which they teach. Additional data, such as the grades
taught, number of average instructional minutes, and number of students were also collected for
post-hoc analysis. To build systematic knowledge on factors that relate to the definitions of
creativity held by middle-level art educators, every middle-level art educator in each of the three
state cases (Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota) was invited to participate in a survey for this project.
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Review of Contexts

The overarching topic of this study is creativity, a construct that is highly valuable and
ambiguously defined. The way in which creativity is used and possibly linked across the contexts
of research, policy, and practice is the overall focus of this study. Creativity in the context of
research, although refined, holds ambiguities and vagueness that prevent its operationalization in
policy and practice. To overcome issues related to the communication of creativity, this research
initially identified six categories of creativity from the literature. These categories are rooted in
different forms of creative problems, which are articulable for policy and practice as well as
continued research.
The context of policy in art education constitutes multiple, unaligned networks of
influence at the federal, state, and local levels; these networks include formal and informal policy
actors and activities. This research utilizes three state cases: Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota
because of relative differences in their art education policy strengths. The third and final context
of this study is that of middle-level art educators and their life experiences. Within this context,
variables may enhance, inhibit, or have no relationship with how creativity translates from policy
into practice. Selected variables from the life experiences of middle-level art educators include
the economic status of middle-level art educators during their K-12 experience, the type of
higher education institution in which they earned their highest degree, and the urban-centric
locale in which they teach. These factors were utilized to understand if they enhance, diminish,
or have no effect on middle-level art educators’ understanding of creativity.
Each of these contexts holds its own significance for research in the field of art education.
A renewed examination of creativity, knowledge about creativity in art education policies, and
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refined data about the practice of middle-level art educators are each valuable in and of
themselves. The synthesis of each context in the overall research design provides additional
significance for exploring the policy to practice relationships in a rapidly evolving education
landscape.
Significance of the Study

Creativity is a critically important educational aim in a primarily visual world and
operational definitions of creativity that extend across the contexts of research, education policy,
and classroom practice contribute to a positive economic outcome for students. Nonetheless, a
lack of clear, operational definitions inhibits the prioritization of creativity in schools.
This project provides conceptions of creativity for research with application to policy,
practice, and research – the first major point of significance. These conceptions of creativity are
problem-based categorizations with practical applications among contexts. As such, these
conceptions provide a new and meaningful way to frame creativity as an educational outcome,
beginning with the policy context.
The second point of significance addresses a lack of research about the policy
environment of art education. This includes clarity about the influences on policies the benefit
creativity in education. It also includes an exploration of the mechanisms of influence on art
education practice relative to creativity.
The need for art education policy knowledge was recently highlighted by Sabol (2013),
who stated: “The shifting sands upon which educators find themselves continue to make the
study of educational policy a principal concern for the field of education generally and for arts
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education in particular” (p. 42). Nonetheless, and despite the importance of this information,
there remains a critical knowledge gap in art education research.
A third major point of significance of this study is exploring factors that relate to how
middle-level art educators implement creativity. Importantly, middle-level art education
represents a unique opportunity for instruction- more students have art education during this
phase of their education and developmentally students are ready for increasingly robust forms of
learning. However, how research and policy are operationalized for maximum student benefit is
unclear, as are factors that may enhance or diminish knowledge about creativity.
A fourth and final point of significance is the development of knowledge about networks
among the art education research, policy, and practice contexts. Because of its informal role in
education, how knowledge flows from research to policy to practice as well as the identification
of mechanisms that may influence art educator practice relative to creativity are a mystery,
which fails to serve the work of researchers and policy advocates. Essentially, it is unknown
what mechanisms relate most closely with the point of implementation: the classroom. Yet,
identifying such factors is not viable without a clarified understanding of creativity.

Clarified Creativity Research

The development of applicable theories rooted in creative problems promotes
meaningfully embedding knowledge about creativity into education at the levels of research,
policy, and practice. It also allows for flexible and non-prescribed outcomes, as creative
problems are often semi-structured or open-ended (Efland, 2002). While practical benefits for
problem-based conceptions of creativity can be articulated as an instructional goal, the use of
problem-based conceptions allows for the curricular and instructional innovations.
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Clarified and connected language about creativity in the context of research promotes
renewed art education research that systematically analyzes creativity as an educational outcome
can be formalized as an ongoing research program. Clearly defined, falsifiable knowledge that
links research, policy, and practice reinforces and refines itself because of its practical
definitions. A final benefit of clarified language of creativity is the minimizing of rhetorical
language about creativity in education.

Articulated Art Education and Creativity Policies

As noted, creativity and art education are crucial topics for U.S. education and the
economic outcomes of students. Ambiguity about creativity, highlighted in the previous section,
is one of the reasons that creativity and art education are all but absent in formal U.S. art
education policies. Further, a lack of education policy studies on the topic of creativity in art
education communicates a lack of worth. Significantly, this research begins to fill a gap in the
research literature related to creativity and art education in U.S. education policies through an
exploratory, descriptive, and replicable design that sets the stage for causally inferential studies.
As noted, federal and state policies represent a highly dynamic and layered landscape of
formal and informal networks. Formal networks, which include the federal government, state
governments, and districts, hold uneven as well as seldom explored approaches to art education
and creativity. Narrowed curricular programs and less flexibility relative to student learning
outcomes are a result of a tight coupling between policy and math and reading practice (Farkas
Duffett Research Group, 2012). Although unusual in the history of U.S. education, there has
been an increasing trend toward centralizing policies around reading and math, while other
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content areas, such as art education, have policies that are more loosely coupled to practice. So,
not only do art education and creativity policies vary, but also they are also relatively weak.
Additionally important is the relationship between formal education policies and informal
organizations that influence practice. In education generally, informal organizations (nongovernmental organizations) have increasing influence on education, a structure of governance
without formal government. These informal networks include not-for-profit professional
development organizations, policy advocacy groups, and for-profit education corporations (Au &
Ferrare, 2015). It is unclear the ways in which art education is systematically influenced by these
informal networks.
Many art education policy studies provide only general descriptions and do not
systematically expand understanding of informal policy characteristics. For example, the work of
the Education Commission of the States (ECS) and Arts Education Partnership (AEP) document
policy statements, but neither indicates the context surrounding those policies nor do they
indicate the factors that buttress their implementation in practice. Exploratory studies, like this
one, which articulates formal and informal aspects of art education policy, are missing in the art
education field. However, such insights provide a roadmap for art education and creativity for
advocacy and continued directions for research.
In summary, this study clarified the formal and informal networks that give rise to and
support policies relative to art education and creativity, generating a framework for future
research and a roadmap for advocacy and research. However, policy is only as strong as its
application, which in education takes the form of instructional practice. In this case, instructional
practice was the context of middle-level art education.
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Significance for Middle-level Art Education

Challenges in defining creativity as well as understanding its policy contexts are helpful,
but ultimately unimportant without an application to practice. Education is a practical activity
and the ways in which research and policy are enacted in the reality of classrooms is what
determines their value. Significantly, how creativity manifests in art education is unknown.
Although it is known that art education and creativity are closely linked, categorized descriptive
knowledge of the practices of middle-level art educators relative to creativity enhances an
understanding of strengths and needs relative to creativity.
Additionally important is the question of how the life experiences of middle-level art
educators shape the definitions of creativity they hold. This project will also indicate if other
factors such as life experience, education, or school location relate to any of the definitions of
creativity held by middle-level art educators. Determining relationships between categorized
definitions of creativity and the life experiences of middle-level art educators is crucial to
clarifying if life experiences, rather than policy, drive instruction for creativity held by art
education. This important piece of information requires not only information about practice, but
also a synthesized overview of relationships between policy and practice on the subject of
creativity in art education.

Synthesized Significance

The final analysis of this study linked the contexts of creativity, policy, and practice to
generalize knowledge about possible relationship among contexts. The context of creativity
generated knowledge that clarified the myriad of definitions into six categories for analysis of
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policy documents and understanding the practice of middle-level art educators. Knowledge about
policy indicates the way in which formal and informal policy networks can contribute to
particular art education and creativity policies. Knowledge generated from the context of practice
indicates the degree of relationship creativity research and policy have with definitions of
creativity in practice. The synthesis enabled groundwork for causal inferences, including whether
relationships between state level art education policy and the life experiences of middle-level art
educators exist. It also served to clarify if conceptions of creativity can be systematically
identified with the identified across aggregate contexts.
The policy to practice relationship, including the flow of content from policy to practice
via formal and informal systems is often the subject of general education policy research. This
relationship has not been explored in the specific context of art education to the same degree it
has been in general education (Pajares, 1992; Roscigno, Tomaskovic-Devey, & Crowley, 2006;
Sabol, 2001; Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer, 2002). These studies are highly complex because they
examine dynamic and hard to measure phenomenon; studies that examine art education policy
and practice, via both formal and informal networks, are few and far between.
Many salient general education policy studies have examined relationships between the
macro context of policy and its translation into the micro context of practice. These studies
identify the translation of policy into practice as influenced by many intermittent variables,
including educators’ K-12 experience, their pre-professional education program, and the socioeconomic context of the school in which they work. Specifically, this relationship is explored
with education content that is used in student assessment and for school accountability. So not
only does this study contextualize the policy and practice relationships, but it also demonstrates
if conceptions of creativity flow or are inhibited by variables like life experience this
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relationship. One final, significant outcome of this study will be the development of a framework
that links systematic and nonsystematic variables between policy and teacher self-reports on
practice.
Review of Creativity’s Significance

There are three points of significance in this study relative to creativity. First, this study
synthesizes creativity research into six categories rooted in language practical for research,
policy, and practice. Second, this practical language approach grounds creativity in applicable,
problem-based categories that reflect the occurrences of creativity in art education and for
interdisciplinary education. Finally, such an approach to creativity enhances the capacity of art
education to address social, economic, and political needs. In sum, the definitions offered will be
applicable to an expanding vision of art education for contemporary education contexts. A
focused approach to creativity reinforces the value of art education within a dynamic policy
context by providing applications for practice that are also teachable and assessable.

Research Questions and Subquestions

This exploratory, mixed methods study addressed the following research question and
subquestions: What relationships exist among conceptions of creativity in research, art education
policies, and the ways in which middle-level art educators operationalize creativity in their
instruction?
1. What relationship exists, if any, between creativity in research and creativity in art
education policies?
2. What relationship exists, if any, between family economic status during childhood
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and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
3. What relationship exists, if any, between middle-level art educators’ educational
background and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
4. What relationship exists, if any, between the school contexts of a middle-level art
educator and that educator’s definitions of creativity?
5. What relationship exists, if any, between definitions of creativity in state education
policies and teachers’ definitions of creativity?

Definitions of Terms

To enable clarity throughout the discussion of limitations, the definitions of relevant
terms will be presented first.

Categories of Higher Education Institutions

What follows are categories of higher education institutions that will be identified as a set
of variables in this project. These definitions are taken from the Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education (2013), which has represented generally accepted classifications since 1970. Each
category varies by the type and quantity of degrees and includes the following:


Associate's Colleges



Baccalaureate Colleges



Doctorate-Granting Universities



Master’s Colleges and Universities



Special Focus Institutions



Tribal Colleges
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General Definitions

The following terms are used in this study:
Construct. A construct is a concept that explains “empirical data on a phenomenon or to
conceptualize unobservable or unmeasurable elements of a domain of study to formulate a
theory” (Lewis-Black & Bryman, 2004, p. 181). Creativity is an abstract idea that has been
measured through long-standing, but sometimes overlapping, aspects. For a construct to be
studied, “it must be clearly defined and its relationships to similar or dissimilar concepts or
constructs in the same domain of study must be specified” (p. 181).
Divergent thinking. Divergent thinking has long been connected to creativity and was originally
defined in opposition to convergent thinking. It has also come to be associated with a number of
other types of thinking processes, such as ideational fluency, flexibility, and elaboration
(Guilford, 1950; Torrance, 1987).
Elaboration. Elaboration is defined as the extension of an idea, process, or product and is often
considered the outcome of flexible and fluid thinking. Debate continues about whether
elaboration should be considered a normal cognitive process or a thinking quality unique to
creative individuals (Wygant, 1993; Zimmerman, 2009). In this study, elaboration is connected
to flexibility, as articulated in the review of literature.
Flexibility. Flexibility refers to “a change in the meaning, use, or interpretation of something”
(Guilford, 1968, p. 99). In this sense, flexibility represents the number of different ways a
solution can be generated for a creative problem. Flexibility is also connected to the internal trait
of adaptability, and in this case is recognized as applicable to “reproductive” creative endeavors,
like a musical performance or the replication of a work of art (Weisberg, 2006, p. 200).
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Formal policies. Formal policies include federal and state policies relative to art education, such
as laws and statutes. Formal policies also include education standards and curricula that serve to
bridge education policies to the level of practice.
Ideational fluency. Ideational fluency refers to the quantity of ideas generated for a given task or
problem (Kaufman, Plucker, & Baer, 2008).
Informal policies. Informal policies refer to activities that influence the creation and / or
implementation of policies. Informal policies in education include the influences of not-forprofits on formal policies and even the role of the education sector on policy and practice.
Metacognition. Metacognition is thinking about one’s thinking; this is considered a valuable skill
for recalibrating one’s thinking process to solve creative problems. It is also understood as
important for manipulating one’s own feeling states in the achievement of a creative outcome
(Halpern, 2003; Nickerson, 2010).
Middle level. Middle-level often includes students ages 10 to 15 (NMSA/AMLE, 2010). For the
purpose of this study, elementary schools will be considered grade five and below, and fifth
grade art educators will be excluded. Any stand-alone school between elementary school and
high school will be considered a middle-level school. This will include junior high schools,
which often comprise only grades seven and eight. In the case of a K-8 or K-12 school, teachers
of the art education programs including grades six, seven, and/or eight will constitute the
population of interest.
Novelty. Novelty is a contemporary version of originality, but instead of only representing
something new, it has come to mean both new and meaningful or new and valuable. Novelty
requires a creative product or act to also represent the needs of a context or to be accepted by a
community (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Sawyer, 2006; Weisberg, 2006; Zimmerman, 2009).
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Originality. Another of the first aspects of creativity was originality, and in contemporary
situations is referred to as a new, unanticipated outcome or product (Guilford, 1950; Torrance,
1987).
Primary processes. The idea of primary processes is rooted in psychoanalysis and refers to
procedures connected to the unconscious, such as dreaming, the thinking of children and the
mentally ill (Sawyer, 2006).
Professionalization. Professionalization refers to the organization of a legislative body.
Professionalization does not refer to the quality or capability of legislative members, but the
degree of formalized organization. A highly professionalized legislative body will have multiple
paid positions within the legislature and a more complicated network of employees. By contrast,
a legislative body that is less professionalized relies on volunteers for its staff and sometimes
even its members.
Sociocultural theories. A systems approach takes the point of view that creativity occurs in
contexts and reflects a common language in that context while also being populated by a
community of experts (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Sawyer, 2006). This approach sees creativity as
not an individual act, but as a direct or indirect collaboration within a community.
Socio-economic status. Socioeconomic status (SES) incorporates the three components of
economic, social, and work status (Institute of Education Sciences, 2013).
State policy. Policies include state codes and statues at the state level. States traditionally have
had the largest influence on setting the rules and guidelines for education within their geographic
area.
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Urban centric locale. A classificatory scheme for geographic classifications used by the Institute
of Educational Sciences’ National Center for Education Statistics (National Center for Education
Statistics, n.d.).

Chapter 1 Conclusions

Creativity has a long history of connection to art education along with many qualities
emphasized as important. Creativity has many applications and benefits for learners beyond
notions of unconscious expression, the most commonly held myths about creativity (Sawyer,
2006). Learning benefits include applied analysis and collaboration, along with translation and
transformation skills, to name just a few. Economic benefits have been well documented and
creativity as an educational aim is necessary for students to be fully prepared for life in the
global creative economy. Further creativity and visual fields associated with arts education are in
more demand than ever before.
Problematically, current conceptions of creativity are ambiguous and vague, creating a
number of challenges for art education policy and practice. Underlying values associated with
creativity resist it being defined, while a lack of clarity in definitions works against its
manifestation in policy and practice.
Ultimately, both art education policy and practice require categorizations of creativity in
which to shape learning outcomes and sit within the language-based contexts of policy language
(including curricula). Since creativity is important for education, clear conceptions of creativity
should be forwarded that reinforce its importance as an educational aim, but also the importance
of arts education as a means for developing student creativity as an educational outcome.
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However, because of challenges in clarifying concepts of creativity, ideas about creativity
have not been linked in research, policy, and practice as other knowledge categories, such as text
analysis or mathematical theories. Creativity, linked to policy and art education, highlights a
significant void in art education and general education research that has been a long time in the
making.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview

As outlined in Chapter 1, ambiguity about creativity confounds its application as an
educational outcome, despite its stated importance as a global education priority (Anderson &
Krathwohl, 2001; Bronson & Merryman, 2010; Craft, 2005; Fleming, 2008; Florida, 2010;
Friedman, 2011; Kimbell, 2001; Pohle & Chapman, 2006; President's Committee on the Arts and
the Humanities, 2011). Further, the path from research to policy and then from policy to practice
is not linear, as educational concepts are differently defined within each of these concepts
(Bachar & Glaubman, 2006; Burch, 2007; Pajares, 1992; Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer, 2002;
Swanson & Stevenson, 2002). Therefore, although creativity is highly valued, it is unclear what
knowledge about creativity as a learning outcome is being communicated. It is also unclear by
which processes such communication happens.
Chapter 2 is organized around three topics: creativity, art education policy, and middlelevel art educators. The topic of creativity was explored through a problem-based view of the
construct. This resulted in six unique categories of creativity with minimal ambiguity, enabling a
comparison of creativity in policy and creativity in practice. The topic of art education policy
was addressed in the examination of three state cases with dissimilar art education policies. The
policies in these states, along with the historic and contemporary networks that sustain them are
used to uncover regularities in each case. Also included in the examination of policies are urbancentric locales within each state as social-economic conditions may relate to how creativity is
translated from research to policy and practice. The third topic of this literature review is that of
practice, which was examined through the operationalized definitions of creativity held by
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middle-level art educators within each of the three state cases. In addition, to these reported
definitions, the life experiences of these educators, are considered variables that might influence
the policy to practice relationship and include the socio-economic condition of their home life
during childhood and the type of institution from which they received their highest degree. The
way that definitions of creativity relate between policy and practice, as well as the relationship
between factors such as the strength of art education policies, the urban centric locale in which
middle-level art educators teach, the socio-economic conditions of art educators during
childhood, and the type of institution from which they received their highest degree were
explored in this study.

Literature Review: Creativity

Philosophical Foundations (Assumptions)
The following analysis of creativity utilizes Foucault’s (1971) archaeological approach,
the aim of which identifies similarities and differences in conceptions of creativity to uncover
practical aspects of the construct. In this project, practicality is understood as knowledge that can
be applied to teaching and learning, specifically to middle-level art education.

Rationales, Rhetorics, and Realities of Creativity

Creativity has long been linked to art education, serving as a frequent rationale for art in
education; these rationales often overlap in both factual and rhetorical ways (Efland 1990;
Freedman, 2010; President's Committee on the Arts and the Humanities, 2011; Wygant, 1993).
In the past, rationales for art education employed creativity as personal self-expression and
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necessary for emotional health, qualities viewed as fundamental for participation in a democratic
society (Craft, 2005; Gibson, 2005; Sternberg & Lubart, 1991; Unsworth, 2001; Zimmerman,
2009). In the context of the Cold War, creativity in the United States was viewed as a knowledge
resource that contributed to developing human excellence and technical innovation. Currently,
creativity is argued as essential for the economic well-being of both individuals and society
(Bronson & Merryman, 2010; Florida, 2006; President's Committee on the Arts and the
Humanities, 2011). Yet, like educational aims in general, rationales for the inclusion of creativity
have shifted from democratic participation and knowledge refinement to economic participation
(Castells & Cardoso, 2005; Dewey, 1916 1986; Florida, 2011; Gardner, 1990; Herbert, 1995;
Jacobsen & Rothstein, 2006; OECD, 2015; Sabol, 2013).
Contemporary conceptions of creativity do not entirely transform or replace past ideas,
but instead layer on top of previously valued definitions in nuanced and complex ways. At one
time, creativity was solely associated with the arts, but increasingly became an aspect of research
in psychology.
Different definitions of creativity over time along with a shift from the discipline of art
education to psychology contributed to more definitions of creativity, resulting in more
ambiguity about what creativity is; so although it is a social construct that fluctuates across time
and among contexts, there are unique attributes that can be categorized for increased clarity in
research, policy, and practice. Problematically, the existing lack of clarity about creativity in an
outcome-based education context signals that neither creativity nor art education are a wise
investment for schools. Confusion of words and concepts associated with creativity are
illustrated in Figure 2. Clarified conceptions of creativity for both education policy and practice
are essential for expanding the role of art education in P-12 settings.
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Figure 2. Creativity visualized as a confusion of words and concepts.
An examination of creativity’s research history reveals knowable and relevant
conceptions of creativity for education. Although creativity is the grounds for many romanticized
myths, there are also practical descriptions with focused applications to student learning
outcomes (Runco, 2014; Sawyer, 2006). The review of creativity research identified six
categorizations with practical and unique attributes for art education policy and practice.
Referred to in the text as Originality and Primary Processes, Divergent Thinking and Flexibility,
Elaboration and Fluency, Sociocultural theories, Creativity as metacognition and problem
solving, and Composite Theories to Creativity, these categories became the means by which
creativity was operationalized for this research. Of these categories, the longest established
definition in Western thought is creativity as a form of spontaneous self-expression; this form of
creativity is categorized as Originality and Primary Processes.
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Originality and Primary Processes: Spontaneous Self-Expression

The first identified category of creativity is Originality and Primary Processes, which can
be recognized in the writings of Plato as spontaneous self-expression. In the Ion, Plato described
creativity as a form of possession in which poets were passive hosts for the otherworldly muses
(Cooper, 1997). This began the still utilized notion of creativity as related to being “out of one’s
mind” (Robinson, 2011, p 17; Sternberg & Lubart, 2010; Unsworth, 2001). Similarly, in
Metaphysics, Aristotle argued that creativity was nature’s favor bestowed upon an individual; it
was unknowable and only recognizable in creative outcomes (Kaplan, 2012). As an unknowable
process, this conception of creativity could neither be communicated nor taught.
Romantic-era (1750-1850) notions of creativity continued this line of thinking as a
reaction to the Industrial Revolution by placing a high value on nature, individuality, and
political freedom (Smith, 1961). During this era, creative people were regarded as faithful
representations of the natural order, a representation frequently summarized in the nascent term
originality. This extended Aristotelian ideas of naturalness, and in the 18th century
Enlightenment writing of Immanuel Kant, specifically in The Critique of Judgement, originality
was linked to creativity, genius, art and aesthetics (Kant, 1790/1987).
However, Kant was not fully willing to concede the ability of creativity, originality
aesthetics, or genius as definable. He was unwilling to consent that just any judgment might
adequately identify creativity. His solution concluded that the creative individual – the genius –
would uncover the hidden rules of nature, aesthetics, and originality through empirical and
logical rigor (Kant, 1987; Kearney & Rasmussen, 2001).
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Such rigor meant that the products of genius could directly communicate to other
geniuses. Kant writes:
In accordance with these suppositions, genius is the exemplary originality of the natural
gifts of a subject of free employment of his cognitive faculty. In this way, the product of
a genius (as what is to be ascribed to genius and not to possible learning or schooling is
an example not to be imitated, for then that which in it is genius and constitutes the spirit
of the work would be lost), but to be followed, by another genius; whom it awakens to a
feeling of his own originality and whom it stirs so to exercise his art in freedom from the
constraint of rules that thereby a new rule is gained for art, and thus his talent shows itself
to be exemplary. (Rothenberg & Hausman, 1976, pp. 41-42).
Yet, this created an emperor’s new clothes scenario for arguments against a creative
work; any individual identifying a work as uncreative ran the risk of highlighting his/her own
inability to comprehend creativity. This argument became an incredibly powerful and deeply
embedded means to argue against communicable definitions of creativity, even in scientific
studies. For example, the genetic work of Sir Francis Galton reinforced the untouchable nature
of creativity dictated by hereditary. This endeavor also linked creativity and genius and
reinforced that a creative genius’s contributions originated “out of nowhere” and these
individuals themselves were “out of reach or need of education” (Albert & Runco, 2010, p. 22).
Definitions of creativity continued to expand, emphasizing it as a hard-to-know phenomenon:
even the first five-stage descriptions of the creative process, introduced in the 1890s, included
incommunicable stages (Martindale, 2010, pp. 137-138).
In the socio-political context of expanding democracies, the democratic society was
considered a better society for geniuses to express their creativity. Rousseau’s influential 18th
century education text, Emile, speaks to these close connections among individual learning,
freedom, and nature. Rousseau writes that he favors “aspects of civilization that are not
corrupting to a natural life” (as cited in Ozmon & Craver, 2007, p. 102). In 1897, the early child
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psychologist G. Stanley Hall noted that the natural life of self-expression and creativity in
children was an outcome of art education.

Early 20th Century: Outlet of the Unconscious
Romantic-era definitions were re-contextualized in psychoanalysis, the “first major
twentieth-century theoretical approach” to creativity (Sternberg & Lubat, 2010, p. 6).
Psychoanalysis saw creativity as embedded not within nature or genetics but within the
unconscious. Originating from “primary thought processes,” like dreams or the thinking of
children and the mentally ill, creativity was a socially acceptable outlet for unconscious desires
(Sawyer, 2006, p. 52). The unconscious mind and the thinking of children became a fertile and
natural space, free of the negative effects that resulted from rationality and socio-economic based
identity. Significantly, it is within this context that the roots of modern art education in schools
began to emerge.
Many influential art educators were socially, geographically, and professionally
connected to the development of psychoanalysis, which interconnected intuition and primary
processes with creativity in art education. Most notably is the case of Franz Cizek. Influenced by
his connection to the Vienna Secession, Cizek coined the term child art and provided a template
exemplifying artwork originating from primary processes (Waller, 2014). Through the lenses of
psychoanalysis, creativity, self-expression, and art education became closely coupled ideas.
Following World War I, ideas of self-expression and creativity migrated from Europe to
the United States, often with the thinkers who developed them. The conception of creative selfexpression found a place in the influential progressive education movement. Creativity was
viewed as self-expression that emerged naturally from an uninhibited child, a notion popular
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with educators like Maria Montessori; it also translated into a rationale for art education as a part
of education (Efland, 1990; Ozmon & Craver, 2007; Wygant, 1993).

Post-World War II United States: Development of Individuality

Self-expression in art education extended through the work of Viktor Lowenfeld. His
centrality to art education in the U.S. resulted from his role as the first head of Penn State’s Art
Education program and his publication of Creative and Mental Growth in Art in 1947. This work
extended his belief in the importance of self-expression as necessary for a free and democratic
citizenry on the field. Lowenfeld saw creative self-expression as a latent personality trait that
emerged in adolescence and was encouraged by particular aesthetic experiences (White, 2004).
This approach underscored a vision of creativity and art as incommunicable, which Lowenfeld
argued arose from exposure to aesthetic works more than explicit instruction. The post-World
War II context of the United States, which included the Cold War, eagerly embraced ideas that
reinforced democratic freedom, self-expression, and creativity.
Further, creativity and self-expression conflated in popular fine art as well. Between the
1940s and the1960s, the Abstract Expressionist style was forwarded as the self-expression of an
artist’s “undigested” expression (Greenberg, 1957, p 105). Greenberg’s belief in the primacy of
intuition through formal manipulation solidified a vision of creativity in visual art and created
popular exemplars that are still replicated in art education lessons today (Katter & Stewart,
2001). As such, to illustrate the United States as a freely-expressive democratic environment, the
CIA secretly promoted Abstract Expressionism internationally (Saunders, 1995). The lack of
representational imagery in the style of Abstract Expressionism confirmed an idea that creative
expression, particularly in artistry, was opaque in its capacity to communicate. In this context,
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creativity and art could be anything—the more unpredictable, the better. Despite protests that
such extreme expressiveness was too radical and not socially beneficial, self-expressive
creativity was reinforced in museum education programs (Frank, 1960; MacLeish, 1954;
Plagens, 2006).
Psychology research that that followed during the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s reinforced the
uniqueness of creativity from normal thought; creativity was considered a unitary form of
intelligence, separate from an individual’s intelligence quotient (IQ). Following Guilford’s 1950
address to the APA, a number of psychological assessments for identifying and predicting
creativity were developed, which considered creativity a measurable, possibly predictable trait,
although not explicitly teachable (Plucker & Renzulli, 2010). These assessments held attributes
that further connected primary thought processes and self-expression within the definition of
originality; commonly, responses considered original were most often outside of the normal
range of responses and disconnected from the problem proposed in creativity assessments
(Barron, 1953; Guilford, 1967; Guilford, 1968; Torrance, 1966). Many psychological
assessments that hold this view and are still widely used, such as Guilford’s Alternative Uses
Task (1967), Wallach and Kogan Creativity Tests (1965), The Torrance Test for Creative
Thinking (1966), and the Barron-Welsh Art Scale (1953). Although post World War II United
States was a time of scientific refinement of and public interest in creativity, creativity continued
to reflect democratic ideals such as individual self-expression.
In 1959, the National Art Education Association began the research publication Studies in
Art Education. Given the popularity of creativity and its connection to art education, creativity
was a frequent topic during the early years of the journal. Significantly, ideas about creativity
that emerged through the journal had a fixed impact on the way creativity was understood in the
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field. There were 62 creativity-themed articles during the first 50 years of Studies in Art
Education, with 42 articles occurring during the first two decades. Many articles during the first
decade reflected psychoanalytic and self-expressive understandings of creativity as well as
questions of whether creativity could even constitute a subject of formal research topic (Brittain
& Beittel, 1961; Hammer, 1960; Kaufman, 1959; Taylor 1961b). Early articles linked personal
expressiveness to the mysteriousness of life, which was not easily communicable (Anderson
1960; Beittel, 1959; Embler, 1960; Hayman, 1960). Personal expressiveness and free thinking,
more than skill and in opposition to conformity, were the aim of creativity in art education
(Burkhart, 1961; Hoffa, 1960; Keel; 1959). The introduction of creativity in visual arts as less
communicable when compared with creativity in other settings grounded close ties to traits like
sensuousness, imagination, style, inner-strength, intense emotions, and a sense of beauty as
research in art education became formalized (Covington, 1967). The visual arts classroom was a
uniquely creative environment (Davis & Torrance, 1965; Hendrickson & Torrance, 1961).
Following the first decade of Studies in Art Education, creativity research within the field
of art education waned as other topics emerged, including questions about the status of the field
as a discipline as well as how best to educate poor and minority students. Established
conceptions of creativity were sustained without challenge when creativity research became
notably absent (Zimmerman, 2008). Figure 3 illustrates the decline of creativity as a topic of
research in Studies in Art Education throughout its first 50 years.
A similar research gap is reported in psychology as researchers navigated a shift from
behavioral approaches to cognitive-based ones. (Sawyer, 2006; Sternberg & Lubart, 2010).
Similarly, research in psychology continued to utilize definitions of originality as a primary
process as an unusual, outlier response (Milgram, Milgram, Rosenbloom, & Rabkin, 1978).
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Primary processes and notions of insight still manifested, often as primordial thinking with a
connection to primitivism and psychopathology; all of these definitions represent the intuitive
processing of an internalized and uniquely personal creative problem (Chena & Ling, 2010;
Eysenck, 1993; Goldwater, 1986; Halpern, 2003; Martindale, 1990; Runco, 2014; Sawyer, 2006;
Weisberg, 2006).

Figure 3. Decline of research on creativity in Studies in Art Education.

Summary: Originality and Primary Processes

In summary, there is a long history in western thinking that creativity, but particularly
creativity in art education, “involves the revelation of unconscious material” (Sawyer, 2006, p.
52). As a result, creativity as a form of magical thinking is an ingrained part of how creativity is
understood. Over the first half of the 20th century, via a mutually reinforcing relationship,
creativity and the visual arts were linked by an inability to be systematically defined.
Psychoanalysis manifested in artistic styles such as Expressionism, Dadaism, and Surrealism; the
underlying philosophies of these styles influenced approaches to art education (Simonton, 2006).
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Educating for creativity was to simply avoid inhibiting a student’s nature, which was inherently
free in social, emotional, and intellectual ways. The Cold War led to an encouragement of
creative thinking as an asset for the United States, as it enabled knowledge production and
democratic participation (Anderson, 1960; Derell, 1963; Hammer, 1960; Kincaid, 1961; Lanier,
1972; Lewis & Mussen, 1969; Lowenfeld, 1960; Qualley, 1970).
This value on creativity as Originality and Primary Processes persists into the present.
For example, Edwards (1989) Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain wrongly ascribes the
preconscious, creative, and spiritual characteristics to the right hemisphere of the brain, but this
metaphor resonated deeply, transforming into an unending cultural myth about creative and
artistic people. Milbrandt and Milbrandt (2011) describe “self-expression and the search for
meaning” as “personal transformation” that frees an individual from “secondhand beliefs and
conditioned behaviors” (p. 11). Contemporary directions in art education continue to recycle
psychoanalytic and indefinable characteristics of creativity, particularly in literal applications of
choice-based instruction (Jaquith & Hathaway, 2012; Sabol, 2004). Similarly, during the 2014
Manuel Barkan Award Lecture, at the National Art Education Association annual conference,
Gude highlighted surrealist techniques to evoke the unconscious while reacting against attempts
to define artistic success.
Therefore, the notion of creativity as Originality and Primary Processes persists and
offers one of the six categories identified in the literature. It is the longest standing way in which
creativity is recognized, and it persists into the present. This category consistently represents
production that is generated from within an individual and without regard or relevance to
problem; such production never seeks a solution that based on a shared social interest or
problem, such as those that are relevant to a disciplinary field or a social context. These problems
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are not intended to have pre-determined externally communicative value and are often
unstructured and open-ended. Figure 4 demonstrates words from the literature associated with
the creativity category of Originality and Primary Processes.

Figure 4. Words and concepts associated with creativity as Originality and Primary Processes.
Yet, creativity as originality and primary process is just one conception among others that
emerged early in the modern-era of creativity research and art education. Other long-standing
conceptions of creativity sought to clarify and articulate what it means to be creative with their
core difference from the Originality and Primary Processes category being their relevance to a
defined form of problem.

Divergent Thinking and Flexibility: Analogical Thinking

Alongside the category of Originality and Primary Processes were categories of creativity
that were definable and communicable. During the mid-17th century Thomas Hobbes offered an
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alternative Romantic Era perspective when he contended that creativity was constructed through
rationality – that people were not simply “bagpipes” for the muses (as cited in Smith, 1961, p.
24). In 1877, creativity was categorized as “a divergence from ordinary thought and action”
(Becker, 1995, p. 225). Divergence, like originality, was also connected to the term genius, but
it was described differently, like a record player jumping a groove. This analogy implied a
knowable process that could be communicated and shared (Albert & Runco, 2010). The concept
of divergence, although still outside of expected contributions, shifted creativity away from a
purely intuitive process. Yet it was not until the mid-20th century when divergence became
operationalized, a result of its connection was an aspect of creativity assessments. Post World
War II United States.
Divergent thinking was defined in opposition to convergent, logical thought, which
always resulted in a single conventional answer. In Post-World War II United States, convergent
thinking represented a fixed, socialist mindset, while divergent thinking represented democratic
non-conforming thought of freethinking people (Anderson, 1960; Guilford, 1959). Identifying
divergent and flexible thinking was valued as a determining factor in discriminating between
creative and non-creative people, particularly those who could scientifically and culturally help
the United States forward.

Operationalizing Divergent Thinking and Flexibility

Psychometric testing distilled qualitative aspects of creativity, and between 1950 and
1970, it refined various characteristics of people and processes. Of the multitude of terms
associated with divergent thinking, flexibility was operationalized most similarly (Dawson &
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McWilliam, 2008; Kincaid, 1961; Mumford, Marks, Connelly, Zaccaro, & Johnson, 1998;
Sawyer, 2006; Silvia, 2008; Thompson, 2009). Flexibility was operationalized as “a change in
the meaning, use, or interpretation of something” which directly represented the application of
divergent thinking (Guilford, 1968, p. 99). Heavily influenced by Mednick’s (1962) theories,
flexibility and divergent thinking were indicative of solutions that demonstrate a breadth of
knowledge via associations between similarly structured form or meaning, both within and
across domains (Exley, 2008; Qualley, 1970). Both flexibility and divergence result in
analogically devised solutions with relevance for identified creative problems. (Cropley, &
Maslany, 1969; Silvia, 2008a; Wallach & Kogan, 1965). These analogical responses result from
forms of questions that prompt responses within and among knowledge domains. Unlike
Originality and Primary Processes, which result in highly personal outlier responses, divergent
and flexible responses result in socially meaningful solutions. This means that responses
considered divergent or flexible have communicable relevance to members working within a
knowledge domain; this is very much unlike Originality and Primary Processes, which does not
validate its products by their social relevance. In meta-analyses of psychometric testing,
divergent thinking and flexible thinking are demonstrated to be performance predictors for the
same outcome measures, indicating the closeness of their qualities (Bechtereva & Nagornova,
2007; Qualley, 1970; Taylor & & Holland, 1962). By the end of the 1960s, flexibility was
defined as “a change in the meaning, use, or interpretation of something,” which concretized its
connection with divergent thinking (Guilford, 1968, p. 99).
As art education research continued to formalize in the 1960s, definitions of divergence
and flexibility resonated with art educators inclined to describe learning and creativity. These
aspects of creativity also resonated with corners of the professional field that sought ways to
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describe art education as a discipline. The evolution of creativity as embedded within
spontaneous personalities to a form of normal thought followed a clear trajectory: divergence
became a description of a form of thought, a type of personal disposition, or a way in which to
describe a product (Brittain & Beittel, 1961; Henrickson & Torrance, 1961; Taylor, 1961a). . In
both his 1960 and 1962 articles, Eisner highlighted qualities of creative thinking as an
increasingly communicable form of problem solving, knowable as a transformative and useful
act. Beittel (1964) and Beittel and Burkhart (1963) described divergence as a purposeful form of
thinking, different from spontaneous thinking. This definitional switch is transformational,
implying that creativity can be taught, a notion reinforced elsewhere (Parnes, 1961; Torrance,
1987). By the end of the 1960s, flexibility was defined as a form of thinking, grounded in a
problem, identifiable in verbal and visual products, and reflecting the definitions of divergence
from earlier in the decade (Bolton, 1969; Davis, 1967; Heussenstamm, 1969; Madaus, 1967).

Contemporary Divergent Thinking and Flexibility (1970-Present)

In the 1970s, definitions from psychometric tests and the cognitive revolution in
psychology offered new insights and critiques into creativity (Metcalfe, 1978). This work also
refined connections between Divergent Thinking and Flexibility, including the reinforcement of
associational and analogical thinking as an aspect of creative thinking (Halpern, 2003; Runco,
2014; Sternberg & Lubart, 1991; Weisberg, 2006). Analogical thinking, emphasized in crosscategorical and relevant responses, elevated the topics of breadth and depth in creativity through
semantic, syntactic, contextual, and emotive associations (Burton, 2009; Csikszentmihalyi, 1997;
Efland, 2002; Eisner, 2002; Fleming, 2008; Hetland & Winner, 2004; Mumford, Marks,
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Connelly, Zaccaro, & Johnson, 1998; Ramachandran, 2004; Runco, 2014; Silvia, 2007, 2008;
Silvia, et al., 2008; Weisberg, 2006).

Summary: Divergent Thinking and Flexibility

In summary, the category of Divergent Thinking and Flexibility is about meaningful
analogies within and among knowledge domains. Analogies imply varying degrees of relevance
based on their status as either near or far analogies. Divergent and flexible thinking reflects
constructivist visions of learning in which learners develop analogies and related knowledge
through inquiry, which has an increased benefit on creative learning outcomes (Allam, 2008;
Arredondo, Blackburn, Brandt, Marzano, & Moffett, 1997; Efland, 2002; Halpern, 2003; James,
1997; Marzano & Heflebower, 2012; Palmer & Tishman, 2005; Ruscio & Amabile, 1999;
Tishman & Perkins, 1995; Tishman & Palmer, 2006). However, these analogies are developed in
response to semi-structured problem spaces that allow meaningful connections in creative
products. Responses are neither right nor wrong, but range from addressing the problem more or
less. Figure 5 demonstrates the words and concepts connected to the Divergent Thinking and
Flexibility category of creativity.
Divergent Thinking and Flexibility represents ideas that are both new and meaningful.
The term novelty (defined as a process or product that is both new and meaningful) emerged as a
broadly accepted definition of creativity and continues to be used in contemporary discourse.
While Divergent Thinking and Flexibility places an emphasis on socially shared outcomes, other
categories that have emerged over time, such as Elaboration and Fluency, are even more
emblematic of thinking processes without the finality of a product.
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Figure 5. Words and concepts associated with divergent thinking and flexibility.

Creativity as Elaboration and Fluency: Idea Generation

Elaboration and Fluency allow for a wider range of domain relevant solutions, but not as
wide a range as the category of originality and primary process. Elaboration and Fluency reflect
a process of thinking less connected to a single product or outcome. Most commonly
operationalized under the umbrella term of brainstorming, Elaboration and Fluency extend ideas,
processes and products through both near and far associations, those that are both socially shared
and personally relevant, but not always direct analogies (Guilford, 1950; Mednick, 1962).
Neither fluency nor elaboration are predicated on unambiguous analogies to formal or semantic
content; these more loosely defined parameters result in a more vague range of responses. As a
result, both Elaboration and Fluency emphasize the quantity of ideas over their quality, a
hallmark feature of this creativity category.
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Quantifying responses deemphasizes relevance and emphasizes extending formal and
semantic solutions and memory retrieval (Ashton, 1974; Colbert, 1980). Generating fluid and
elaborate responses includes breadth and depth ideations with a significant emphasis on semantic
and formal breadth while minimizing semantic depth (Milgram et al., 1978).

Summary: Elaboration and Fluency

Importantly, Elaboration and Fluency constitutes a quantity of responses to a defined,
semi-structured, or open-ended problem. A value on the number of outcomes supersedes
communicability. Elaboration and Fluency problems and include marginally personally and
socially relevant solutions, but underlying problems do align with Divergent Thinking and
Flexibility, with a value on communicable creative products (Fuchs, Fuchs, Hosp, & Jenkins,
2001). Figure 6 illustrates words and concepts associated with Elaboration and Fluency; the
importance of socially shared meanings, gave rise to community driven forms of creativity.

Figure 6. Words and concepts associated with the elaboration and fluency category of creativity.
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Sociocultural Creativity: Collaboration in Creativity

The Civil Rights Movement in the United States encouraged art education research to
understand the cultural and ethnic contexts more than they previously had (Efland, 1990;
Wygant, 1993). This simultaneously included growing clarity about shortcomings in behavioral
and psychometric approaches to learning and led to a paradigm shift in the content and context of
creativity research (Amabile, 1983; Csikszentmihalyi, 1997, Sawyer, 2006; Sternberg, 2006).
Creativity studies found contextual factors mattered more than anticipated. The end of
segregation in the United States also raised questions better suited for sociological and
anthropological approaches (Madeja, 1967). The field of psychology also adapted, with one of
these changes being the prominence of a humanist approach to understanding human psychology
(Amabile, 1983; Sawyer, 2007; Sawyer et al., 2003). This approach included recognition of the
contexts in which people were raised and lived, which provided a fuller acknowledgement of the
role context places in socially valuable creative contributions (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997).
By the 1980s, Sociocultural approaches to creativity identified and clarified contextual
factors necessary for a creative outcome to be deemed socially valuable (Eisenberger, Haskins,
& Gambleton, 1999; Uzzi & Spiro, 2005). These hurdles included a life context that promoted or
allowed for creative processes, a field of experts to accept new ideas, active communication
between field members, and a field receptive to new ideas (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997).
Sociocultural Theories frame creativity as a collaborative and culturally dependent phenomenon.
The term novel solidified with an emphasis on the community of experts that ascribed social
value to the phenomenon of creativity and the collaborative process by which creative outcomes
emerge (Amabile, 1983; Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Sawyer, 2006; Weisberg, 2006; Zimmerman,
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2009). Novelty extended notions embedded in divergent and flexible thinking, particularly those
about the relevance of creative outcomes; novelty represented a creative act that is new and
valuable.
Sociocultural approaches give significance to collaborative processes and shared values,
skills still highlighted in education (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2009). Gibson (2005)
argues that Sociocultural approaches challenge child-centered teaching approaches and
introduces the role of values in creative acts. Sociocultural approaches are also believed to foster
replicable creative learning environments “more focused on interactivity, navigation capacity,
forging relationships, tackling novel challenges and synthesizing ‘big picture’ scenarios”
(McWilliam & Dawson, 2008, p. 636).
As Freedman (2010) and others note, creativity sometimes includes replication, groups of
people, utilizing and improving knowledge in collaborative (and sometimes competitive)
knowledge networks (see also Weisberg, 2006). More than specialization, social knowledge
networks might include an entire area of study (political science, for example), a market
ecosystem, or a smaller community like a classroom or online portal (like reddit.com or
deviantart.com). This approach sees creativity as not an individual act, but as a direct or indirect
collaboration within a community (Gruber & Wallace, 2010).
This social vision of creativity includes means to evaluate the depth of collaboration in
classroom and work contexts. In one early example, Davis (1967) offered seven such guidelines:
1) providing a creative atmosphere, 2) stimulating thinking, 3) encouraging original thinking, 4)
using a discovery method of teaching and learning, 5) changing curricula in the direction of more
creative coursework, 6) teaching problem-solving methods skills, and 7) teaching systematic
methods for generating new and creative combinations of ideas. Davis argued for the use of
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questioning and classroom environments that promote more original and creative outcomes in
student learning, such evaluations for learning and work contexts have continued to the present.
The research of Amabile (1983), Boughton (2009), Kaufman, Plucker, and Baer (2008), Runco
and Okuda Sakamoto (2010), demonstrate how judgments about creativity require social groups
of experts, which includes educators.

Summary: Sociocultural Theories

Collaborative methods of rating and assessment involve both shared problems and
agreement on both the quality and relevance of solutions. In art education classrooms, this
includes peer judgments, process critiques, and collaboratively developed assessments.
Sociocultural Theories do not require students to internalize social norms, but instead require a
feedback loop relative to learning alignment with community values. Figure 7 illustrates words
and concepts associated with Sociocultural Theories.

Figure 7. Words and concepts associated with sociocultural theories of creativity.
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The practice of learning to internalize social norms in identifying problems while also
reflecting on solutions is the subject of the fifth category.

Creativity as Metacognition and Problem Finding: Reflective Transformations
Metacognition is thinking about one’s thinking and is framed as a valuable skill
for identifying and solving creative problems (Halpern, 2003; Silvia, 2008). Additionally,
metacognition is often seen to include the manipulation of an individual’s own feeling
states to achieve a creative outcome (Nickerson, 2010). The notion of metacognition is
applied to both cognitive psychological theories and to psychoanalytic-based theories.
For example, some psychoanalytic approaches see being able to shut down inhibiting
mental processes, such as the secondary thought processes that take place in the
prefrontal cortex, as helpful for an individual to access their primary thought processes.
Sawyer (2007) offers examples of how this occurs with improvisational actors and jazz
musicians. Longitudinal studies have shown that of researched aspects of creativity, the
ability to identify problems is the best predictor of future creative abilities
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi, 1977; Weisberg, 2006).
Researchers have also proposed various ways to increase the abilities of learners to
identify problems as a means to increase student creativity (Sternberg & Lubart, 1991). .
Metacognition is the ability to reflect on one’s thoughts and actions, followed by the
purposive adjustment of either as needed (Silvia, 2008). From this point of view, metacognition
is not a sufficient prerequisite for achieving fluency and flexibility because navigating one’s
knowledge base in producing connections can be intentional or unintentional: an individual
simply utilizes memory without discriminatory intention (Bechtereva & Nagornova, 2007).
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Some degree of metacognition is necessary to refine creative ideas into communicable solutions,
like those associated with Divergent Thinking and Flexibility as well as Sociocultural Theories.
Metacognition improves both idea generation and evaluation skills, both of which are shown to
closely relate in the research of Silvia (2008). Figure 8 illustrates the words and concepts most
closely associated with Metacognition and Problem Finding.

Figure 8. Words and concepts associated with the metacognition and problem finding category
of creativity.
Summary: Metacognition and Problem Finding

While creative problems in the arts are less obviously structured than in the sciences, they
do have underlying formal, semantic, and social parameters (Boughton, 2009; Craft, 2005;
Efland, 2002; Eisner, 1962, 2002; Ruscio & Amabile, 1999; Sawyer, 2006). The capacity for
identifying new problems may indicate that an individual or collaborating group possesses
discriminatory self-awareness of domain knowledge and the social context of the creative
problem. Structuring creative problems requires a more self-aware application of knowledge. It
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is the result of inquiry that identifies unknown facts based from facts that are known, thereby
representing a more advanced form of applying creative thinking.

Composite Theories of Creativity: Methods for Becoming Creative

Composite Theories of creativity are a set of heuristics that simultaneously and
purposively, reflect personality, process, and product factors. The strategies of Composite
Theories aid individuals in structuring creative processes for production outcomes. Composite
Theories promote thinking and disposition skills to assist individuals in accessing mindsets
beneficial for creative outcomes. Inadvertently, Composite Theories imply a range of structures
of the underlying creative problems. Implied creative problems range from highly structured to
those that are more open-ended. As such, Composite Theories promote Originality and Primary
Processes as well as clearly communicable outcomes like those associated with Divergent
Thinking and Flexibility (Roukes, 1988; James, 1997).
Multi-step approaches to increasing creativity have been a feature of how creativity from
the 1890s to the present, largely because they promote the notion that creativity can be learned
(Cross, 2001; Daupert, 2002; de Bono, 1990; Gordon, 1961; James, 1997; Martindale, 2010;
Parnes, 1961; Roukes, 1988). The result of Composite Theories having a long history is that
users of these heuristics may envision the processes and strategies as creativity in and of itself.
Meta-analyses of composite creativity training programs have demonstrated that such programs
are effective in increasing creative outcomes in students (Kim, 2006, 2008, 2011; Ma, 2006).

Summary: Composite Theories
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Composite Theories include a variety of strategies that imply a range of creative
problems from those that are open-ended (Originality and Primary Processes) and those that are
more structured for communicable solutions (like those associated with Divergent Thinking and
Flexibility). In addition to encouraging a focus on processes, Composite Theories also aids in
fostering dispositions to successfully engage in creative work. A focus on processes aligns
Composite Theories more closely with Elaboration and Fluency, which is also oriented towards
processes. Figure 9 illustrates the words and concepts associated with Composite Theories.

Figure 9. Words and concepts associated with composite theories of creativity.
Summary of Creativity Section

Creativity is a social construct that continually explored in varieties of contexts (Craft,
2005; Lau, 2004). The categories of creativity outlined in this section suggest that each aspect is
a response to a different form of problems. Aspects of creativity range from individually isolated,
personal responses to those with socially shared meanings, validated by communities. The
outlined categories of creativity suggest a range of problems from less structured to more
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structured for communication. In instructing for creative outcomes, the form that creative
problems take encourages various forms of creative responses (Plucker & Renzulli, 2010).
Figure 10 illustrates the communicability of solutions to different categories of creative
problems.

Figure 10. The communicability of solutions to different categories of creative problems.
For example, Originality and Primary Processes responses are personally rooted in which
outcomes can be disconnected from both content and context. In another example, Elaboration
and Fluency as well as Divergent Thinking and Flexibility make use of within and across domain
knowledge increases the communicability of creative products. Differences between Elaboration
and Fluency as well as Divergent Thinking and Flexibility include the number and increased
communicability of responses, respectively. The nature of Sociocultural Theories, in
encouraging socially shared inquiry for outcomes, enhances its capacity to communicate.
Metacognition and Problem-finding manifest from critical reflection on and about within and
across domain knowledge with the intention of even greater communicative power. Both
Metacognition and Problem-finding and Sociocultural Theories require reflective and
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collaborative knowledge and result in the creation of not only new analogies, like Elaboration
and Fluency and Divergent Thinking and Flexibility, but alignment with contexts for
communication to occur.
The reemergence of creativity as a universal good has aligned with expanding
globalization and the embedding of neoliberal principles in education; creativity is viewed as
necessary for market participation (Arnove & Torres, 2007; Craft, 2007; Florida, 2010; Torres,
1998, 2008). The connection of creativity to the markets is so direct that some theories about
creativity directly utilize market-based metaphors, including Sternberg’s (2006) investment
model for creativity (Craft, 2007). Nonetheless, a problem-based approach to creativity both
honors the body of creativity research and aligns with the need for creativity as an outcome of
education.
Yet, while creativity is prioritized even as the rationales for its application have shifted,
the persistence of creativity as incommunicable has had undocumented effects on art education
policy. Creativity continues to unclearly translate into art education policies in a confusing range
of ways. The next section of the literature review will examine the ways creativity manifests in
federal policies and in the three state cases of Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota.

Literature Review: Policy

Relatively few studies have examined the relationship between federal or state policy and
art education practice; fewer still have developed into falsifiable theories about specific
intervening variables. Most notably, studies associated with the Secondary Analysis of the
National Assessment of Educational Progress sought to better communicate the contexts that
give rise to art education outcomes through rigorous reanalysis of the NAEP national art test
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(Burton, 2001; Chapman, 2005; Diket, 2001; Diket, Burton, McCollister, & Sabol, 2000; Sabol,
2001, 2010; Siegesmund, Diket, & McCulloch, 2001). Because calls for rigorous policy studies
relative to visual art education continue, the present project utilizes a replicable research design
to meet these goals (Hope, 2006; Sabol, 2013).

Philosophical Foundations (Assumptions about Education Policy)

Because this research question seeks to understand the relationships, if any, between the
definitions of creativity at the level of policy and their materialization in practice –a core
question of this project– this project is based on particular assumptions about the way in which
policy functions. Some theories suggest that policy functions directly from the federal level
through the state level to its enactment in the daily lives of citizenry (Opfer, Henry, & Mashburn,
2008; Roscigno, Tomaskovic-Devey, & Crowley, 2006). Figure 11 demonstrates this image of
policy contexts as vertically aligned. Other theories posit that policy functions among the federal,
state and local levels, with different policy activities (for example health, defense, and education)
moving through unique routes (or “pickets”) of influence, referred to as picket-fence federalism
(Bulman-Pozen, 2009; Thurmaier & Wood, 2002).
However, the underlying assumption is that policy functions as a complicated system of
networks, each with variable levels of impact. In order to meet this assumption, two policy
theories to undergird this project: Marzoni (1991) and Weaver-Hightower’s (2008) policy
ecology (Burch, 2007; Coburn, 2005; Maroulis, Guimera, Petry, Gomez, Amaral, & Wilensky,
2010; Swanson & Stevenson, 2002).
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Figure 11. A traditional, vertical structure of the relationship between policy contexts and
implementation.

The first is Mazzoni’s (1991) “arena model” (p. 115), which categorizes authority
surrounding policy creation as insiders, near influences, and far influencers, like seats in a sports
venue. This lens values the degrees of influence policy makers have on policy documents, which
are judged by their place in the arena (Friedman, Reynolds, Quan, Call, Crusto, & Kaufman,
2007; Marshall, Mitchell, & Wirt, 1986). The second lens is the policy ecology model.
Developed by Weaver-Hightower in 2008, this notion holds that policy emerges from a network
of influence, or “ecology” (p. 154). For Weaver-Hightower, the social norms, current events, and
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) – instead of individual actors – are significantly valued
in analyzing policy documents. There is good reason to value the ecology of organizations and
networks that surround, support and influence education policies; Lewis and Opoku-Mensah
(2006) recently demonstrated how the worldwide NGO sector functions with an annual estimated
operating expenses of $1.6 trillion.
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Using an arena model and policy ecology model highlights the degree of relationships
system and non-system actors have to policy without being blinded to the dynamic and changing
relationships that surround state and federal policies. In Mapping Corporate Education Reform,
editors Au & Ferrare (2015) organized texts how overlapping social networks cut across
business, philanthropy, and policy sectors to influence and capitalize on formal education
legislation. Hogan, Sellar, and Lingard (2015) demonstrate how the hiring practices at Pearson
Publishing in Great Britain highlights how the corporation targets hiring based on an individual's
combined policy access and leverage. In the same edition, Bell (2015) illustrates how the United
States policy of Race to the Top, the local formal policies of Chicago Public Schools and private
business and philanthrocapitalist interests combine to expand charter school offerings within that
district. Au & Ferrare demonstrate the ways in which neoliberal education policies encouraged
the development and influence of non-system actors on all education policy as well as on
instructional practice (Arnove & Torres, 2007; Castells & Cardoso, 2005; Hursh, 2007). As such,
Mazzoni’s (1991) Arena Model and Weaver-Hightower’s (2008) Policy Ecology are well suited
to describe the complex realities of contemporary art education policies.
Many of the connections between creativity and art education are rooted in non-system
actors, including professional networks, the education market, and the not-for profit sector. This
is in addition to formal policy channels (Efland, 1990; Wygant, 1993). For example, one of the
three state cases in the present study, Illinois, adopted the voluntary National Arts and Media
Standards (which originated from the nonprofit and professional network sector) as formal
policy. Another of the state cases, Minnesota, is home to an arena of nonprofit and for-profit arts
education organizations that create, enact, and respond to formal policies. Generally, neoliberal
policies encourage the development and influence of non-system actors on education policy as
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well as on instructional practice (Arnove & Torres, 2007; Castells & Cardoso, 2005; Efland,
1990; Wygant, 1993).
To ensure a clear picture of state art education policies, the context of system and nonsystem actors that surround those policies in Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota are considered, along
with federal activities. Figure 12 articulates the policy context assumed in this dissertation.
Federal, state, and local policies along with their implementation are less discrete and both
formal and informal actors and activities are included to demonstrate their connectivity to
policies and implementation.

Figure 12. A visualization of policy contexts that applies both Mazzoni’s (1991) arena model
and Weaver-Hightower’s (2008) policy ecology.
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The central line in Figure 12, from which a horizontal gradation spreads, denotes a
greater impact of actors and activities in the contexts of federal, state, and local policies along
with their implementation. This visualization of near and far actors represents a reapplication of
Marzoni’s Arena Model. The blurring of policy contexts and inclusion of formal and informal
activities applies the spaces outlined in Weaver-Hightower’s policy ecology. Findings about
actors and activities, at the federal level and from Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota, will be placed
on the visual shown on Figure 12 to communicate the findings in application of the theoretical
frameworks.
State contexts are influenced by federal activities in a range of ways, from actionable
decrees to the tone of public statements. The previously identified six categories of creativity
along with contextual information (e.g. current events, policy makers, near actors, and near
NGOs) were used to analyze the policy documents, enabling analysis that reflected the
contextual values inherent in each state’s documents (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Marshall,
Mitchell, & Wirt, 1986). The use of theories regarding policy formation and enactment differs
from theories about policy studies, which undergird this study. Theories about policy studies
assume that particular types of research designs can more clearly address the question of how
definitions of creativity in art education policy relate to the professional practices of middle-level
art educators.

Assumptions about Policy Studies in Education

Policy studies aim to understand the relationships and causal mechanisms that affect the
development and results of policy through methods of process tracing. Process tracing entails
tracking variables, both at the level of policy and then at the level of implementation; this
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includes an examination of other factors that might enhance or obstruct the enactment of policy
(Castiglione, 1991; George & Bennett, 2005). Generally, education policy studies have examined
the effects of intervening variables on the policy-to-practice relationship. These variables include
urban-centric locale (the size and location of a community), socio-economic status (the ethnic,
racial, and wealth status of a community), and an educator’s level of professional development
(the degree of education held by teachers who enact education policy).
Such studies often document the shaping of pedagogical practice and student learning
outcomes under policies of interest (Achinstein, Ogawa, & Spiegelman, 2004; Baker &
Friedman-Nimz, 2004; Darling-Hammond & Youngs, 2002; Pajares, 1992; Spillane, Reiser, &
Reimer, 2002; Swanson & Stevenson, 2002). Education policy research attempting to directly
connect policy with practice has found the relationship complicated and indirect; efforts to
develop research designs that bridge this gap increasingly utilize complex systems analysis
(Maroulis, Guimera, Petry, Gomez, Amaral, & Wilensky, 2010; Swanson & Stevenson, 2002).
However, these studies have focused on assessed content areas (for example, math and reading)
that are policy priorities with mechanisms that tightly couple policy to practice. These types of
studies are less common to art education.
The nature of variables between policy and practice is dynamic, and many variables
facilitate or interrupt this relationship (Burch, 2007; Burton, 2001; Sabol, 2001; Sadler, 1985;
Siegesmund, Diket, & McCulloch, 2001). While many systematic and nonsystematic variables
exist, a direct causal relationship cannot be known. Since causal inference is not fully knowable,
regardless of the research design, the complex policy-practice relationship may not be predicted
with certainty (Castiglione, 1991; George & Bennett, 2005; King, Keohane, & Verba, 1994;
Maroulis, Guimera, Petry, Gomez, Amaral, & Wilensky, 2010). However, and not contrarily,
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advanced qualitative research methods can control for bias and limitations in the development of
causal inferences (King, Keohane & Verba, 1994). Different from causal relationships, causal
inferences acknowledge the realities of how knowledge is generated, challenged, and changed
without the absolutism of pure cause and effect arguments.
Causal inferences nonetheless require rigorous design developed through inductive
methods and can lead to strong inferences and falsifiable theories (Creswell, 2003; George &
Bennett, 2005; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; King, Keohane & Verba, 1994). Similarly, attempts to
understand the phenomenon of interest require that the methods be transparent, replicable, and
generalizable along with the capacity to be meta-analyzed, with meta-analysis a frequently
restated goal for art education research (Creswell, 2003; George & Bennett, 2005; Hetland &
Winner, 2004; La Pierre & Zimmerman, 1997; Robson, 2007). Finally, an effort to design
research to establish causal inferences overcomes common shortfalls in art education policy
studies, the descriptive inference.
Descriptive inferences do not test for relationship variables from causes to results. Policy
research in art education utilizing descriptive inferences contributes to rhetorical arguments,
inhibiting the development of falsifiable theory: for example, the dueling cases of Sabol’s (2010)
report on No Child Left Behind and Prasad and Spiegelman’s (2012) Art Education in Public
Elementary and Secondary Schools: 1999-2000 and 2009-10.
Sabol (2008) surveyed teachers nationwide about their experiences and conditions
following the implementation of NCLB, a major federal policy event. The descriptions from
teachers provided a trove of knowledge about their experiences, including reported
commonalities of classroom conditions. However, the study does not acknowledge or mediate
the many interacting systems between a federal policy and its implementation in the classroom,
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like state level policies, district level policies, or relative wealth in school communities, to name
a few. This form of description infers a direct or relatively uninterrupted relationship between
federal policy and classroom experiences.
Similarly, the Institute for Education Sciences (IES) released Art Education in Public
Elementary and Secondary Schools: 1999-2000 and 2009-10 (Parsad & Spiegelman, 2012). Like
Sabol’s (2010) study, the IES research describes the level of access students have to art
education and the school contexts with a focus on relative wealth. The study neglects intervening
policy conditions, resulting in inferences that the responsibility for equity in arts education lies in
local districts. This description provides the federal government an opportunity of deference
though an argument based on inference. So instead of research that encourages actionable
activity from the federal level, this research highlights the problem of equity but passes the
responsibility of its solving onto individual districts, essentially abdicating federal responsibility
Both Sabol’s (2010) and Prasad and Spiegelman’s (2012) research are strong descriptive
studies, and illustrate how descriptive inferences about art education policy lead to misplaced
inferences about variables of influence. The research design for the current study is constructed
with the belief that causal inference is a positive outcome for policy research in art education; it
is more conducive for promoting beneficial educational change. Essentially, true cause and effect
relationships from practice to policy are incredibly difficult to know; nonetheless, descriptive
studies of policy are not sufficient to offer actionable activities that might better the policy to
practice relationship. However, causal inferences assume every cause in the context of policies
has multiple possible results (rather than single effect), yet strong inferences about cause and
result relationships from policy to practice are adequately sufficient on which conclusions might
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be based. As a result, the current research design explores relationships among variables to
inform future causal inferential policy studies in art education.

Art Education Policies

This review of research is divided into four chronological sections: beginning with
national level policies (both formal and informal ones), then is followed by the state policies of
Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota. Each section is a chronological summary of the arts education
policies, contexts, and near actors.

National-Level Art Education Policies: Cold War to the Present. Cold War concerns
throughout the United States in the 1940s and 1950s led to more vigorous federal policies and
intensified funding for education, such as the 1958 National Defense Education Act (NDEA)
(United States Congress, 1965). The NDEA saw educational competitiveness as a national
security issue. This also spurned the launch of the National Endowments for the Arts and the
Humanities (NAEH) and the establishment of State Art Councils in 1965. In 1961, President
Kennedy’s advisory committee for science expressed concern about the imbalance of a science
only priority, inquiring into the development of comparable curriculum reforms for the arts. In
one sense, modern art education policies were put into place as a form of establishing cultural
superiority and reflected definitions of creative self-expression dominant during that period; in
another it reflected a commitment to a complete and comprehensive education (Arts &
Bauerlein, 2009).
These policies were created in a way that reinforced the role of already existing nongovernmental and state-level organizations, such as the Arts Councils of America (ACA), state
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boards of education, universities, and arts organizations (Bryant Craw, 2000; Minnesota State
Arts Board, 2009) and reinforced the influence of interstate, non-governmental arts organizations
and other non-system actors throughout the 1960s and 1970s. In 1965, the newly launched
National Endowment for the Arts and Humanities sponsored The Seminar in Art Education for
Research and Curriculum Development at Penn State (Mattil, 1966). At the same time, Coming
to our senses: The significance of the arts for American education report emerged The Arts,
Education, and Americans Panel (1977), which was chaired by John D. Rockefeller III of the
John D. Rockefeller III (JDR III) fund. The report declared a need for the additional use of artists
and arts councils along with the instrumental learning benefits of arts education in schools (Arts,
Education and Americans Panel of the American Council for the Arts in Education [ACAE],
1977). Such perceptions are commonplace to this day, as illustrated by the Secretary of
Education who wrote that, “visual arts instruction improves reading readiness” (President’s
Committee on the Arts and the Humanities, 2011, pp. 2-3).
Governmental funding of creativity studies ended after 1970, although funding for the
National Endowment for the Arts and its vision of arts education grew significantly until the
1980s. The 1980s saw an increase in criticism about governmental funding of the arts with the
NEA became part of the larger public discourse, as evidenced in 24 headlines in major U.S.
newspapers throughout the 1980s. The 1980s saw an increase in questions about the role of the
government in funding the arts and the relationship the NEA to funding became part of the larger
public discourse, as evidenced in numerous headlines in the 1980s (see Appendix A). By the
1990s, these predominant and deeply rooted organizations represented fundamental channels that
created and implemented arts education policy (Chapman, 2005; DeBray, 2005; Sabol, 2013).
Most notably from the period between 1960 and 1990, was the 1983 release of A Nation
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at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform; this prompted a new era of accountability and
assessment in education, including the 1985 Congress called for a study of the state of arts
education in the U.S. as part of the National Endowment for the Arts' reauthorization (National
Endowment for the Arts, 1987). The report, Towards Civilization: Overview from a Report on
Arts Education, documented that basic arts education did not exist in the United States, a
difference between the stated commitment and practice of art education, an uneven investment of
resources for arts education across states, and the need for refinement as a sequential program of
study:
We have found a gap between commitment and resources for arts education and the
actual practice of arts education in classrooms. Resources are being provided, but they
are not being used to give opportunities for all, or even most, students to become
culturally literate. The arts in general are not being taught sequentially. Students of the
arts are not being evaluated. Many arts teachers are not prepared to teach history and
critical analysis of the arts. (p. v)
Differences between statements about creativity and art education as a social good and the reality
of its enactment are evident in other outcomes associated with creativity and art education.
The national emphasis on accountability led the creation of federally authorized
assessments, which included learning in visual arts education. The National Assessment of
Educational Progress Assessment Authorization Law (Public Law 103-33, 1993) authorized the
use of the NAEP test for state-by-state comparisons. A consequence of Public Law 103-33 was
the creation of a context that encouraged states to institutionally adopt policies and practices
similar to other states. In 1997, the NAEP arts assessment was given to a sample of
approximately 2,500 eighth grade students. However, the NAEP art assessment, unlike those in
other content areas was administered to a significantly smaller number and range of students; the
NAEP art assessment also did not take into account differences between students with and
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without systematic art education programs or policy norms (Hatfield, 1999). Differences
between states, even within the same NAEP region, were drastic. These laws continued to
reinforce state alignment around particular education approaches.
Another accountability law, 1994’s Public Law 103-227, Goals 2000: Educate America
Act. Educate America began as an informal summit of then-President Bush and state governors,
and developed into the formally launched as the National Education Goals initiative in 1991
Goals 2000 (Austin, 2007). Goals 2000 also established a National Education Goals panel and a
National Education Standards Improvement Council (NESIC), both of which provided voluntary
certification of state and local education standards. Although participation was voluntary,
participation was attached to granting and provided frameworks for state and local assessments
on standards. When Congress created a task force in early 1992 to consider the need for national
curriculum standards and testing, arts education was only included after multiple, influential
policy actors motivated the Secretary of Education, Lamar Alexander, and the National
Endowment to create an Arts Partnership for America 2000. Arts Partnership for America 2000
was a group of networked initiatives that included the national standards, the NAEP arts
assessment as well as the first steps of a national information network, including a national arts
education research agenda (Herbert, 1995) These efforts reflected the basic fundamentals
outlined by Eisner and Dobbs for a content field to achieve disciplinary status (as cited by
Hamblen, 1988).
Country-wide initiatives through aligned networks of state-level policy makers, such as
governors, and non-for-profit organizations would be increasingly commonplace in all of
education policy from the 1990s onward. In fact, just the inclusion of arts education in Goals
2000 at all reflected a reactionary effort of multiple non-policy organizations. In one example,
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the Getty Center sponsored, supported and authored art education standards as a within-state
policy intermediary. The organization operated between policymakers and policy implementers,
provided the knowledge, political and social ties, and administrative infrastructure for countrywide influence (Honig, 2004). Policy activity related to art education and education in the 1990s
provided involved many actors and partnerships, while power over policies related to other
content, despite the existence of many actors, remained in the hands of a very few, as was the
case of Reading First (Miskel & Song, 2004).
The most significant legislation at the start of the 21st Century was the No Child Left
Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001 (Public Law 107-110). NCLB is the reauthorization of the 1965
ESEA, but it incorporated new mandates regarding testing, student achievement standards,
accountability, parental choice and early reading intervention. Although forwarded by the Bush
administration, NCLB was a truly bi-partisan bill. NCLB was reported by educators to have an
overall negative effect on art education programming (Sabol, 2010). Although art was listed as a
core subject in the law, only assessments in math and reading were present in all states and tied
to incentives and consequences. Rewards and punishments, included being allotted additional
dollars and turning a school over to its state board of education, respectively. Since the
implementation of NCLB, multiple aspects of schooling, including visual art education, lost
instructional minutes to increase time on tested areas (Center on Education Policy; 2008). Recess
was recorded as having lost an average of 184 minutes per week, social studies 239 minutes per
week, physical education 115 minutes per week, science 226 minutes per week, and arts
programs 157 minutes per week.
The structure for implementing NCLB encouraged the launch and expanding influence of
non-system activities in both the for profit and not-for-profit sectors in more complex and
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innovative ways than those from the previous decade. One such instance is the Partnership for
21st Century Skills (2012); P-21 is an organization of the “business community, education
leaders, and policymakers to position 21st century readiness at the center of US K-12 education
and to kick-start a national conversation on the importance of 21st century skills for all students.”
Partially funded by the Department of Education and partner organizations like Apple, IBM,
Cisco, and AOL Time Warner, P21 forwarded the 4 C's: Creativity, Collaboration, Critical
Thinking, and Communication. This included standards for arts education and for creativity as a
learning outcome. In 2009, the Partnership for 21st Century Skills released a framework for
evaluating school and district success within the 21st Century Skills Framework. Then, in 2010,
the P21 established a “fiscal management partnership” with the Council of Chief State School
Officers (CCSSO), moving its central office from Arizona to Washington, D.C. In 2011 and on
the nation-wide stage, The Partnership for 21st Century Skills released a document aligning the
P21 standards with the Common Core Learning Standards. Also following P21’s relocation,
bipartisan 21st Century Readiness Resolution was introduced to Congress (HR 347, 2013). Other
non-profit organizations, populated by policy actors close to legislative implementation, had
even larger influences on art education.
In 2006, a more embedded policy activity through the Education Commission of the
States launched a Commission on Arts in Education. Led by Mike Huckabee, the Commission
noted disparities in art policies state to state as well as disparities in implementation, particularly
between districts in affluent communities and those in more impoverished communities. The
Commission also made recommendations on how NCLB dollars could be used to fund arts
programming, but it did not prescribe content or definitions of creativity (Education Commission
of the States, 2006a; Education Commission of the States, 2006b). The growth of education as a
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market and the development of new technologies led to the development of new informal
networks of influence outside formal and traditional policy channels. Federal and state level
policies funded by industries could easily fund informal activities in networks that through
strong decentralized networks led to strong centralizing and formal policies.
During 2006 and 2007 the National Governor’s Association (NGA), the Council of Chief
State School Officers (CCSSO), and the Business Roundtable funded early studies about the
feasibility of launching the Common Core State Standards. The Business Roundtable, a nonsystem actor consisting of over 100 CEOs from the top U.S. corporations, had a detailed
educational agenda, frequently released statements about policy that it favored or opposed, and
published white papers (Business Roundtable, 2009; Castellani, 2007). It annually devotes over 7
billion dollars to the development of solutions for social and environmental problems it values
(The Business Roundtable, 2011). The NGA, the CCSSO, and the Business Roundtable
represented a consolidating and overlapping of political and economic power to influence
education. By 2010, a draft of the Common Core State Standards, achieved through funding
from multiple groups including the Gates Foundation, was made available for public comment.
Also in 2010, the Business Roundtable released its Roadmap for Growth, an education plan for
the country (The Business Roundtable, 2011). At the same time, the NGA released its statement
of 15 Principles of Federal Preschool-College (P-16) Alignment and Statements on Education
Reform (National Governors Association, 2011). By 2013, the Common Cores State Standards
were adopted by 45 states (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2016). Unfortunately, these
standards did not include visual arts education.
Because of the 11th Amendment and states’ rights, a national curriculum cannot be
legally launched. However, the National Governors Association and federal leaders encouraged
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the development of P-16 and P-20 councils that began to function more actively from 2003
onward. These councils functioned as either advisories or authorities in the states, with the
intention of aligning efforts from pre-kindergarten to college or career. P-16 and P-20 Councils
served to aid the implementation of the Common Core State Standards through informal policy
networks. Composed of philanthropic, education, and business leaders, to date 38 states have
established a P-16 or P-20 council. This high level of coordination has led to the development of
standards, a de-facto national curriculum. However, arts organizations continued to act in
reactionary ways with the development of the Common Core State Standards. Ultimately, as
these councils can funnel money to new policy and practice priorities and create endeavors for
the formal boards of education to approve.
Motivated to respond to the exclusion of the arts in the CCSS, a consortium of National
Arts organizations partnered to write the Core Arts Standards, a framework of arts standards
including dance, media, theater, art and music from 2010 to 2012. The College Board (The
College Board, 2011) initially supported this informal group, the National Coalition for Core
Arts Standards (NCCAS). At that time, both the College Board and the CCSSO were publicly
interested in assessment regimes for Arts education: the College Board in expanding its AP
programming and the CCSSO through its EdSteps program. Americans for the Arts (AFTA)
launched its arts education network to test the ways in which its informal organizations might
impact arts education (Americans for the Arts, 2015). The AFTA continues to promote the
adoption of the National Art Education Standards by its local affiliates and other state-level arts
education leadership organizations.
Relative to this current study, the Illinois P-20 Council was formed by state statute in
2008 and is funded through the governor’s office. Iowa’s P-16 Council was formed by executive
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order in 2003, but was not reconvened, although the Iowa State Board of Education is
responsible for early childhood, K-12, community colleges, and all teacher and administrator
preparation programs in the state, providing alignment more common to other P-20 / P-16
councils. The Minnesota P-16 Partnership was not developed by statute or order, but instead it
emerged informally. Council chairpersonship rotates among elementary, secondary and, higher
education representatives and is funded by participating agencies. The councils in this context
use their own networks, which include for-profit and not-for-profit organizations that frame the
progress of state education policies.
In a telling example, the past Superintendent of Education in Illinois, Dr. Christopher
Koch, was also a board member of the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and
Careers (PARCC), a testing service aligned with the for-profit organization, Pearson Publishing
(Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers, 2015). Ultimately, the P-20
Council in Illinois suggested the adoption of the PARCC testing product to the State Board of
Education, which it did. The PARCC test is designed to test students up to three times per year,
at a cost of nearly $40 dollars per student per test with 2.1 Million students in Illinois that are
required to take the PARCC test. Although a minority of students and parents chose to opt-out of
testing, the recent reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Every Child
Achieves requires a minimum of 95% of students in the K-12 context to be tested. This particular
network has had a benefit for visual arts education, as Arts Alliance Illinois (the state level
affiliate of American’s for the Arts) and the Illinois Art Education Association worked with both
the P-20 Council and ISBE to secure the promotion and adoption of the 2014 National Arts and
Media Standards.
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The President’s Committee on Arts and Humanities also released a publication relative to
arts education following the launch of the Common Core State Standards. Reinvesting in Arts
Education: Winning America’s Future through Creative Schools is a 2011 report that called for
the restatement of creativity in schools through the arts. Not a formal policy, the report sets a
tone about the Obama administration’s vision of arts education. The tone promotes arts education
as a tool for students to learn other content and an outcome best achieved through teaching artists
and not through standards-based instruction by licensed art educators. Despite clear support for
creativity and its connection to arts education, creativity was described multiple ways in the 2011
report:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Creativity as an adjective 23 (44% of total)
Creativity to describe schools 4 (8% of total)
Creativity to describe people 3 (6% of total)
Creativity to describe thinking 7 (13% of total)
Creativity linked to school improvement, engagement, and reform 15 (29% of total)
Creativity linked to integration 14 (27% of total)

The report emphasizes a domain general definition of creativity, with innovation as
closely tied to economic outcomes. Nearly 30% of the time creativity was mentioned, it was in
relation to school improvement and school reform. The report highly recommends the use of arts
integration in schools, which is defined in the report as “the practice of using arts strategies to
build skills and teach classroom subjects across different disciplines, including reading, math,
science, and social studies” (President’s Committee on Arts and Humanities, 2011, p. 10).
Integration is described as “the most significant innovation in the field over the last two decades”
(p. 40). At no point is the notion of creative schools tied to improving the autonomy of neither
certified or licensed educators, nor was creativity tied closely to the autonomy of schools to
pursue creativity as a learning outcome.
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The heavy emphasis on arts integration is described as best achieved through teaching
artists, an underused resource for delivering arts integration in schools. It was the view of the
Committee that teaching artists are multi-talented, dynamic, and an underused human resource.
Teaching artists reflect the definitions of creativity offered by the Committee, but art specialists
are not linked to creativity and are described as uncreative through value-laden language. For
example, art specialists are frequently described as delivering a “standards based sequential arts
curriculum” (President’s Committee on Arts and Humanities, 2011, p. 10). A need for increasing
the number of art specialists is never explicitly recommended by the Council, neither is the
relative low-price at which teaching artists can be brought into schools, as they are nonunionized and receive salaries neither salaries nor benefits.
The Committee also highlights a shortage of research on the topic of creativity as it
relates to art education, but it highlights, 30 times, research related to arts integration. The
Council also suggests that integration may require certifications as teaching artists spend
increased time in schools and notes that these certifications need not come from educational
institutions but may come from a variety of other types of organizations (President's Committee
on the Arts and the Humanities, 2011).
The report largely devalues the role of art specialists and their importance in schools. The
report also minimizes the importance of research and knowledge related to instruction for
creativity in art education. The report’s recommendation that certifications and training can come
from a variety of sources devalues university art education programs. An examination of the
committees and writers of the PCAH report shows a close connection to state art agencies and
not-for-profits that directly benefit from art education being removed as a stand-alone part of the
school day (President’s Committee on Arts and Humanities, 2011). The minimization of arts
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education standards and encouragement of teaching artists bolsters the value of arts education
originating from outside of schools and formal policies. Such a tone encourages the increased
influence of informal arts education organizations and subtly withdraws support for the arts as a
fixed aspect of American education.
The story of creativity and art education at the federal level, in formal policy initiatives
and through initiatives launched by non-system actors, has been largely reactionary. The work of
the 21st Century Skills Consortium is one example in which creativity was forwarded in a
proactive way and as a thinking skill (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2012). However, nonsystem actors largely shape formal initiatives, and policies have continually created spaces for
these groups to grow their influence on policy creation and implementation. As such, these
groups have gained significant political and economic capital and draw heavily on the interests
of their private sector sponsors. Reactionary formal and informal policies about art education and
creativity are framed in terms of creativity for economic participation or alignment with
activities like the Common Core State Standards in an effort to participate in the larger education
conversation. Key individuals tied to policy and the marketing opportunities in education
dominate this conversation. As noted, the recent update of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act guarantees growth in the testing market by setting a minimum number of students
required to take more expensive tests. It also expands the market to requests for formative
assessment and new understandings of technology. Although the document is framed in language
of states’ rights and state choice, it disingenuously sets the stage for increased influence of
informal centralizing policy and market networks. To this end, the education technology market
is expected to grow. BMO Harris forecasts 1.8 billion of education technology revenue in the
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preK-12 market reaching 25.3 billion by 2019 will be spent on assessment with formative
assessment occupying a 3.8% CAGR between now and 2019 (Silber & Chien, 2014).
Figure 13 visualizes actors and actions relative to arts education at the federal level.
Actors and activities that are more impactful, where impact is the connection to implementation,
are closer to the vertical center and the horizontal level of implementation (labeled at “I”). Actors
and activities that are less impactful are further from the vertical center and more distant from the
horizontal level of implementation.

Figure 13. Actors and actions relative to arts education at the federal level.
These nationwide conversations often set the tone for art education and creativity policies
at the state level. This is particularly true in states that lack their own robust knowledge,
economic, and political networks in service to art education and creativity.
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Illinois. Illinois is a state with a recently coordinated knowledge, economic, and political
network in service to art education and creativity, different than similar states with larger urban
cities, like California and New York. Early efforts to align art education and creativity aims were
highly informal and indirect. One such example, is a 1949 article in Art Education where
president of the Western Arts Association and Director of Art at State Normal University (now
Illinois State University) published five suggestions for teachers to develop a “creative attitude
toward child art as a necessary prerequisite to the development of knowledge and skills”
(Hoover, F. L., p. 3, 1949). The five suggestions encouraged expression and fantasy,
emphasizing the role of the teacher in “encouraging and respecting self-expression” (p. 3).
Similarly in 1973, Angela Paterakis wrote the “Development Stages for Children in the Visual
Arts.” This informal guide was published by the Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) to
improve art instruction across the state, but it was not aligned with formal standards, an official
art education curriculum, or with an evaluation of its implementation.
The first formal activity with more significant impact in Illinois was in 1977, when the
ISBE appointed a task force on arts education. The task force concluded that although Illinois
schools had a tradition of providing “exemplary and innovative” programs in the arts. It noted,
however, that programs were not available to all students and recommended a comprehensive
arts education program should be available to all Illinois students. As the U.S. Congress
investigated the state of art education in 1985, Illinois included the fine arts in legislating six
fundamental learning areas. State initiatives were generated in reaction to federal activities.
In 1989, the ISBE, in partnership with the Illinois Arts Council (a state agency),
implemented a Comprehensive Arts Grant (CAG) program to support teacher
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training/professional development in the arts. In 1997, as a result of the Goals 2000 legislation,
Illinois became one of the first states to develop and adopt Learning Standards for Fine Arts.
Statewide student assessment in the fine arts began through the Illinois Standards Achievement
Test in 1998. Six fine arts questions were included in the social sciences section given to all
students in grades four, seven, and eleven. In 2003, after 14 years, Illinois eliminated the
Comprehensive Arts Grant through the Board of Education (Arts Alliance Illinois, 2005). The
2007 legislative session proposed $6.3M for the Arts and Foreign Language grant program, but
the proposal was eliminated and no funds were granted.
Yet, most legislative and funding activity in Illinois did not focus on the content of
creativity and arts education. Non-system actors, like Illinois Arts Alliances, promoted
publications such as of Arts at the Core (2005) that more directly address art education and
creativity in schools. However, the main focus of Arts at the Core’s focus was access, rather than
excellence. Publication sponsors, including The Chicago Community Trust, the City of Chicago,
and the Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events, launched the Chicago Cultural Plan
in 2011, with arts education as the number one priority. Sponsors also developed a non-for-profit
organization called Ingenuity in 2011. Funded and approved by the Chicago School Board and
the City Council. In 2015, Ingenuity raised $38M in private funding for arts education in
Chicago to shift towards a focus on quality in arts education. At the state level, in 2011, the Arts
Grant was earmarked at $500,000, but as of 2015, it no longer exists. Meanwhile, the Chicago
Public Schools took on a high-interest loan of over $500 M to pay its current debts, despite the
junk status of its bonds (Corfman, 2015). The complex structural and financial problems of the
state of Illinois and Chicago Public Schools create opportunities for informal networks to
centralize policy implementation through the vision of corporate and philanthropic partners.
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In 2013, the Arts Alliance Illinois formed a legislative working group with participants
from the business, philanthropic, education, and legislative community. This group developed a
list of legislative recommendations for the arts in Illinois. Arts Alliance Illinois was also selected
by the Illinois State Board of Education in 2014 to lead Illinois’s adaptation and adoption
process of the National Art Education Standards. This initiative was not fully funded by the
Illinois State Board of Education, but was funded largely by supporters of Arts Alliance Illinois,
like the Polk Bros. Foundation and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange Foundation.
(www.artsalliance.org/arts-education/initiatives and www.illinoisartslearning.org). The Illinois
State Board of Education sought educator involvement in the process by providing up to $20,000
of funding for substitute teachers when educators participated in the adoption/adaption process of
the National Art Standards. Importantly, each of the states adopting the National Arts Standards
did so through efforts by the state level Americans for the Arts Affiliate, not the state-level
professional development organizations. The involvement of the AFTA is directly related to their
previously noted networks initiative.
The current Illinois Art Standards are introduced by a preamble that highlights the arts as
a tool for problem-solving and community building and as relevant for student engagement with
popular culture and electronic media. Relevant to creativity skills, the introduction explores the
notion of problem solving in depth:
Problem solving is integral to the arts—providing students the opportunity to
innovate and seek original solutions to open-ended problems. Multiple solutions
are constructed using various sensory modes, traditional and electronic media and
tools, and individual and group experiences. Students learn the relationships
between processes and end products; they learn to communicate ideas, themes and
meaning through solving problems in their artwork. (ISBE, 2012)
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Illinois uses language related to creative self-expression in the introduction and within the
standards, but the new introduction highlights the value of working in teams as a behavior that
fosters creativity. Figure 14 is a visual summary of the Illinois policy contexts in which activities
occur. It visualizes the amount of influence at each level of activity and relative to
implementation.

Figure 14. Actors and actions relative to arts education in Illinois.
Contextual factors contribute to reinforcing a lack of formal structuring in Illinois. There
continues to be an increase in the involvement of the philanthropic and business communities in
education-related endeavors, including art education. These include the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange Foundation, which oversaw implementation of the Common Core Math Standards as
well as held a leadership role in the adoption of arts and media standards. Arts networks that
include teachers, such as Arts Alliance Illinois, Ingenuity, and more recently, the Illinois Art
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Education Association, occupy somewhat distinct contexts, but through grassroots efforts
developed an active informal network of arts education advocates that directly suggest new
policy routes to state legislators. The case of Illinois, with its considerable policy vacuum that
allows for the influence of organizations and philanthropies differs from the policy context of
Iowa, where higher education and teacher led networks have historically held more influence.

Iowa. Like many states, larger cities in Iowa, particularly Des Moines, maintained art programs
during the Great Depression. Following World War II, soldiers returning to Iowa created an
influx men and a need for employment. This led to an increase in male art educators and the
expansion of art education programming in schools where Depression-era cuts had occurred
(Bryant Craw, 2000). Dissatisfied by receiving the same salary as women, the Iowa State
Education Association (ISEA) reexamined its by-laws relative to arts education, which led to the
development of a new arts education association, independent of the ISEA in 1950: the Art
Educators of Iowa (AEI). Informally connected to the Western Arts Association and the Art
Educator’s Council within the ISEA, by 1964 there were “four AEI districts and eleven standing
committees;” in 1974 the AEI became affiliated with the National Art Education Association (p.
3). Despite these networks, the most significant, systematic influences on art education occurred
in Iowa’s higher education system.
Art education in higher education began similarly to programs in other institutions
(Efland, 1990). However, the University of Iowa developed a formal and modern vision of art
and art education. For example, in 1922, the University of Iowa began accepting creative work as
final criteria for graduate degrees. In 1938, art history and studio art were joined within a single
department based on the notion of the “Iowa Idea,” which sought to, in part, train artists within a
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liberal arts environment that would combine studio courses in the practice of art with the history
and theory of art. This included adding B.F.A., M.F.A., and Ph.D. degrees to the art program
(The University of Iowa, 2015). Yet, this vision honored art, not art education, which set a tone
that resonated for decades.
In the 1980s, the Iowa Alliance for Arts Education (Iowa Alliance for Arts Education,
2015) was formed because of a decline of art education in schools. The development of the
IAAE emerged from the national efforts of the Kennedy Center’s State Alliance initiatives. The
IAAE partnership with the Kennedy Center centered on fives tasks for Iowa:
1. To provide help to parents and teachers battling to keep an arts program or programs
off the chopping block. (In the first year, IAAE received 69 calls for help.)
2. To develop proactive arts education advocacy information to be shared freely with
any individuals or groups interested in promoting arts education.
3. To be at the table where the future direction of education in Iowa is being discussed
4. To work closely with the Iowa Arts Council and the Iowa Department of Education
arts education program directors to monitor and advocate for issues and bills that
affect arts education for all children.
With the advent of standards and benchmarks, professional development was added as a focus
area. (Iowa Alliance for Arts Education, 2015)
By the 1989-1990 school year, visual arts were a key aspect of the accreditation standards
for Iowa. According to the General Accreditation Standards relative to education, schools were
required to include visual arts, i.e., “perceiving, comprehending, and evaluating the visual world;
viewing and understanding the visual arts; developing and communicating imaginative and
inventive ideas; and making art” (Iowa Administrative Code/2810 - 12.5 (3) I, 1989). At the high
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school level, this included the definition of the visual arts, which was the same as in 12.5(3) “i”
with the addition of visual arts as an avocation or vocation and with the requirement of two
general fine arts courses being offered. The aid of the Kennedy Center authority helped establish
and secure some centralization for arts education by encouraging the state board to adopt some
degree of authority regarding arts education.
The Iowa Department of Education adopted both the Partnership for 21st Century Skills
Learning Frameworks and the Common Core State Standards. Additionally, the Department of
Education, in adopting the Common Core State Standards renamed this adoption The Iowa Core
and made amendments that include definitions of creativity for instruction. Flexibility, instead of
being rooted in creative processes and products, utilized social-emotional learning based
definitions, in which flexibility is linked with adaptability. This includes “intellectual agility,
embracing change, expecting and accepting the emotions inherent in change while supporting
those involved” (The Iowa State Board of Education, 2014). Again the informal influence at
federal and state levels, including the capacity to fund its initiatives, helped the Partnerships for
21st Century Skills to influence the tone and tasks that are central to Iowa’s education policies.
Like the 21st Century Skills Framework and the President’s Council for the Arts and
Humanities publication, creativity is also linked to innovation. The Iowa Core also defines
creativity as the generation of “new or original thoughts, interpretations, products, works, or
techniques.” The Iowa Core documents describe instruction for creativity as something that is
nurtured, advanced, and modeled through numerous approaches, including inquiry-based
learning, abstract thinking, and student-focused learning. Twenty-first century creativity
reflects: a disciplined process that includes skill, knowledge, imagination, inspiration and
evaluation capturing or collecting new ideas for current or future use combination of
seemingly unrelated ideas into something new respectful exchange of ideas engagement
in formal and informal learning experiences divergent thinking entrepreneurial thinking
that encourages unique thoughts and applications a comfort level with open-ended
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challenges that reflect multiple approaches and results reconfiguration of current thought
within a new context pattern recognition across disciplines resulting in an innovative
outcome.
The Iowa Core also acknowledges creative problems as the root of creative outcomes and
outlines particular categories of creative thinking to achieve such outcomes. Categories include
fluency, flexibility, elaboration and originality. Although notions of creativity still include
personal expression, these definitions also include the visual arts as a set of transformable
symbols and ideas (Iowa State Board of Education, 2014). This activity begins to highlight who
influences the language and, therefore, which knowledge is used in art education and creativity
policies.
From this, the Department of Education and the Art Educators of Iowa developed a
framework for visual arts educators to translate the Common Core State Standards into visual
arts practices. Named the Core Arts Companion, the document does not represent required
activities but is a means by which the fine arts is envisioned to work in support of the Iowa Core
(Art Educators of Iowa, 2015). The information provided in the companion documents is not
required of all schools or districts. The Fine Arts Alignment with the Iowa Core Universal
Constructs was written to illustrate how fine arts teachers can align their instruction with the
universal constructs from the Iowa Core and Iowa’s Universal constructs of Critical Thinking,
Complex Communication, Creativity, Collaboration, Flexibility/Adaptability, and
Productivity/Accountability. These constructs are a direct reflection of the 21st Century Skills
language.
On January 28, 2015, the Iowa Legislature passed SF510, which amended the Iowa Code,
to direct the Department of Education to employ a .5 FTE Fine Arts Consultant to ensure the
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mentoring and professional development of fine arts educators throughout Iowa (Sec. 15.
Section 256.9, Code, 2015). Figure 15 visualizes the policy activities in Iowa.

Figure 15. Actors and actions relative to arts education in Iowa.
Figure 15 visualizes actors and actions relative to arts education at the federal level.
Actors and activities that are more impactful, where impact is the connection to implementation,
are closer to the vertical center and the horizontal level of implementation (labeled at “I”).
Coordinated policy and implementation activity led to changes in language –not because of
grassroots efforts, but from a top down processes. This differs from the top-down and bottom-up
process that is emblematic of Minnesota.

Minnesota. Public Law 89-209 and the creation of the National Endowments for the Arts and
the Humanities led to legislative action in Minnesota, but by this time Minnesota already had a
long history of organized arts activities. In 1903, the Minnesota legislature established the State
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Arts Society to “advance the interests of the fine arts, to develop the influence of art in
education, and to foster the introduction of art in manufactures” (Minnesota State Arts Board,
2009). This organization began a longstanding and multifaceted commitment to art education
programs in Minnesota. During the 1965 legislative session, the State Arts Society was changed
to the Minnesota Arts Council and was directed to advance the interest of the arts, develop the
influence of art education, and promote and encourage the performing and fine arts in Minnesota.
Like other notions of creativity at that time, economic benefits dropped out of the larger
discourse.
The Minnesota approach to policy was less based on a top-down model, but rather on one
that approached arts education policy through flexibly connected networks. In 1975, the
Minnesota Arts Council became the Minnesota Arts Board; 1977 legislative action created 11
regional arts councils that distributed funding at key access points throughout the state. While the
National Endowment engaged in debates about its funding and value in 1981, the 11 Regional
Arts Councils received significant granting from the McKnight Foundation. William L.
McKnight, one of the early founders of 3M, and his wife, Maude L. McKnight, established the
McKnight Foundation in Minneapolis in 1953.
A 1985 legislative action in Minnesota established what would become the Perpich Arts
Council. In 1989, through an additional legislative action, The Perpich Arts Center was opened
as the Minnesota Center for Arts Education (MCAE), while functioning and funded separately
from the Regional Arts Councils (Hainlen, 2009).
Although arts education in schools was an MCAE priority, the regional arts councils
funded a wide range of artistic activities. The Minnesota Center for Arts Education housed a
statewide public arts high school serving students K-12 throughout the state (Minnesota Center
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for Arts Education, 1991). MCAE also provided a variety of educational outreach programs,
including summer programs for teacher and students throughout the state, grants to educators,
conferences, seminars, curriculum development projects, publication and other multi-year
endeavors (Minnesota Center for Arts Education, 1991). In 1989, the Center gained a permanent
a physical location on a former college campus.
In 1993, the Perpich Art Center was directed, via legislative action, to write new art
education standards. As an art organization somewhat separate from the Minnesota Education
Department and Arts Council, Perpich functions as a semi-autonomous arts education program
with a non-for-profit arm that fundraises, providing an additional source of revenue for arts
programming in Minnesota. Perpich also coordinates professional development, so there is
continuity among policy, standards and implementation. Standards became law in 1996 and
included high school frameworks for creating and performing, as well as analyzing and
interpreting (Minnesota Center for Arts Education, 1991; Minnesota State Arts Board, 2009)
Although the same was true for the middle level, primary and intermediate levels had only one
standard that combined creation, performance, and responding to art.
The network of arts education in Minnesota created access points for new organizations.
In 1993, the organization Partners Arts & Schools for Students (PASS) was formed to serve
grades 7-12 in Minneapolis and St. Paul through artist residencies and arts integration programs.
PASS formed teaching teams to develop partnerships with artists and arts organizations; 40
school teams, 150 teachers, 30 arts organizations, and 50 artists were involved in PASS.
Similarly in 1996, the Minnesota Arts & Education Partnership (MA&EP) began and served
grades K-12 in Minneapolis. Initially MA&EP was comprised of 11 schools partnering with
artists and arts organizations throughout the metropolitan area. In 1997, Arts for Academic
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Achievement (AAA), another arts integration program, began and served grades K-12 in
Minneapolis. In addition, 1997 saw Robert C. Booker named executive director of the Minnesota
State Arts Board after being the assistant director since 1990. Important to note is not only the
long-standing nature of institutions in Minnesota, but that the institutional job structures create
opportunities for individuals to build networks, relationships, and direct long-term initiatives
with consistent personnel (Au & Ferrare, 2015). Finally, in 1997, Governor Arne Carlson signed
into law a $12 million increase in the state’s biennial funding for the arts, the largest increase in
public arts funding in the state’s history. Part of those new funds created Arts Across Minnesota,
a program to fund touring art and festivals.
The network of policy implementers in the past decade has undergone a process of
reinvention and consolidation. The McKnight Foundation, as a non-governmental agency,
continued to fund organizations that impacted policy implementation. In 2000, the McKnight
Foundation funded Arts & Schools as Partners (ASAP); this organization served 31 schools in a
joint project with the Perpich Art Center for Arts Education. In 2000, the Minnesota Arts &
Education Partnership became a part of ASAP. In 2001, ARTFUL Teaching and Learning began
as a three-year project funded by the U.S. Department of Education Arts Education Model
Development and Dissemination Grant Program. This project served grades K-8 throughout
Minnesota. ARTFUL provided models for arts based reforms, and from 2001-2004 the four pilot
ARTFUL sites served research and development roles. ARTFUL has continued its work through
AAA and ASAP.
During the 2001-02 school year, arts teachers from around the state gathered to revise the
K-12 arts standards. Different from the writing process of the first set of standards, these
meetings were divided into particular arts areas. The Perpich Center for Arts Education
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facilitated the development of both the original K-12 arts standards beginning in 1993 and the
revised standards, which went into law in 2003. In 2003, the Minnesota legislature also
established four arts areas for elementary and middle (K-8) schools (dance, music, theater, and
visual arts) and five arts areas for high schools (media arts, dance, music, theater, and visual
arts). This active link between an arts education organization and policy is unique among the
three state cases.
In 2004 and 2005, the law related to the requirement of the arts was established. The
current law (3501.0620) reads: “The student (in grades k-12) will understand and use artistic
processes to create, perform, and interpret art works in at least two of the three arts areas
required to be offered by a school from the following: dance, music, theater, and visual arts.
(3501.0620) (3501.0625, 3501.0630 and 3501.0635 are related to grades 4-5, 6-8 and 9- 12
respectively).” Legislative action in 2006 required the department to include standards that
address technology and information literacy, college, and work readiness skills, as well as
determined that the contributions of American Indian tribes and communities must be considered
and included where appropriate in the arts standards. The Standards Revision committee also
updated past legislative law regarding the Arts Standards (3501.0620). The 2006 Education
Omnibus Bill directed that the arts standards be revised for implementation in the 2010-11
school year. Specifically, the statute states that the school commissioner must
revise and align the state's academic standards and high school graduation requirements
in the arts to require that students satisfactorily complete the revised arts standards
beginning in the 2010-2011 school year. The state arts supervisor as designee of the
education commissioner must implement a review of the academic standards and related
benchmarks in arts beginning in the 2016-2017 school year.
The 2006 Education Omnibus Bill directed that the arts standards be revised for implementation
in the 2010-11 school year.
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Despite this activity and longstanding coordination, Minnesota uses policy and curricula
that fail to reflect creativity as either a learnable thinking skill or as self-expression. Create is
often used as an action verb and as an outcome – “a creation”; however, the Minnesota policies
are firmly grounded in art as a formal and media-based experience. Language related to thinking
skills is taken directly from Bloom’s taxonomy, with “evaluate,” “apply,” and “analyze” being
the most frequently used terms. As an established content, visual art education defaults to
descriptions of studio practice in the language of policy. Figure 16 visualizes the policy actions
in Minnesota.
The population of (both system and non-system) policy implementers in Minnesota
continued to expand its role with the approval to coordinate standards writing and organize
professional development. The high level of activity and multiple streams of funding (McKnight
Foundation and Perpich Center’s Philanthropic arm) led to more legislation being passed to
improve, update, and evaluate programming.

Figure 16. Actors and actions relative to arts education in Minnesota.
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Summary of Policy Section. This section of the literature review provided a description of art
education policies at the federal level, as well as among Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota. The
purpose of these descriptions was to uncover the ecology of actors and activities in each policy
context. These descriptions also served to identify the influence of policy actors and activities in
connection to implementation at the classroom level. Art education policies at the federal and
state levels react to activities from general education policies; the definitions of creativity
embedded in art education policies is similarly reactionary as seen in each state case.
While the tight coupling of general education with monitored outcomes promotes an
increased need for implementation, the disconnection of art education policies from
implementation monitoring minimizes their impact. Art education is largely rhetorically valued
at the federal level in the form of descriptive reports and programmatic suggestions for state and
local education organizations. While this translates very loosely into state level policies, there are
three common ways in which promote slightly more impactful policy activity.
First, across-art education partnerships increase the capacity of policy activity to connect
at the level of implementation. Essentially, a critical mass of state-level organizations represents
a more significant quantity of unified educators, which leverages access to formal policy
systems. In addition, the across arts connection fosters more general languages and functional
structures that promote implementation. Second are the existence of dedicated and/or project
funding streams for non-system arts education and advocacy organizations with access to formal
networks. The funding of informal groups more quickly leads to action at all levels, including
implementation. In addition to leading to more impactful policy actions, the funded activities of
non-system actors leads to shifts in the language of aims and goals for arts education, shaping the
conversation among levels. Third and finally, the level of access decision makers within formal
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education structures by informal arts education organization, and even individuals, is also a
significant point of impactful activities.
So, art education policies are shaped by largely by non-system actors and largely
developed by appropriating language about creativity from the federal political and economic
contexts. Visual arts education and creativity occupy a delicate space in formal policy; while
both are highly valued as a part of a comprehensive education, neither is part of a formally
centralized nor even a formally decentralized education structure. While policies in general
education consolidate authority, empower focal actors, assign rights and responsibilities, as well
as monitor implementation, these are not attend to in art education policies (Meyer, 2009).
Outside of a few instances, the three state cases of Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota demonstrate that
visual arts education and creativity are seldom centralized. These cases also demonstrate that
active decentralization is not a part of formal policy, the actions of non-system actors can
influence an outside-in (or informal to formal) process of decentralization. While this policy
neglect represents a high-risk scenario for the field of art education, the lack of oversight does
offer opportunities for pathways of influence on the field.
Networked organizations, motivated groups and individuals, along with funding, have
served to provide various levels of authority to parents, teachers, and administrators. In a recent
case, Illinois-based Ingenuity, through funding and political access, has empowered authority at
the arts education administrator and teacher levels in the Chicago Public Schools. The rights and
responsibilities include advisory and co-determined decision making that arose from the
implementation monitoring conducted by Ingenuity. Funding and access for Arts Alliance
Illinois has made that organization a focal actor in the adoption/adaption of the 2014 National
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Arts Standards with co-determined rights and responsibilities alongside the Illinois State Board
of Education.
At both the federal and state level, policy about practice has focused on equity, and
equity is a key driver in forwarding decentralized access for non-system actors; knowledge,
however, also entails arguments of quality. While equity is a broader and less contentious policy
aim, issues of quality are harder to articulate, leverage, and monitor in policy. As a result, it is up
to practitioners to identify quality in arts education and creativity as well as determine how they
spend their money and time to be informed about what constitutes creativity. In the case of this
study, those practitioners are middle-level art educators.

Literature Review: Middle-Level Art Educators

The third aspect of this study includes the contexts of middle-level art educators. In order
to best understand the relationship between policy and practice relative to definitions of
creativity, clarity about middle-level art educators can aid in understanding factors that may
influence the way they operationalize creativity for their students. The art education classroom is
the location where the implementation of research and policy occur. However, the professional
contexts and life experiences of middle-level art educators have influences on how research and
policy about creativity are operationalized.

Philosophical Foundations (Assumptions)

Middle-level education frequently represents the last mandatory context in which public
school students enroll in visual arts courses. The position of middle-level education between both
elementary and secondary education places it as a strong reflection of art education in the United
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States (Arts Education Partnership, 2012; Education Commission of the States, 2011). Along
with strength in student access, middle-level art education occupies an important position
relative to students’ creative development (Arnheim, 1997). Middle schools and their curricula is
often acknowledged as the best context for relevant, challenging, integrative and exploratory
learning (National Middle School Association, 2003).
Compilations of research about learning at the middle level, translated into best practices,
continually elevate self-regulated, thinking, exploration, critical thinking, collaborative thinking,
and creative thinking in interdisciplinary ways (Arredondo, Blackburn, Brandt, Marzano, &
Moffett, 1997; Marzano 1992; Marzano & Heflebower, 2012). The emphasis on middle-level as
a home for teacher-student collaboration in shared inquiry as a site in which content can be
student identified and as a place where practical critical and creative skills are developed in
cross-disciplinary ways identifies it as a site with potential. This context reflects an opportunity
for changes to neoliberal-efficiency models of education (Cherryholmes, 1988; Craft, 2005,
2011; Slattery, 2013a).

Review of Research on the Middle-Level Art Education Context
Historically significant are turn of the century 20th century and mid-20th century models
of adolescent creative development. Lowenfeld’s (1960) developmental model pinpoints the
middle-level age group as the point at which visual or haptic qualities emerge. Freudian notions
of sexual maturity heavily influence an individual’s creative development (Freud, 1940; Kindler,
1997). Vygotskian (1978) theories of social development highlight the ages 10 to13 as essential
for refining an understanding of socially shared signs (see also Dixon, 2003). As a result, early
creativity studies that linked art education and middle-level held bold positions on spontaneity,
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free-expression, and intuition (Beittel, 1964; Beittel & Burkhart, 1963; Brittain, 1968; Brittain &
Beittel, 1961; Jones, 1962; O’Rouse, 1965; Taylor, 1961a).
Overlapping with and extending beyond these notions were middle-level studies that
explored connections between adolescence and other definitions of creativity, such as
divergence, flexibility, fluency, elaboration, and socially-shared creativity (Bernheim, 1964;
Frankston, 1966; Henrickson & Torrance, 1961; Madaus, 1967; Madeja, 1967; Owen, 1962;
Taylor, 1961b). These studies included sociocultural and problem-based approaches, which
extended from ideas rooted in constructivist education and vocational training (Clements, 1964;
Day, 1969; Frankston, 1963).
Over the past decades, middle-level and creativity have continued to be linked with
instructional practices and interdisciplinary thinking (Anglin, 1993; Brewer & Colbert, 1992;
Burton & Hafeli, 2012; Burton, Horowitz, & Abeles, 2000; Busse & Krepelka, 1978; Halpern &
Hakel, 2005; Hetland & Winner, 2004; Stokrocki, 1986). These studies also utilize a
constructivist framework, demonstrating their validity through application to cognitive theories
of learning (Reese, Lee, Cohen, & Puckett, 2001; Reiser, 2001; Solso, 2001; Sternberg, 2003).
Developmental models of student learning in the visual arts communicate similar
processes. A review of eight models finds common structures with significant impact for middlelevel art students. The eight reviewed models are
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Bloom’s Taxonomy (Forehand, 2010)
Gardner’s Emerging Forms of Knowledge Model (Gardner, 1990)
Housen’s Stage Theory (DeSantis & Housen, 2009)
Kindler and Darras's Semiotic Development Map (Kindler, 1997)
Kintsch’s Construction Integration Model (Kintsch, 1988)
Lowenfeld’s Drawing Development Model (Lowenfeld, 1960)
Parson’s Theory of Aesthetic Stages (Parsons, 1987)
Solso’s Artistic Interpretation Model (Solso, 1994)
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Common language in all eight also approximately aligns with school-age groups. Early
elementary students engage in two common developmental activities. First, there is a priority on
Perceptual Knowledge— knowledge drawn from sensory perceptions and motor interactions and
perceptual effects (such as grouping, order, symmetry, contrast, etc.)—has primary importance in
art making and viewing. Early elementary students also prioritize Favoritism and Familiarity by
which perceptions are used to build a framework for viewing art as well as previous experiences,
memories, and personal associations; concepts of good or bad are lacking – liking is judging –
and images are largely viewed as positive with an overriding awareness of schematic
representations. A third stage common to late elementary age and lower middle-level is
commonly described as prototypicality. During prototypicality, students value photographic
realism and an overriding interest in the represented subjects; learners feel representation should
be enjoyable or beautiful; meanwhile, style and craft are understood in service of the
representation of first order symbols.
In examining developmental models, the remainder of the middle school years has
common aspects of personal expressiveness and formal cognitive analysis, the second of which
extends into the high school years. During personal expressiveness, meaning in artwork is valued
with social, moral and conventional world knowledge contributing to both production and
interpretation. Subject matter favors relevant expressiveness and responses, but they are not
viewed beyond isolated objects. During this stage, realism and beauty are less important than
factual interpretation/causal inferences; students also do not use art world categories to vocalize
thinking, but instead prioritize personal and narrative expressiveness. The formal cognitive
analysis stage places an increased emphasis on composition, style, and formal elements
explicitly.
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These stages, although reflective of their Western psychological context, are not discrete
in the learning and development of students. These stages do suggest common production and
interpretation norms that align with the six creative thinking skills in the creativity section of this
chapter. These development frameworks also closely relate to core aspects of cognitive-based
learning models such as those outlined by Amabile (1983), Augustin, Dorothee, Leder, Hutzler,
and Carbon (2008), Augustin and Leder (2006), Barrett (2003), Efland (2002), Kaufman (2012),
Leder, Belke, Oeberst, & Augustin (2004), Sawyer (2006), and Silva (2007, 2008).
Despite ongoing research on creativity and development that directly relates to middlelevel art education, it is suggested that learning activities for middle-level students are poorly
matched to the needs of young adolescents in most middle schools (Jackson & Davis, 2000;
Swanson & Stevenson, 2002). In art education, instruction has been shown to have a positive
association with student responses to artwork on the National Assessment of Educational
Progress; however, these responses may confound with other factors, such as a student’s reading
level or general intelligence rather than art instruction alone (Diket, Burton, McCollister, &
Sabol, 2000). Factors like parental support and school context, including its social-economic
context, play a significant role in students’ visual arts and creative learning outcomes (Burton,
2001; Hafeli, Stokrocki, & Zimmerman, 2005; Sabol, 2001). What is unknown is the way in
which research, along with the formal and informal policy contexts translate into enacted
knowledge of creativity by middle-level art educators.

Summary of Middle-Level Section

Although middle-level school, in general, and middle-level in art education, specifically,
represents a context in which a large impact on the creative learning of students can be achieved,
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this opportunity for excellence and depth appears to be unmet. As noted, modes of instructing for
creative outcomes require alternate conceptions of instruction, including changes in time
structures and interdisciplinary approaches to knowledge construction, and have not been
implemented despite long-term recognition of their value. Additionally, an examination of
creative thinking in art education demonstrates a significant relevance for middle-level learners
and their creative development.

Chapter 2 Conclusion

Although creativity has a long history of being unteachable, this review of the research
has demonstrated six clear ways to articulate creativity.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Originality and Primary Processes
Divergent Thinking and Flexibility
Elaboration and Fluency
Sociocultural Theories
Metacognition and Problem-finding
Composite Theories

In the context of policy, the networked review reveals that there is an influence of
informal networks on formal networks, but these activities seldom include the monitoring or
funding of implementation. Most frequently, the adequately funded informal networks at the
state level are the only means by which visual art educators have access to the policy setting.
Otherwise, most cases of informal influence occur at the state and federal level with little
connection to practitioners. Meanwhile, unclaimed informal spaces remain that can serve to
influence formal networks; this includes state level policy activity as well as the for-profit
education marketplace.
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A review of the artistic development literature shows overlap among many theories of
cognition and creative thinking. What emerged were levels of thinking that gained complexity
from personally isolated to socially-shared and reflective approaches to artmaking and
interpretation. These categories include:
● Perceptual knowledge
● Favoritism & familiarity
● Prototypicality
● Personal expressiveness
● Formal cognitive analysis
As a result, the literature indicates that students at the middle-level range between
prototypicality and personal expressiveness and occasionally enter into formal cognitive
analysis. This suggests that as a developmental baseline, middle-level teachers may be most
likely to instruct for categories of creativity from Elaboration and Fluency, to Divergent
Thinking and Flexibility, occasionally entering into sociocultural theories, metacognition, and
problem finding. Although a developmentally appropriate solution, the use of deeply ingrained
definitions associated with Originality and Primary Processes should be expected.
This is particularly true in states that have less depth in their policy structures regarding
art education and creativity. For example, Illinois only recently updated its standards preamble to
include problem finding after years of no art education policy activity. Similarly, Iowa only
recently included relatively up-to-date language about creativity. Middle-level art educators in
Illinois and Iowa may, as a result, be more likely to hold default positions on creativity and
visual arts development – creativity as Originality and Primary Processes and student
development as favoring perceptual knowledge. Minnesota’s middle-level art educators, with a
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more long-standing and embedded milieu of networks, are expected to minimize default
positions on creativity. However, given the crowded networks of influence that exist, it is unclear
what positions these teachers might hold based on what information middle-level art educators
can access.
All of these factors highlight a vast gap among research and knowledge about creativity,
learning, and art education at the middle level. It also highlights the necessities of methods and
methodologies to describe, understand, and better this situation.

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Overview

The literature review of this study has analyzed the conception of creativity over time and
found that they can be organized into six problem-based categories. Additionally, a review of art
education policies, at the federal level and in Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota describes how those
policies were made and their level of impact. Clear categories of creativity and knowledge about
the policy landscape enable exploratory analysis of variables that block, shape, or enhance
definitions of creativity in the policy to practice relationship. As a result, methods include both
qualitative and quantitative methods for data collection and analysis.
A mixed methodology allowed for the examination of relationships among state policy,
self-reported definitions of creativity by middle-level art educators, and the contextual sources of
the teachers’ definitions. The use of an exploratory, mixed methods study provided a design
well-suited for the research questions, subquestions, and the current gaps in the literature that
link the topics of interest: creativity, policy, and practice. Chapter 3 focuses on each of these
three main conceptual components. Each aspect is presented and followed by the methodologies
for its synthesized design. The first component of this study, creativity, includes the combination
of historic and contemporary conceptions as identified in the literature review and synthesizes
them into six central categories. The second component of this study, art education policy, will
be looked at within and across the three selected states: Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota. To
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demonstrate relationships between policy and practice, data collection across contexts requires
categories of creativity used in one setting to be reasonably linked to their use in another. Since
the policy-to-practice link in art education is already a loosely coupled relationship, significant
connectedness is necessary to legitimize across-context relationships. This practice, called
process tracing, is outlined by King, Keohane, and Verba (1994). Process tracing involves
linking variables from macro-level activities to micro-level operationalization. This project was
structured to connect information across contexts while maintaining data integrity. This required
data collection that reflected the aggregate contexts of state policy, creativity, along with the life
experiences of middle-level art educators. A visualization of variables in this study is shown in
Figure 17.
States were not selected by the demographic characteristics of middle-level educators or
their students. Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota were selected because of relative differences in the
policy language of each state; the policies of these states are one of the key data variables.
Minnesota was selected because of its many and influential arts education policies. Iowa was
selected because it has comparatively much weaker creativity and arts education policies. Illinois
was selected as an example of a mid-range arts policy state. Policies were accessed through
online records of state statutes. Additional data included urban-centric locale, an additional
variable that can be controlled for and compared against when analyzing all three states in this
least similar case design.
The life experiences and teaching contexts of middle-level visual art educators provided
another variable in this design. The life experiences of teachers have been shown to factor into
their professional practice. This study looked at multiple aspects of the life experiences of
middle-level art educators, including their self-reported economic status in K-12, the type of
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school in which they received their highest art education degree, and the urban-centric locale
designation of the context in which they currently teach.

Figure 17. Visualization of variables in this study.
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Methods for Analyzing Creativity

A review and analysis of creativity was necessary prior to answering the research
question and its subquestions: What relationships exist among conceptions of creativity in
research, art education policies, and the ways in which middle-level art educators operationalize
creativity in their instruction?
1. What relationship exists, if any, between creativity in research and creativity in art
education policies?
2. What relationship exists, if any, between family economic status during childhood
and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
3. What relationship exists, if any, between middle-level art educators’ educational
background and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
4. What relationship exists, if any, between the school contexts of a middle-level art
educator and that educator’s definitions of creativity?
5. What relationship exists, if any, between definitions of creativity in state education
policies and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
Although not necessary for an exploratory study, this research will include hypothesis
testing on the grounds that this study’s design is constructed with later replication. However, the
first subquestion is addressed through a content analysis and do not require a hypothesis test.
1. What relationship exists, if any, between family economic status during childhood
and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the family economic status and teachers’
definitions of creativity)
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H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between the family economic status and teachers’
definitions of creativity)
2. What relationship exists, if any, between the educational background of a middlelevel art educator and that educator’s definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between middle-level art educators’ educational
background and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between middle-level art educators’ educational
background and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
3. What relationship exists, if any, between the school contexts of a middle-level art
educator and that educator’s definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the school context of a middle-level art
educators and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between the school context of a middle-level art
educators and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
4. What relationship, if any, exists between state education policies on creativity and
teachers’ definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between state education policies on creativity and
those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between state education policies on creativity and
those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
Examining conceptions of creativity in the research literature constituted the first task of
this study to identify conceptions of creativity through a content analysis of historic,
psychological, and art education-based definitions of creativity. This resulted in the six
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categories outlined in the literature review and used in the rank-order survey and as codes for the
open-ended responses (Creswell, 2003; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Robson, 2007).

Limitations

Of all the limitations, the most critical is the reliability of the survey instrument to
measure what it is intended to measure. The instrument was written to identify whether the
practices of middle-level art educators reflect the six categories of creativity generated from the
literature review. Survey items sought to reflect univariate characteristics of creativity and an
outcome of responses that would demonstrate that
1. Rank-ordered responses within the same category of creativity would correlate.
2. Additional open-ended statements reflective of each category of creativity would
correlate to a higher degree with one another than with any other statement from all
of the responses to rank-ordered questions and across rank-ordered sets.

Delimitations

The research relative to creativity focused on aspects of creativity related to problem
solving in and across domains of knowledge (e.g. arts education, psychology, and business). This
excluded creativity as a personality trait and associated metal habits. This delimitation was not to
minimize the importance of attitudes relative to creative outcomes; however, this distinction
enabled a focus translatable to content and curriculum, topics more common to policy and
practice.
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Data Collection Procedures

A review of the literature included art and design education, general education,
psychology, and creativity assessments. Through an emergent content analysis, categories of
creativity relative to problem solving and art education were generated. These categories were
piloted with secondary art educators in Illinois prior to the full study.

Description of Data

Creativity has a varied history, including research from different times and places. The
data relative to creativity include the history of philosophy and scholarship on creativity from the
time of Plato until the present, with a particular focus on research-based and art education-based
initiatives over the past 150 years. This history was analyzed in the generation of six categories
of creativity, which were used as codes for the analysis of policy data and to identify the
definitions held by middle-level art educators.
The definitions of creativity reported by middle-level art educators were identified as one
aspect of a survey instrument. The survey instrument includes rank-ordered questions of six
univariate categories of creativity along with two open-ended questions. The six categories of
creativity each appear in six, separate, rank-ordered questions. Two open-ended response
questions were also completed by each respondent and used to verify the reported definition of
creativity appearing in the rank-ordered responses.
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Operationalizing Creativity

To survey middle-level art educators and determine their reported instruction for
creativity, the six categories identified in Chapter Two were used. This operationalization of
creativity assumed that creative responses reflected both stated and implied problem-spaces
rooted in and across domain content and methods. So, although creativity includes emotional
capacities like engagement, persistence, and a tolerance for suffering, this assumption focused on
content knowledge and methods that are more easily translated into art education practice and
policy.
Problem-spaces have been and continue to be a basis for understanding creativity, both
generally and in art education (Burton, 2009; Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; de Bono, 1990; Eisner,
1960; Eisner, 1961; Eisner, 2002; Henrickson, & Torrance, 1961; Lanier, 1955; Marshall, 2005;
Packard, 1973; Rush, 1989; Sandell, 2009; Sawyer, 2006; Silvia, 2008; Weisberg, 2006). The
circle in Figure 18 represents a problem-space, while the lines represent content boundaries
around domain knowledge. Responses to creative problems overlap or occupy spaces within the
problem-space, and problems can occupy a larger or smaller amount of space. Responses over a
larger amount of the problem-space and/or across categories imply a more relevant problem
solution than a response limited to a single category. This is illustrated in Figure 19, which
represents an inclusive problem response across multiple categories. In contrast, Figure 20
illustrates a limited, within domain response within a single category of a hypothetical problem
space.
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Figure 18. A hypothetical problem space with four domain categories.

Figure 19. A cross-category and more encompassing response to a creative problem.

Figure 20. A within-domain response to a creative problem.
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Weisberg (2006) conducted in-depth case studies of eminent creative contributions, a
study that reinforces the notion of problem spaces, problem categories, and creative responses.
Each of the six categories of creativity from the literature review offer distinctive responses
relative to problem spaces: Originality and Primary Processes, Divergent Thinking and
Flexibility, elaboration and fluency, metacognition and problem finding, sociocultural theories,
and Composite Theories. These responses, categorized in the literature review, were explored as
a means to organize and analyze occurrences of creativity in policy and in the responses of
middle school art educators.

Originality and Primary Processes

The literature review indicated that Originality and Primary Processes are understood as
self-expressive and tied to spontaneous democratic expression as well as a means to challenge
the status quo. Measured and identified as outlier responses, this category is deeply rooted in art
education and continues to manifest in various ways (Derell, 1963; Gude, 2014; Hammer, 1960;
Jaquith & Hathaway, 2012; Kincaid, 1961; Lewis & Mussen, 1969; Lowenfeld, 1960; Qualley,
1970). The originality and primary process response, illustrated in Figure 21, perennially lies
outside the problem space. It is not usual and not identified as a valued issue, reinforcing a
personally relevant outside responses. Words and concepts that have been and continue to reflect
this category include unconscious, free-expression, self-expression, originality, nature, personal
expression, democracy, outside, unusual, unique, emotion, internal, and freedom. The survey
questions were written to reflect these concepts, and it was expected that open-ended responses
rooted in Originality and Primary Processes would include these terms.
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Figure 21. Originality and primary processes includes any unusual response, regardless of
relevance.

Divergent Thinking and Flexibility

The research review demonstrated divergent thinking as synonymous with definitions of
flexibility (Dawson & McWilliam, 2008; Kincaid, 1961; Mumford, Marks, Connelly, Zaccaro, &
Johnson, 1998; Sawyer, 2006; Silvia, 2008; Thompson, 2009). Flexibility is indicated as “a
change in the meaning, use, or interpretation of something” (Guilford, 1968, p. 99). Divergent
and flexible responses lie within a defined problem space and, therefore, differ from an original
response to a creative problem based on its relevance. Divergent Thinking and Flexibility are
shown as analogical thinking within and across domains of knowledge. Divergent and flexible
thinking have been shown to be accurate performance predictors because both include crosscategorical responses within a problem space (Bechtereva & Nagornova, 2007; Qualley, 1970).
Multiple responses to a creative problem (the fluency number) may not indicate a process of
divergent thinking, while most responses labeled “flexible” would; across-category solutions to a
creative problem are a final attribute that links flexible responses to divergent ones. Figure 22
illustrates how flexible responses are also divergent. Flexible answers demonstrate a wide and
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strong analogical set of responses but not necessarily deeper knowledge base or skill set (Eisner,
1960; Exley, 2008; Qualley, 1970).

Figure 22. Divergent thinking and flexibility refers to within- and across- domain responses with
communicable analogies.

Figure 23 illustrates a response that would be considered equally as relevant to the
category of Divergent Thinking and Flexibility as those in Figure 21 (Hebert, Cramond, Speirs
Neumeister, Millar, & Silvian, 2002; Kim, 2006; Torrance, 1998; Lissitz & Willhoft, 1985).

Figure 23. A divergent thinking and flexibility response that encompasses more solutions than
Figure 22.
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Words and concepts reflecting this category include association, analogy, forward
thinking, linking, metaphors, interdisciplinary, solutions, communicate new ideas, and novelty.
The survey questions reflect these concepts, and it was expected that open-ended responses, if
rooted in Divergent Thinking and Flexibility processes, would include these terms.

Elaboration and Fluency

Ideational fluency refers to the generation of as many ideas as possible. Elaboration is
defined as the extension of an idea, process, or product (Guilford, 1950; Wygant, 1993;
Zimmerman, 2009). An elaborate response represents fluid thinking developed with both depth
and specificity within a narrowly defined problem space. Research has shown that the production
of many responses, even conventional ones, is an initial step in the production of more
elaborative solutions (Milgram, Milgram, Rosenbloom, & Rabkin, 1978). Neither ideational
fluency nor elaboration are valued in their ability to address the entire problem space, but instead
they are valued by the quantity of similar or overlapping responses. This argument for linking
elaboration and fluency bears out in the research of Simonton (203, 2010).
In viewing elaboration and fluency through the lens of a creative problem their
relationship made clearer. Ideational fluency is not defined by its ability to address the entirety of
a creative problem; highly fluid responses occupy a wide range of knowledge or skill confined to
a single category, as illustrated in Figure 24 (Torrance, 1998).
Figure 25 depicts a response that would be equally fluid to the one illustrated in Figure
24, despite responses to Figure 24 being less inclusive of a creative problem. By contrast, Figure
26 has overlapping sections of a response space, indicating a deeper, more detailed response,
where detailing can occur either through formal visual or semantic means. Each of these Figures
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reflects art education definitions of elaboration (Boughton, 2009; Burnaford, Brown, Doherty, &
McLaughlin, 2007; Burton, Horowitz, & Abeles, 2000; Burton, 2009; Colbert, 1980; Doerr,
1980; Henrickson & Torrance, 1961).

Figure 24. Elaboration and fluency response that occupies a large set of within-domain solutions.

Figure 25. Elaboration and Fluency responses that are less communicable within a domain.
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Figure 26. Elaborated within-domain response to a creative problem illustrates detailed formal or
semantic solutions.

However, when viewed collectively, Figures 24, 25, and 26 illustrate how Elaboration
and Fluency measures do not differentiate between an overlapping (depth) responses and
separate, albeit limited, within-category (breadth) responses.
Words and concepts that have been and continue to reflect this category include
brainstorming, elaboration, detail, fluency, many ideas, new, different, explore, and finding
potential. The survey questions reflect these concepts, and open-ended responses, if rooted in
Elaboration and fluency processes, were expected to include these terms.

Metacognition and Problem Finding
Metacognition is thinking about one’s thinking, a valuable skill for solving creative
problems (Halpern, 2003; Silvia, 2008). Metacognition in creativity emerges in cognitive
psychological theories and psychoanalytic-based theories (Sawyer, 2007; Yang, Wan, & Chiou,
2010). Metacognitive thinking is an important goal for middle-level learners (Arredondo,
Blackburn, Brandt, Marzano, & Moffett, 1997; Marshall, 2005). Questions remain about the
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degree to which metacognition can be taught and/or socially shared, it is clear that creative
people can not only generate many ideas, but also reflectively pick their best ones, a
metacognitive skill (Silvia, 2008).
Thinking about thinking is essential to identifying and reframing creative problems.
Weisberg argued that in the field of art, problems are simply less structured and less evident
prior to their solving (Boughton, 2009; Craft, 2005; Efland, 2002; Eisner, 1962, 2002; Sawyer,
2006; Zimmerman, 2009). Longitudinal studies have shown that the ability to identify problems
is the best way to increase student creativity and are used as predictors of future creative success
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Sternberg & Lubart, 1991). Yet, the capacity for identifying new
problems may indicate that an individual holds analogous knowledge across domains. This
includes familiarity with creative problems in different domains, which links problems into a
new creative problem spaces. Figure 27 shows an example of four closely related, but not
overlapping, problem spaces. In this example, each problem has categorical aspects similar to
those in another problem.

Figure 27. Four closely related, but not yet linked, problem spaces.
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Problem finding involves identifying new borders of a problem space by linking existing
and less-structured problems in a new way. This is illustrated in Figure 28, where new overlaps
in existing disparate problems are identified.

Figure 28. A newly identified problem that links previously unlinked problems.
Words and concepts reflective of this category include problem finding, metacognition,
reflection, problem definition, topic choice, identify issues, self-study, and autodidactic. The
survey questions reflect these concepts and open-ended responses that, if rooted in
Metacognition and Problem Finding processes, would include these terms. The modern- and
postmodern art phenomenon of linking the methods of a style with a social critique serves as an
example of the representation in Figure 28.

Sociocultural Theories

Sociocultural theories frame creativity as a phenomenon that is collaborative and
culturally dependent. Instead of an individual as the sole creative agent, these theories are based
on the view that creative problems and their solutions are contextually defined. New problems
are developed through communication of many individuals that identify, refine, or accept
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creative problems and their solutions. Under the umbrella of sociocultural theories, creative
contributions have to be both new and meaningful in a context and valued by a community of
experts in order to be considered creative. (Amabile, 1983; Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Eisenberger,
Haskins, & Gambleton, 1999; Sawyer, 2006; Uzzi & Spiro, 2005; Weisberg, 2006; Zimmerman,
2009).
Sociocultural approaches give significance to collaboration and introduce the role of
social values in creative acts (Gibson, 2005; Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2009).
Sociocultural approaches also encourage creative learning and work environments focused on
interactivity (McWilliam & Dawson, 2008, p. 636). Figure 29 illustrates how a problem is
constructed among knowledge domains from input.

Figure 29. A socially identified problem space across four domains.
In this regard, classroom communities can levy judgments about creative problems (that
are appropriate and worth solving) as well as creative solutions (that meet criteria that are novel
for the classroom community). Figure 30 illustrates the creative solution as meaningfully
communicating to the social context.
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Figure 30. The solution to a creative problem demonstrating relevance to domain contexts.
Words associated with Sociocultural Theories include collaboration, reflected values,
socially relevant, socially valuable, addresses problem, solves problem, group work, and social
practice.
Composite Theories

Composite theories of creativity have long been present; they simultaneously include
multiple aspects of creativity, often describing creativity as a multifaceted process that reflects
personality, process, and product factors (Sternberg & Lubart, 1991). Composite Theories
commonly utilize heuristics and strategic process and are forwarded because aspects of creativity
are not easily separated (Craft, 2005; Davis, 1967; de Bono, 1990; Eisner, 1960; Fasko, 2001;
Fleming, 2008; Gordon, 1961; Manzo, 1998; Lewis, 1969; Nickerson, 2010; Parnes, 1961;
Roukes, 1988; Thompson, 2009). Meta-analysis of composite creativity training programs
demonstrates that such programs are effective in increasing creative outcomes in students (Ma,
2006). Words and concepts include strategies, processes, plan, heuristic, creative process, steps,
and procedures.
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Summary: Operationalizing Creativity

This section detailed how problem based definitions of creativity would be operationalized in
this study. Six problem-based definitions of creativity were operationalized relative to the
parameters of the problems they represent and the words and concepts that are most frequently
associated with their application. These categories are the basis for the survey instrument and for
how open-ended responses will be analyzed.

Setting

The creativity context is a Western cultural vision of creativity, which includes middle
and western European countries as well as the United States. Both the type of creativity being
analyzed and the locations of the middle school art educators being surveyed set this project
within a particular set of beliefs and knowledge that are not common in all cultures.

Participants

For the pilot study, 1,001 secondary art educators in Illinois were invited to participate,
with 181 individuals completing the pilot survey. These responses did not contribute to the final
data analyzed in this project. For the final study, all identified middle-level art educators in
Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota were invited to participate, a total of 1,721 educators. From this,
495 or 28.8% middle-level art educators responded. Of these, 258 of the responses were
complete, for a total successful response rate of 14.9%. Of these responses, Illinois produced 114
complete responses; middle-level art educators in Iowa produced 83 complete responses; and
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Minnesota contributed 61 complete responses. The survey began in September of 2014 and
concluded in December of 2014.

Ethical Principles / Human Subject Compliance

IRB approval was sought and approved on March 5, 2014 (protocol number HS14-0029).

Data Analysis Procedures

An emergent content analysis identified six inductively generated categories of creative
thinking (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Robson, 2007; Sadler, 1985). . These
categories served as codes for analysis of the policy documents and the open-ended responses of
middle-level art educators (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Categorical codes specified language and
concepts that served as codes for the concept analysis of the policy documents, construction of
the survey instrument, and analysis of middle-level art educators’ open-ended responses. The use
of codes generated from theoretical perspectives in research is a practice advocated for by
Creswell (2003) and Miles and Huberman (1994). The survey instrument consisted of rank
ordered questions offering six unique statements, each reflecting a univariate conception of
creativity as cognition.
An analysis of necessary power, or the degree to which Type II error was controlled, was
conducted utilizing the G*power software. Based on two-tails, a medium effect size (.30), alpha
< .05, and power = .80, a bivariate correlation model needs a minimum n = 82. The pilot study,
which is reviewed at the end of this chapter, resulted in n=114, making power, or controlling for
type II error, not an issue nor was the Central Limit Theorem violated (CLT; n >= 30).
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Profiling the rank-order questions identified the mode, means, standard deviation of
responses as well as the skewness and the kurtosis of responses. Modes and means closer to 1
and 6 indicated that responses were polarizing to middle-level art educators. Responses with
modes and means closer to 1 and 6 described a population response that uniformly viewed a
given question as accurately representative of practice or accurately unrepresentative of practice.
Accurately representative questions (a mode and mean close to 1) were initially grouped in the
pilot and final analysis as best indicators of middle-level art educators’ definitions of creativity.
Acutely unrepresentative statements (a mode and mean close to 6) were initially grouped in the
pilot and final analysis; these statements serve as counter definitions of how middle-level art
educators identify creativity for instruction.
Unlike data that occur with normal variance, these rank-ordered questions were written to
identify definitions of creativity held by large subsets of middle-level art educators in the
population of interest. So when profiling individual responses, a high level of positive or
negative kurtosis, like a mean and mode closer to 1 or 6, indicated that a question was polarizing.
Such polarization indicated that a question was clearly stated and held by the population of
interest or a question was clearly stated and rejected with a high level of certainty by that same
population.
Relatedly, the skewness of the distribution is more beneficial for identifying a high
preference from respondents when responses are asymmetrical. Higher asymmetry indicates a
higher value in a rank order set; a negative skew indicates an unfavorable response, while a
positive skew indicates a favored one. This step preliminarily indicates the strength of participant
responses to each question. This polarization more accurately reflects the attraction or rejection
of categories by respondents.
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Knowledge about skewness and kurtosis are indicative of the range and percentiles, also
included in the profiling. The range is expected to extend across five selections. However, ranges
less than five, for example a range of three or two, indicate a higher concentration of answers
around a particular rank. This means that the relative place of a statement holds relative
importance for respondents. Likewise, the percentiles also indicate how much relative space
preferred ranks occupy. This means that the amount of the sample who preferred a given
statement was indicated.
Additional data profiling included analysis of variables to the degree that their embedded
concept aligned with statements in different question sets. Correlational analysis among all
categorical statements were run to preliminary indicate statement alignment, including a report
on the magnitude and directionality of relationships. The Pearson correlation coefficient run in a
preliminary matrix for all statements was used to explore relationships among similar categories.
The use of ranking in the survey contributes to the data being ordinal, which usually results in
the use of Spearman’s rho. However, because n is > 30, Pearson’s r is equally robust as
Spearman’s rho.
For example, statements that related to a given category, like Originality and Primary
Processes should hold a positive relationship among one another. Contrarily, statements from
vastly different creativity categories like Originality and Primary Processes should not, or should
negatively, correlate to categories like Divergent Thinking and Flexibility. Figure 1 indicates
how analysis among statements was analyzed with the Pearson correlation coefficient.
Analysis of text in the open-ended responses was based on codes originating from
the literature review (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; King et al., 1994;
Robson, 2007; Sadler, 1985). Codes relative to each of the six categories of creative
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problem solving were applied to the responses of middle-level art educators. As much as
possible, these responses were treated holistically.
Table 1
Creativity Categories: Exploratory Correlation Matrix

Categorical
Statement 1

Categorical
Statement
2…Categorical
Statement 35

Categorical
Statement 36

Categorical
Statement 1

r Pearson correlation r Pearson correlation r Pearson correlation
coefficient
coefficient
coefficient

Categorical
Statement
2…Categorical
Statement 35

r Pearson correlation r Pearson correlation r Pearson correlation
coefficient
coefficient
coefficient

Categorical
Statement 36

r Pearson correlation r Pearson correlation r Pearson correlation
coefficient
coefficient
coefficient

However, when responses reflected one, two or three unique categories, they were
recorded as such. All submitted text, however, was only assigned to one of the six categories. For
example, if a text reflected two categories of creativity, the text was divided into its reflective
categories, without no category credited more than once.
Further, the codes generated from the research literature and its context, open-ended
responses from middle-level art educators were explored used latent semantic analysis. Colorado
University – Boulder offers an online latent semantic analysis tool that was used to extract
possible meanings in the context of their use. Applicable for larger bodies of text, the full body
of text responses for each question was submitted to identify terms nearest to those submitted by
art educators based on texts within a 300 factor set based on general read language up until year
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one of college. This process is referred to as a “near neighbor” analysis (Latent Semantic
Analysis @ CU Boulder, 2015). A limitation to latent semantic analysis is that multiple
meanings are lost through the use of statistics to conduct the analysis. Based on relevant content
and pre-loaded meanings, this exploratory step was helpful in making, affirming, or correcting
concept suggestions (Landauer & Dumais, 1997).
Uncovered key words, along with those identified as codes (above), were used to conduct
a one-to-many comparison of those key words and the text submitted by middle-level art
educators (Latent Semantic Analysis @ CU Boulder, 2015). This exploratory step was used to
see which keywords might be better used as codes based on the responses from survey
respondents as well as to indicate responses that were the most related to codes. Submitted text
was explored as a single overall document as well as three separate blocks of text, divided into
representative state cases.
Summary of Methods for Creativity’s Analysis

The methodology outlined in this section is specific to identifying six unique categories
of creativity. The initial step of this process included a concept and historical analysis of the
research about creativity over time. These statements were analyzed descriptively, and an
exploration of their relationships, including inter-item correlations was conducted. Specified
language and concepts from the analysis of the research about creativity over time served as
codes for the concept analysis of the policy documents and analysis of middle-level art
educator’s open-ended responses.
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Methods for Analyzing Policy

For the policy section of this chapter selection of cases, the methods for analyzing
policies, and the use of urban centric locale will be provided.

Design

For this research, three Midwestern state cases (Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota) with
relative policy differences were selected. The state cases represent strong (Minnesota), medium
(Illinois), and weak (Iowa) art education policy language, the expected site of creativity in
education. The use of states with policies of different strength is a method from the field of
political science, referred to as a least-similar case design (George & Bennett, 2005; King et al.,
1994). These three state cases are in the Midwestern Region, states that are commonly used in
education studies, including those conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics’
(NCES) National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). In utilizing states from within a
previously delimited region, the capacity of this study to generalize to that region and integrate
with NCES and DOE data is enhanced.
Additionally, the contexts of each urban-centric locale within state cases will aid in
organizing the data for analysis. Urban-centric locale groupings enable within and across state
comparisons. For example, aligning urban locales across state cases may reveal whether a locale
or a state-level policy more closely relates to the definitions of creativity held by middle-level art
educators.
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Limitations

Some data relative to state cases were gathered at different times and from different
sources; state and federal data sets may have been collected at a minimum difference of one year.
Because only three state cases were selected, a selection bias is a second limitation in this design.
The three selected states are located in the Midwestern region of the United States, and their
results are more readily generalizable to this regional category than to the rest of the United
States. Although regional grouping is common in education research from the Department of
Education and National Center for Education Statistics and a key aspect of large-scale education
research, the grouping may lack the nuances of geographic and cultural differences (Institute of
Education Sciences, 2013). If future studies determine this sample reflects policies in other
regions, the selection of cases will ultimately be generalizable to art education policies across the
United States. If it does not, it still can be used for larger scale least-similar case designs at the
state or region level.
Delimitations

Omitting states outside of the Midwestern region is a delimitation of this study. State
demographic characteristics were not considered in order to retain a focus on art education and
creativity policies. In delimiting the focus to a single region, additional secondary analysis of this
project in conjunction with NAEP data and the Structural Model (Diket, Burton, McCollister, &
Sabol, 2000) becomes possible. This also allows for later introduction of geo-cultural differences
as an intermittent variable.
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Data Collection Procedures

The primary step in collecting policy data required constructing a framework for
selecting states with enough relative difference to facilitate a least-similar case design. To
construct a framework, relevant data and resources on state art education policies were sought. A
number of nationwide organizations actively engage in reporting state policies and
implementation relative to art education: the Arts Education Partnership (AEP), the National
Governors’ Association (NGA), and the Education Commission of the States (ECS). Of these
three organizations, the AEP updates its policy summaries with the highest level of frequency.
As such, AEP became the starting point for constructing a framework about state policies
relative to art education.
The selection process began by utilizing two resources from the AEP. First, the AEP
operates the Arts State Policy Report Generator (ASPRG), a searchable online database for
reviewing arts policies in every state. The AEP also provides a summary of information available
on ASPRG, called State of the States, which is a summary that is updated every two years. The
ASPRG database compiles information via a survey to each state’s board of education, which
results in variance in the quality and strength of responses. To ensure accuracy, a secondary
source for art education policy was used in selecting state cases.
When this research project began in 2012, AEP information was verified via the ECS.
The ECS functions as the operating arm of the 1965 “Compact for Education,” a congressionally
approved endeavor. The ECS is a mechanism for exchanging and comparing education policy
and initiatives across states. One of the ECS initiatives is ArtScan. ArtScan, like the ASPRG,
was a searchable database that held information about art education policies and standards. The
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ArtScan database was used to verify four of five identified criteria for robustness of policies
affecting middle-level art education programs.
In 2013, the AEP merged ASPRG with ECS’s ArtScan database and updated all
information in 2014. State of the States 2014 (SOS 2014) summarizes the combined information
of AEP and ECS. SOS2014 served as a first step for re-verifying the selected states and the
degree of robustness in their visual art education policies. SOS2014 is gathered from nine
sources, including the State Departments of Education, the Education Commission of the States,
and the State Education Agency Directors of Arts Education, and summarizes 13 statutes and/or
codes relative to arts education.
Policies relative to art education were used during this primary step instead of seeking
specific definitions of creativity across all aspects of each state’s education policies. Art
education and creativity have long been intertwined (Efland, 1990; Freedman, 2010; President’s
Council on the Arts and Humanities, 2011; Wygant, 1993). A greater amount of policy language
about art education is assumed to address creativity with more depth than a state with
significantly less art education policy language.
The statutes and/or codes included in SOS 2014 address the following questions:
● Were the arts defined as a core academic subject in state statutes and codes?
● Were early learning or Pre-K arts education standards present?
● Did the codes and statutes include elementary and/or secondary arts education
standards?
● Did arts education at the elementary level have an instructional requirement?
● Was there an instructional requirement for arts education at the middle level?
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● Does an arts requirement for high school graduation exist in the state’s statutes and
codes?
● If no arts requirement for high school graduation exists, does the state allow an arts
course to count toward graduation requirements?
● Does the state’s statutes or codes indicate a high school arts course is required for
enrollment in a state university?
● Do the state’s statutes or codes require assessment of arts education learning at the
state, district, or school level?
● Is there a licensure requirement for generalist teachers to have art education courses?
● Do the state’s statutes or codes require licensure or arts teachers?
● Do the state’s statutes or codes require continuing education for arts teachers?
SOS2014 reports both if a provision exists and on the number of the statutes and codes
held by each state and Washington, DC. Initial profiling of all 50 states and Washington, DC
document a mode and median of met criteria at 9 of 13. This indicated that states meeting 10 or
more statutes and/or codes are relatively more robust in their art education policies, while states
with eight or fewer of the provisions met were relatively less robust. State profiling also
determined which of the 13 criteria were met most and least frequently by states.
This initial examination also aided in determining normative policy priorities across the
nation. The more common it was for states to hold criteria (such as the existence of standards for
art education), the more it rendered such criteria more normative and, hence, less indicative of
policies that exceeded national averages. Table 2 illustrates the criteria reported in SOS 2014 as
occurring the most frequently:
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Table 2
SOS 2014 Most Frequent Criteria
Criteria

Frequency

Existence Of Elementary and/or Secondary Art Standards

49 states

Arts Education Instructional Requirement – Elementary School

45 states

Art Education Instructional Requirement – Middle School

41 states

Alternative Certification for Art Educators

41 states

Required Professional Development for Art Educators

41 states

When policy criteria were less frequently met by all 50 states, those criteria were
considered indicative of a more robust state policy. For example, very few states have policy
language regarding the assessment of learning in the arts, but the existence of assessment
policies are indicative of a robust approach to arts education. The criteria with the least
frequency in SOS 2014 are included Table 3.
Table 3
SOS 2014 Least Frequent Criteria
Criteria

Frequency

Arts Requirement for College Admission

14 states

Arts Education Assessment Requirement

18 states

Arts Alternative for High School Graduation

18 states

Early Learning or Pre-K Arts Standards

23 states

All 50 states and Washington, DC met one of the examined criteria – licensure. Its
universal occurrence shed no light on relative differences in policies and was the first criteria
omitted from the selection process. Relative to this project, criteria specifically for areas in
education outside of middle-level were also omitted, including early learning standards,
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elementary instructional requirements, secondary instructional requirements, arts requirements
for high school graduation, requirements for college, licensure for non-arts teachers, and
alternative certification for arts educators. These subtractions left the following criteria as
possible determinants of state level policy strength relative to middle-level art education:
● Art as a core academic subject
● Elementary and/ or secondary arts education standards (this was included since
middle-level standards were not explicitly mentioned, the implication is that they are
included as either elementary, secondary, or both)
● Arts education instructional requirements for middle school
● Arts education assessment requirements
● Continuing education requirements for arts teachers
These five criteria were selected as the best available representations of robust art education
policies affecting the practices of middle-level art educators.
Following a country-wide overview of state art education policies and the narrowing to
five of the most relevant criteria for the middle-level context, a single regional category was
identified from which to select three states as cases. Regional categories within the continental
United States identified and used by the NCES were utilized to provide generalizability to
previous research. This was done for two reasons.
First, in utilizing NCES and Census regional definitions, a larger amount of available
data exists on which to base this study and apply it to later studies. The framework for Secondary
Analysis of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) Visual Arts test provides
part of the basis for this work. The framework provides an illustration of the many variables that
interact in contribution to arts learning; this study aims to explore the relationships of variables
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within that framework. Second, NCES and the U.S. Census organize the regional groups based
on geopolitical similarities within each region. The in-depth controlling of these differences was
beyond the scope of this study, so this process included controlling for urban centric locale and
other key variables to explore degrees of relationship to the overall design. However, a selection
of states from different regions may have introduced a large amount of unaccounted for variance
relative to geo-cultural differences. In selecting states from within a single region, a level of
control for geo-cultural differences was built into the research design, increasing the ability of
this least similar case design to compare states in terms of their policy differences alone. The
result was that a stronger case could be made regarding the significance of policy language
alone, a focus of this study.

Data Analysis Procedures for Policy Analysis

State cases were qualitatively analyzed to uncover the categories of creativity held in
their formal policy documents. Following this content analysis, survey data from middle-level art
educators in the three states will be collected in order to analyze the relationships between the
definitions of creativity held in policy and those operationalized by middle-level art educators.
Using the categories of creativity identified in the literature and relevant words and
themes included in this chapter, a content and concept analysis of policy documents will be
conducted. This includes state statutes as well as state-level learning standards and curriculums,
when applicable. As noted, urban-centric locale or the contexts of schools where middle-level art
educators teach will be included to understand if context intersects with how policy is translated
into practice.
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Data Analysis Procedures for Synthesized Analysis

Relative to the research question, the survey will ask respondents to report on their
economic status during grades K-12 and the type of institution from which they received their
highest art education degree. Other data for continued exploratory analysis included the number
of minutes the students of respondents receive art education, the number of students taught, the
grade levels taught (many middle-level art educators teach more grades than 6,7, and 8), and if
respondents teach other subjects. There are five variables of interest that will be analyzed to
uncover relationships among them; they are:


Definitions of creativity in policy



Definitions of creativity held by middle-level art educators



The urban-centric locale in which middle-level art educators work



The economic status of art educators in grades K-12



The type of institution from which middle-level art educators received their highest art
education degree
Analysis of these relationships will utilize two-tailed Pearson Correlation to identify if

relationships among the listed variables relate to the variable of interest: the definition of
creativity held by middle-level art educators. This analysis will include hypothesis testing.
Should little or no relationships emerge from the analysis, an additional analysis will examine
features of instructional time and the span of grade levels taught to extend this exploration.
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Summary of Methods for Policy and Synthesized Analysis

This section outlines the methods for analyzing policy and connecting that content as
well as concept analysis to the respondents of middle-level art educators. Additionally, this
section outlines how the definitions of creativity held by middle-level art educators will be
explored relative to other key variables through the use of the two-tailed Pearson Correlation.
Should little or no relationships emerge, other possible variable will be analyzed to refine the
overall exploration. However, because there are multiple aspects of the survey that can be
misunderstood or misrepresent that which it is intended to represent, especially how the rank
ordered statements are understood relative to categories of creativity, a pilot study was conducted
among high school art educators in Illinois.

Pilot Study

A pilot study was conducted within one of the three state cases, Illinois. This pilot was
utilized to test the survey. Secondary art educators in Illinois were the chosen pilot participants,
because it was believed that secondary art educators would hold views more similar to those of
middle-level art educators

Overview

Secondary art educators in Illinois (1,019) were invited via email to participate in a pilot
study. The survey included 17 questions, with 6 questions rank-ordering, 2 open-ended
questions, and 3 Likert-type questions. The email included a link to the pilot study, which was
open to participants between online between March 24, 2014 and May 5, 2014. A total of 223 art
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educators began the pilot survey, and 153 completed every section. As a result, 21.8% of
invitations were accepted, and 15% of invited participants completed the entire work.
Respondents to the pilot reflected the distribution of teachers and schools in Illinois, according to
urban-centric locales, with suburbs reflecting a majority of respondents.

Data Analysis

The data analysis for this mixed methods study will be reviewed according to the three
major aspects of the pilot: creativity, policy, and middle-level art educators. Following this
analysis, an overview of changes to the full study will be provided.

Creativity in the Pilot Study. The first step in examining the rank-ordered data involved
profiling the responses to the six sets of six rank-ordered questions. To review, one statement
within the six sets of questions reflected one of each of the six categories identified in the
literature review: Originality and Primary Processes, Divergent Thinking and Flexibility,
Elaboration and Fluency, sociocultural theories, problem finding and metacognition, and
Composite Theories.
The six rank-ordered questions were scrutinized to see if they were identified as clear
definitions for the surveyed art educators. They were also examined to see if there were clear
definitions favored by the participating art educators. Profiling the count and percentage of
responses was conducted in addition to identifying the mean, mode, skewness, and kurtosis. In
profiling data, the majority count of responses ranked as 1 or 6 indicated the probability of
greater preference. In addition, higher and positive skewness and kurtosis data indicated a clearer
preference on the part of the surveyed population. Instead, a higher level of skewness (either
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positive or negative) indicated a preference toward a favored or less preferred definition
(respectively). The rank-order questions used the six definitions, which aided the sortingbecause there was no middle number and because high percentages on the yes or no end
indicated a polarization of the definition. This polarization in affirmative was helpful for
indicating the preference over the five other choices. Additionally, a polarized negative indicated
a reaction against the affirmed choice, which helped shape knowledge about what was and was
not, by active default, a favored definition of creativity. The two open-ended questions received
full range of responses.
Skewness and kurtosis in the normal range, with all 36 statements indicating a clear
preference among respondents for statements that reflect the category of Composite Theories and
Elaboration and Fluency. Inter-item correlation revealed the category of Composite Theories also
held the most inter-item correlation among all the questions. For example, the third statement,
intended to reflect the category of Composite Theories, read, “I teach creativity as exemplified in
student knowledge and skill, sensitivity to personal context, and a relevant final product” slightly
correlated with three of five other Composite Theories Category at a .01 level of significance
(.337, .385, 356). Additionally, the inter-item correlation with dissimilar categories, such as
Originality and Primary Processes, was reflected as dissimilar in comparing responses from
respondents; for example, the above question, Originality and Primary Processes, had a -.414
inter-item correlation at a .01 level. This was true for other statements that were written to reflect
the Composite Theories category. Statement 11, “I teach creativity as a process that
simultaneously involves the students disposition, thinking, and visual production skills,” also
slightly correlated with three of five other similar statements at a .01 level of significance (.385,
.412, and .301), while negatively correlating with dissimilar categories, like Originality and
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Primary Processes and Sociocultural Theories (-.422 and -.414), respectively.
Noticeably, statements from categories with conceptually different definitions had
negative inter-item correlations. Some statements that respondents reported as most unlike the
definitions held in their practice were found to also correlate with other statements that were
identified as unlike those that reflected their practice. For example, the second statement,
intended to reflect the category of Originality and Primary Processes read, “I teach creativity as
spontaneous expression” and 57.5% of respondents labeled at a 5 or a 6 in rank-ordered
selection. This statement positively correlated with four of the five other originality and primary
process category statements as unreflective of categories utilized in practice at a .01 level of
significance (.375, .412, .406, & .326).
Open-ended responses were initially analyzed for codes derived from the literature
review. A preference in respondents for categories of Elaboration and Fluency emerged, along
with indications that teachers utilize multiple definitions, which forward the notion of Composite
Theories. These results aligned with the responses from the rank-ordered questions.

Policy in the Pilot Study. There are two aspects of the pilot study relevant to the policy context.
These include survey results that pinpoint the urban-centric locale of secondary visual art
educators and a concept analysis of the Illinois Art Education Policies for their embedded
category of creativity.
Unsurprisingly, the majority of secondary visual art educators resided in suburban
contexts (59, 38.5%). The distribution of respondents from city (34, 22%) and rural (39, 25%)
urban-centric locales was similar, with the least amount of respondents from town contexts (21,
13.7%). This distribution is similar to the distribution, by population, of people within each
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urban-centric locale in Illinois, enough to validate the respondents as reflective of the Illinois
context.

Synthesized Analysis in the Pilot Study. This section includes the hypotheses to be tested
relative to each question. Based on two-tails, a medium effect size (.30), alpha < .05, and power
= .80, a bivariate correlation model needs a minimum n = 82. The 153 complete responses
achieved this n minimum.
1. What relationship exists, if any, between family economic status during childhood
and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the family economic status and teachers’
definitions of creativity)
H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between the family economic status and teachers’
definitions of creativity)
For the first question, the number of responses exceeded the n =112 minimum needed on
a two-tailed, bivariate correlation model for a medium effect size (.30), alpha < .05, and power =
.80. This indicates that the null hypothesis, H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the family
economic status and teachers’ definitions of creativity), can be rejected. Therefore, it can be
concluded that there is a relationship between family economic status of the middle-level art
educators during grades K-12 and their reported definitions of creativity
2. What relationship exists, if any, between the educational background of a middlelevel art educator and that educator’s definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between middle-level art educators’ educational
background and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
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H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between middle-level art educators’ educational
background and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
For this question, the number of responses exceeded the n =112 minimum needed on a
two-tailed, bivariate correlation model for a medium effect size (.30), alpha < .05, and power =
.80. This indicates that the null hypothesis, H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the
educational background of a middle-level art educators and those teachers’ definitions of
creativity), can be rejected. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is a relationship between the
educational background of where a middle school is located and teachers’ reported definition of
creativity.
3. What relationship exists, if any, between the school context of a middle-level art
educator and that educator’s definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the school context of a middle-level art
educators and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between the school context of a middle-level art
educators and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
For this question, the number of responses exceeded the n =112 minimum needed on a
two-tailed, bivariate correlation model for a medium effect size (.30), alpha < .05, and power =
.80. This indicates that the null hypothesis, H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the school
context of a middle-level art educators and those teachers’ definitions of creativity), can be
rejected. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is a relationship between the urban-centric
locale in which a middle school is located and teachers’ reported definition of creativity.
4. What relationship, if any, exists between state education policies on creativity and
teachers’ definitions of creativity?
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H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between state education policies on creativity and
those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between state education policies on creativity and
those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
For the fourth question, the number of responses exceeded the n =112 minimum needed
on a two-tailed, bivariate correlation model for a medium effect size (.30), alpha < .05, and
power = .80. This indicates that the null hypothesis, H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between
state education policies on creativity and those teachers’ definitions of creativity), can be
rejected. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is a relationship among the state’s education
policies on art education and creativity and teachers’ reported definitions of creativity.

Conclusions and Changes
The high positive response from the categories of Composite Theories and
Elaboration and Fluency encouraged a careful review to identify if these responses
reflected a false positive. Similarly, responses with high negative responses were also
examined to determine if statements may have elicited a negative response. Although all
statements were found to be using neutral language, Composite Theories had noticeably
more language, which led to the development of a narrower format with less semantic
complexity and more comparable to other statements. Finally, because no variables
emerged dominantly, other variables that were part of the survey, including instructional
time, number of students taught, and if middle-level art educators teach other classes were
included; latent variables across categories of creativity were also used as part of the
overall analysis

CHAPTER 4
THE STUDY
This exploratory, mixed methods study was designed to address the following research
question and subquestions: What relationships exist among conceptions of creativity in research,
art education policies, and the ways in which middle-level art educators operationalize creativity
in their instruction?
1. What relationship exists, if any, between creativity in research and creativity in art
education policies?
2. What relationship exists, if any, between family economic status during childhood
and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the family economic status and teachers’
definitions of creativity)
H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between the family economic status and teachers’
definitions of creativity)
3. What relationship exists, if any, between middle-level art educators’ educational
background and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between middle-level art educators’ educational
background and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between middle-level art educators’ educational
background and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
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4. What relationship exists, if any, between the school context of a middle-level art
educator and that educator’s definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the school context of a middle-level art
educators and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between the school context of a middle-level art
educators and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
5. What relationship exists, if any, between definitions of creativity in state education
policies and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between state education policies on creativity and
those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between state education policies on creativity and
those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
Chapters 2 and 3 described problem-based categories of creativity for tracing the
relationship among state policies and the way middle-level art educators operationalize creativity
for their students. Chapter 3 outlined the mixed methodologies used to analyze relationships
from policy to practice including mediating variables from the life experiences of middle-level
art educators.
Middle-level art educators in Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota (1721) were invited via email
to participate in the final study: 788 from Illinois, 571 from Iowa, and 362 from Minnesota. The
survey included 17 total questions, with 6 rank-order questions, 2 open-ended questions, and 3
Likert-type questions. The email included a link to the study, which was open to participants
online between October 27, 2014 and December 31, 2014. A total of 496 art educators began the
pilot survey, and 260 completed every section. This included 106 from Illinois, 79 from Iowa,
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and 59 from Minnesota, as shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31. Respondents by state
In total, 28.7% of the invited participants began the pilot survey, and 15.2% of those
invited completed the survey. The quantity of total respondents met criteria for a two-tailed test;
a bivariate correlation model with medium effect size (.30), alpha < .05, and power = .80,
required a minimum n = 82 was exceeded in this analysis. As in Chapters 1, 2, and 3, data
analysis is divided into three overarching sections: creativity, policy, and middle-level art
educators.
Analysis of the Survey Instrument

As noted, the literature review and methodology identified creativity as based on within
and across domain problems, concluding that the creativity can be categorized into six disparate
categories. These categories were summarized in Chapter 3 and served as codes for analyzing
open-ended responses; these categories include Originality and Primary Processes, Divergent
Thinking and Flexibility, Elaboration and Fluency, Sociocultural Theories, Metacognition and
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Problem finding, and Composite Theories. Each category represented a unique form of problem,
varying in the degree of structure, personal relevance, social relevance as well as the
communicability of its solution.
For example, creativity has highly personal relevance (as in Originality and Primary
Processes) or a blend of personal and socially shared generated ideas (as in Elaboration and
Fluency). It can also include in-domain analogies (in the form of Divergent Thinking and
Flexibility) as well as socially-shared relevance (problem finding in Sociocultural Theories).
To review, one statement within the six sets of rank ordered questions reflected one of
each of the six categories identified in the literature review. The first step in examining the rankordered data involved broadly profiling the responses to the rank-ordered questions. Both
skewness and kurtosis were within the normal range.

Reliability of Similar Statements

All 36 individual statements were examined for positive relationships among similarly
categorized statements for an initial report on reliability of each statement using the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (Litwin, 1995). If the respondents ranked similarly categorized statements
similarly, it suggested a higher reliability than if they did not. This examination found five pairs
of statements with low, positive relationships.
● The Divergent Thinking and Flexibility statement “I teach creativity as connecting to
methods across content areas” positively correlated with the Divergent Thinking and
Flexibility statement “I teach creativity as solving problems through interdisciplinary
knowledge” at the .380 level. For a two-tailed Pearson Correlation this is significant
at the .001 level.
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● The Divergent Thinking and Flexibility statement “I teach creativity as connecting to
methods across content areas” positively correlated with the Divergent Thinking and
Flexibility statement “I teach for creativity by providing challenges that integrate art
and other content (e.g. math, social studies, and/or science)” at the .364 level. For a
two-tailed Pearson correlation this is significant at the .001 level.
● The Divergent Thinking and Flexibility statement “I teach creativity as solving
problems through interdisciplinary knowledge” positively correlated with the
Divergent Thinking and Flexibility statement “I teach for creativity by providing
challenges that integrate art and other content (e.g. math, social studies, and/or
science)” at the .328 level. For a two-tailed Pearson correlation this is significant at
the .001 level.
● The Divergent Thinking and Flexibility statement “I assess creativity as relevantly
applied cross-curricular knowledge” positively correlated with the Divergent
Thinking and Flexibility statement “I teach for creativity by providing challenges that
integrate art and other content (e.g. math, social studies, and/or science)” at the .305
level. For a two-tailed Pearson correlation this is significant at the .001 level.
● Finally, the Originality and Primary Processes statement “I assess creativity relative
to the extent artwork is personally significant to the student” positively correlated
with the Originality and Primary Processes statement “I teach creativity by allowing
for each student's preferred expression as a solution” at the .302 level. For a twotailed Pearson correlation this is significant at the .001 level.
Other category-alike statements were also positively related to one another, but not as
closely as the five pairs of statements listed above. This indicates that of the statements, those
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associated with divergent thinking and elaboration are the most reliable of the statements in the
survey.

Reliability of Dissimilar Statements

By extension, the review of literature indicates that fundamental differences exist among
different categories of creativity. It was expected that particular categories would be negatively
related to one another. For example, the highly personal nature of Originality and Primary
Processes was expected to negatively relate to the category of sociocultural theories, which
prioritizes social interaction and domain relevance. Fourteen pairs of statements negatively
correlated at a significant and low level.
● The elaboration and fluency statement “I teach creativity as a group of related
outcomes relative to visual art topics” negatively correlated with the Metacognition
and Problem Finding statement “I teach creativity as developing new art challenges
based on past art topics” at the -.302 level. For a two-tailed Pearson correlation this is
significant at the .001 level.
● The Originality and Primary Processes statement “I teach creativity as an
idiosyncratic personal reaction to visual art challenges” negatively correlated with the
elaboration and fluency statement “I teach creativity as solving visual art problems
through highly focused visual art knowledge” at the -.302 level. For a two-tailed
Pearson correlation this is significant at the .001 level.
● The Originality and Primary Processes statement “I teach creativity by allowing for
each student's preferred expression as a solution” negatively correlated with the
Sociocultural Theories statement “I teach for creativity by using socially relevant
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problems as assignments (e.g. logo design, anti-bullying theme, etc.)” at the -.306
level. For a two-tailed Pearson correlation this is significant at the .001 level.
● The Metacognition and Problem Finding statement “I teach for creativity by guiding
students to develop assignments based on personal aptitudes” negatively correlated
with the Divergent Thinking and Flexibility statement “I teach for creativity by
providing challenges that integrate art and other content (e.g. math, social studies,
and/or science)” at the -.334 level. For a two-tailed Pearson correlation this is
significant at the .001 level.
● The Originality and Primary Processes statement “I assess creativity relative to the
extent artwork is personally significant to the student” negatively correlated with the
Sociocultural Theories statement “I assess creativity using student developed rubrics
and/or peer ratings as project grades” also at the -.334 level. For a two-tailed Pearson
correlation this is significant at the .001 level.
● The Sociocultural Theories statement “I assess creativity using student developed
rubrics and/or peer ratings as project grades” negatively correlated with the Divergent
Thinking and Flexibility statement “I assess creativity as relevantly applied crosscurricular knowledge” at the -.336 level. For a two-tailed Pearson correlation this is
significant at the .001 level.
● The Sociocultural Theories statement “I teach creativity as an established body of
knowledge communicated through the teacher” negatively correlated with the
Divergent Thinking and Flexibility statement “I teach creativity in art as linked to a
wide-range visual issues” at the -.337 level. For a two-tailed Pearson correlation this
is significant at the .001 level.
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● The Sociocultural Theories statement “I assess creativity using student developed
rubrics and/or peer ratings as project grades” negatively correlated with the
Composite Theories statement “I assess creativity as improved innovation through a
fixed, open-ended processes” at the -.337 level. For a two-tailed Pearson correlation
this is significant at the .001 level.
● The Originality and Primary Processes statement “I teach artistic creativity as
different from other forms of creativity (e.g. problems in science, technology, or
business)” negatively correlated with the Composite Theories statement “I teach
creativity as developed through methods that improve student capacities for
innovating” at the -.342 level. For a two-tailed Pearson correlation this is significant
at the .001 level.
● The Sociocultural Theories statement “I teach artistic creativity as different from
other forms of creativity (e.g. problems in science, technology, or business)”
negatively correlated with the Composite Theories statement “I teach creativity as an
established body of knowledge communicated through the teacher” at the -.343 level.
For a two-tailed Pearson correlation this is significant at the .001 level.
● The Elaboration and Fluency statement “I teach creativity as brainstorming many
related solutions to a visual art problem” negatively correlated with the Composite
Theories statement “I teach creativity as the conscious coordination of personal
abilities” at the -.345 level. For a two-tailed Pearson correlation this is significant at
the .001 level.
● The Metacognition and Problem Finding statement “I assess creativity through use of
student developed rubrics and/or learning targets.” negatively correlated with the
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elaboration and fluency statement “I assess creativity as achievement within the
margins of a visual art problem.” at the -.377 level. For a two-tailed Pearson
correlation this is significant at the .001 level.
● The Metacognition and Problem Finding statement “I assess creativity through use of
student developed rubrics and/or learning targets.” negatively correlated with the
Composite Theories statement “I assess creativity as improved innovation through a
fixed, open-ended processes” at the -.386 level. For a two-tailed Pearson correlation
this is significant at the .001 level.
● The Divergent Thinking and Flexibility statement “I teach creativity as connecting to
methods across content areas” negatively correlated with the Originality and Primary
Processes statement” I teach creativity as the identification of inner perceptions” at
the -.412 level. For a two-tailed Pearson correlation this is significant at the .001
level.
Other category-dissimilar statements were also negatively related to one another, yet not
as closely as the fourteen pairs of statements listed above. This indicates that of the statements,
those associated with Originality and Primary Processes, Divergent Thinking and Flexibility,
metacognition and problem solving, and Sociocultural Theories were polarizing, which suggests
that they are understood discreetly.

Categories, Topics, and Statements

In addition to relationships between similar and dissimilar statements, categories of
creativity, pedagogical topics, and specific statements were profiled. Categories were derived
from the literature review, while pedagogical topics included instruction and assessment
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practices. Categories, topics, and statements were examined in terms of those most and least
favored.
Findings: Creativity

Categories of Creativity

With all category-alike statements were combined and then totaled according to most
favored, results indicate overall preferences among the six categories of creativity (Figure 32).
Composite Theories was ranked highest. Second favored was elaboration and fluency, which
reflects the quantity of details, ideas and/or image development. The third favored category was
Originality and Primary Processes, which values personal self-expression outside of socially
relevant creative production. Each of these three categories were preferred over 16%, the
expected percentage if each category were equally/randomly valued (See Table 4).
When all category-alike statements were combined and totaled according to those least
preferred, results were similar within each question set (see Table 5). Sociocultural theories,
which reflects creativity as a social practice, was the least preferred category overall. It was
followed by a near tie between Divergent Thinking and Flexibility and Originality and Primary
Processes, which reflected cross-categorical solutions and personal self-expression outside of
socially relevant solutions, respectively. In addition to being the second least preferred,
Originality and Primary Processes was also the third most preferred among statements, this
suggested that respondents hold a polarized understanding of this category. The third, least
favored category was metacognition and problem finding, which values student reflection in
shaping creative problems within and across domains. Sociocultural Theories was unfavored
nearly a third (32.7%) of the time.
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Figure 32. Categories of creativity.

Table 4
Most Favored Categories
Categories Composite
Divergent
including
Theories
Elaboration Originality Metacognition Thinking
all
and
and
and problem
and
statements
Fluency
Primary
finding
Flexibility
Processes

Sociocultural
theories

Number of
most
favored
statements

426

347

298

203

198

94

Percent of
most
favored
statements

27.2%

22.3%

19%

13%

12.6%

6%
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Table 5
Least Favored Statements
Categories
including
Socioall
cultural
statements theories

Originality
and
Primary
Processes

Divergent
Thinking Metacognition
and
and Problem
Flexibility finding

Elaboration
and
Composite
Fluency
Theories

Number of
least
favored
statements 509

277

266

207

158

138

Percent of
least
favored
statements

17.8%

17.1%

13.3%

10.1%

8.8%

32.7%

An examination of the most favored and least favored categories suggests that
brainstorming and heuristics for creative processes (the categories of elaboration and fluency as
well as Composite Theories, respectively) are fundamental to how middle-level art educators
conceptualize creativity. Originality and Primary Processes is conceptualized in a polarizing
way: it is simultaneously favored and unfavored. All the while, socially based notions of
creativity were rejected, suggesting that middle-level art educators prefer definitions of creativity
that are individually, not collectively, centered. Finally, there is an ambivalence about categories
of creativity that lean toward socially shared and problem based solutions.

Topics of Creativity

In addition to each category of creativity reflected in a group of six statements, each
group of six statements reflected on four broad topics. The topic of each group focused on an
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aspect of instructional practice in instruction for creativity. These topics include creative
problems, creativity in art skills, creativity as a thinking skill, and creativity assessment
In terms of assessment, surveyed teachers favored judging the creative merit of learning
relative to its success within a bordered creative problem. Of groupings by topics, however,
statements associated with creativity and assessment were the least favored, while creativity and
art skills were overwhelmingly the most favored.

Review of Individual Statements

What follows is a list of the highest ranked statements, including the creativity category
and topics to which they belong, from each set of statements. Statements are listed from those
comparatively ranked the highest across each set of statements.
● 45% of respondents (or 117 of 260 individuals) selected the statement “I teach
creativity as individual expression through art materials” as a first choice in a set of
statements on the topic of creativity in art skills. This statement reflected the category
of Originality and Primary Processes.
● 43.8% of respondents (or 114 of 260 individuals) selected the statement “I teach for
creativity as the application of thinking and art skills to address creative problems” as
a first choice in a set of statements on the topic of creative problems. This statement
reflected the category of Composite Theories.
● 43.4% of respondents (or 113 of 260 individuals) selected the statement “I teach
creativity as brainstorming many related solutions to a visual art problem” as a first
choice in a set of statements on the topic of creativity as thinking skills. This
statement reflected the category of Elaboration and Fluency.
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● 41.1% of respondents (or 107 of 260 individuals) selected the statement “I teach
creativity as developed through methods that improve student capacities for
innovating” as a first choice in a set of statements on the topic of creative problems.
This statement reflected the category of Composite Theories.
● 28.4 % of respondents (or 74 of 260 individuals) selected the statement “I teach
creativity as a strategic and reflective problem solving process” as a first choice in a
set of statements on the topic of creative problems. This statement reflected the
category of Composite Theories.
● 27.3 % of respondents (or 71 of 260 individuals) selected the statement “I assess
creativity as achievement within the margins of a visual art problem” as a first choice
in a set of statements on the topic of assessing creativity. This statement reflected the
category of Elaboration and Fluency.
Of all the statements, only one, despite not being top ranked, held an equally favored
median rate; the statement “I assess creativity as improved innovation through a fixed, openended process. This statement was generated to fit within the Composite Theories category and
was written relative to the topic of assessing creativity.
The following favored statements reflect a high value on individual expression with art
materials, but also prioritize idea generation (with slight relevance to established problem
spaces) as a key aspect of creative practice.
● 46.5% of respondents (or 121 of 260 individuals) selected the statement “I teach
artistic creativity as different from other forms of creativity (e.g. problems in science,
technology, or business)” as the least favored choice in a set of statements on the
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topic of creative problems. This statement reflected the category of Originality and
Primary Processes.
● 46.5% of respondents (or 121 of 260 individuals) selected the statement “I teach
creativity as collaboratively decided by each learning community” as the least
favored choice in a set of statements on the topic of creativity as thinking skills. This
statement reflected the category of Sociocultural Theories.
● 43.8% of respondents (or 114 of 260 individuals) selected the statement “I teach
creativity as solving topical visual problems valued by the art community” as the least
favored choice in a set of statements on the topic of creative problems. This statement
reflected the category of Sociocultural Theories.
● 35% of respondents (or 91 of 260 individuals) selected the statement “I assess
creativity as relevantly applied cross-curricular knowledge” as the least favored
choice in a set of statements on the topic of assessing creativity. This statement
reflected the category of Divergent Thinking and Flexibility.
● 28% of respondents (or 73 of 260 individuals) selected the statement “I teach for
creativity by using socially relevant problems as assignments (e.g. logo design, antibullying theme, etc.)” as the least favored choice in a set of statements on the topic of
creative problems. This statement reflected the category of sociocultural theories.
● 11% of respondents (or 69 of 260 individuals) selected the statement “I teach
creativity as exemplified in studio practices widely recognized as creative” as the
least favored choice in a set of statements on the topic of creativity in art skills. This
statement reflected the category of Sociocultural Theories.
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Of all the statements, two other statements also held an equally unfavorable median rate
despite not being top ranked. Both of these statements were written relative to the assessment of
creativity. The first statement “I assess creativity using student developed rubrics and/or peer
ratings as project grades” was written to reflect the Sociocultural Theories category of creativity.
The second statement was written to reflect Originality and Primary Processes and stated “I
assess creativity relative to the extent that artwork is personally significant to the student.”
The least favored statements indicate that middle-level art educators conceive of
creativity as having similar qualities across disciplines, that creativity is domain-neutral.
Nonetheless, the surveyed middle-level art educators did not favor the inclusion of crossdisciplinary knowledge in assessing student learning; on the surface, this reinforces respondents’
preference of creativity as a studio skill evident though art materials. Survey participants also
responded negatively to determinations of creativity as made by the classroom community.
Respondents also negatively viewed the inclusion of immediately topical themes (such as
bullying) or economic applications (such as logo design).
The results of both the most- and least-favorite statements indicate that Composite
Theories, Elaboration and Fluency are highly preferred, while statements associated with
Sociocultural Theories and Divergent Thinking and Flexibility were least preferred. Originality
and Primary Processes was both the second most favored and second least favored of the
statements.
Among both most and least favored statements, a clear trend toward statements that allow
for more personally relevant analogies was evident. Among these statements, as the categories of
creativity included more social aspects, they became less favored. Categories of creativity that
require more clearly defined problems (such as Divergent Thinking and Flexibility) were more
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favored than categories of creativity that require social validation (such as Sociocultural
Theories).

Open-Ended Responses

Open-ended responses were analyzed by codes derived from the literature review
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; King et al., 1994; Robson, 2007; Sadler,
1985). Codes in the form of words and concepts relative to each of identified categories were
used for analyzing the open-ended responses. When responses reflected one, two or three unique
categories, they were recorded as such. For example, if a text reflected multiple categories of
creativity, the text was assigned up to three categories, but no category was ascribed to any
statement more than once.
Of the categories, the most frequently cited in the open-ended responses was Elaboration
and Fluency at 42.9%, with the next most frequently cited category Divergent Thinking and
Flexibility at 23.3%. Table 6 summarizes the frequency in which the six categories occurred in
the open-ended responses from middle-level art educators.
Table 6
Open-Ended Responses

Categories
including all
statements

Elaborat
ion and
Fluency

Divergent
Thinking
and
Flexibility

Originality
and
Primary
Processes

Sociocultural
Theories

Metacognition
and Problem
Finding

Composi
te
Theories

Number of
occurrences

173

94

81

29

21

5

Percent of
occurrences

42.9%

23.3%

20%

7.2%

5.2%

1.2%
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Elaboration and Fluency

The literature review demonstrates that ideational Elaboration and Fluency have a long
history of being similarly operationalized. Through the lens of a creative problem, both
ideational Elaboration and Fluency prioritize the frequency of responses to a problem while
including personal and across domain connections. Unlike Divergent Thinking and Flexibility,
this category is less dependent on an outcome; it is more closely associated with a process of
brainstorming. Elaboration is a locally focused and recursive set of solutions manifested in
analysis and details of either ideas or artwork. Of the statements provided by respondents, 173
(or 42.9%) were categorized as examples of ideational Elaboration and Fluency:
● “Think outside the box. Not settle for your first idea but develop it to something
beyond. Pushing each student beyond their individual expectations to try something,
be it an idea, technique or method, new.”
● “3-5 pre drawings for a project this way they do not pick the first idea that comes to
mind. Word association games that help students think outside the box.”
● “I teach creativity through an art process that includes brainstorming and then
developing those ideas with visual sketches, then refining them with practice and
feedback. Creativity can be spontaneous, but still needs to be developed and refined.”
In summary, responses labeled ideational Elaboration and Fluency corresponded with the
results of the rank-ordered statements. These statements also indicate that teachers view
brainstorming as part of the creative process, but not the result. It also has various levels of
relevance and irrelevance to the problem at hand.
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Divergent Thinking and Flexibility

The literature review demonstrates that Divergent Thinking and Flexibility have a long
history of being similarly operationalized. The review also demonstrates that Divergent Thinking
and Flexibility primarily function as reflections of interdisciplinary, analogical thinking in
creative products. Of the statements provided by respondents, 94 (23.3%) were categorized as
examples of Divergent Thinking and Flexibility:
● “I show them what is possible through artwork /solve the / breaking free from the
norm / problem / expressing the same message or purpose / to provide as many
mediums as possible “
● “Solutions to any perceived challenges. / coming up with innovative solutions to any
perceived challenges.”
● “I question them constantly about their ideas, asking essential questions about intent,
concept and methods.”
Divergent Thinking and Flexibility differed in its preference when compared with the
rank-ordered statements. Like the category proposed in the literature review, Divergent Thinking
and Flexibility indicates a more narrowed solution to a problem, one that can be rationalized and
defended.

Originality and Primary Processes

The literature review describes Originality and Primary Processes as responses that lie
outside the expected boundaries of domain problems. They are often personal and value selfexpression above socially communicable production. The history of Originality and Primary
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Processes is rooted in notions of the spiritual, the unconscious, and is closely connected to
romantic-era democratic notions of the self. Of the statements from respondents, 81 (20% of the
total) were categorized as Originality and Primary Processes:
● “Your personal expressions, ideas, inventions, etc. / to create passion for what you do
as possible.”
● “Something that is personal and unique to every student. True art is something that
has never been done before.”
● “I don't believe you can teach someone to be creative. Creativity is in all of us. I think
students need opportunities to explore and encouragement to their open minds. There
are so many different vehicles for expression, that it takes time to discover a voice be
it in visual arts, music, dance, drama, or even literature. Creativity it the way we think
and respond to ideas or challenges.”
Similar to the categorization in the literature review, Originality and Primary Processes is
indicated by an internal, emotional drive that results in a unique contribution – one that is
personally relevant and does not fit into an established social or domain identified context. This
category was simultaneously the second most favored and second least favored. Individuals
favorably and unfavorably viewed it because of its emphasis on the unique, the original, and its
qualities of unteachable personal expression embodied in all people.

Sociocultural Theories

Sociocultural Theories are demonstrated in the literature review as creative problems that
are socially defined, solved, and/or socially accepted. It is the social aspects that aid in refining
the processes and solutions to creative problems that are not only new but are meaningful and
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relevant. Of open-ended responses from middle-level art educators, 29 (7.2%) were identified as
reflective of the Sociocultural Theories category, of which examples include:
● “How can you be more original than the next student”
● “I let them choose the direction, the medium, the concept and the topics as a class.”
● “Collaboration with others to find out if their message is being conveyed in the way
they intend it to. If not, then revision. Creativity is a two way street, we must be
creative in our answers but still allow others access to how we came to those
answers.”
In the rank-ordered data and open-ended responses, Sociocultural Theories remained
among the least favorite among the categories of creativity. Importantly, there is a range within
these responses that indicates a level of social judgment from competition to collaboration with
consensus, both of which have a role in the literature on sociocultural theories.

Metacognition and Problem Finding

The literature review reveals Metacognition and Problem Finding as the capacity to
define, reflect on, and reframe creative problems. The category of Metacognition and Problem
Finding requires more extensive in and across domain knowledge and a deeper internalization of
the contexts from which creative problems originate. Of open-ended responses from middlelevel art educators, 21 (5.2%) were identified as reflective of the Sociocultural Theories
category, of which some examples include
● Creativity is the ability to recognize an obstacle and innovatively problem solve the
problem using skills that develop as the problem is solved - whether that obstacle is a
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task given or found - in time, it would be an obstacle that is found and structured by
the student.”
● “I try to allow them to solve for their own goals, and take pride in that.”
● “Reflective and in your problem solving studio process”
The category of Metacognition and Problem Finding was identified as neither favored nor
unfavored in the rank-ordered statements, but was more negatively held in the analysis of the
responses. The responses identified in this category favored reflection over problem
identification and were sometimes identified with allowing space for students to set personal
development goals during their production process.

Composite Theories

The literature review identifies Composite Theories as a set of heuristics that range from
procedural (with prescribed steps) and strategic (which allow flexible approaches to creative
problems). These identified methods are either well-established or teacher-generated pedagogical
frameworks for increasing creative outcomes. Of the open-ended responses, Composite Theories
was the least identified, demonstrated by respondents five times, or only 1.2% of all written
responses.
● I use the creative process in all situations – I whether it be a project or an activity. I
also use collaborative and blended learning environments
● I define creativity as having four parts: fluency, flexibility, originality and
elaboration. I define each of these for the students and we discuss how this is useful
for coming up with solutions to visual art problems.
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The low identification of Composite Theories in the open-ended responses when
compared with the rank-ordered responses indicates a problem in reliability. The understanding
of the researcher and the statements used to communicate with middle-level art educators may
have been understood differently. The responses considered to be a part of Composite Theories
were recognized as communicating a fixed process or set of strategies to help foster creative
thinking and/or production.

Latent Semantic Analysis

The codes generated from the research review and open-ended responses from middlelevel art educators were explored using latent semantic analysis. Colorado University –
Boulder’s online latent semantic analysis tool that was chosen to extract possible meanings in the
context of their use. Applicable for larger bodies of text, the full body of text responses for each
open-ended question, by state, was submitted for a “near neighbor” analysis. This compared each
state’s open-ended responses with the words and concepts associated with each identified
category of creativity. This aspect of the exploratory analysis served to communicate how the
definitions of creativity operationalized by middle-level art educators related with conceptions of
creativity in research.
The language of open-ended responses did not closely relate to preloaded terms from the
preloaded psychology space (Myers, 2009). Instead, the open-ended responses of middle-level
art educators related most closely to the preloaded “general reading list up to the 1st year of
college.” So, terms most near to those submitted by art educators based on texts within a 300
factor set based on general read language up until year one of college were utilized.
Relationships among the open-ended responses and reported in the form of a cosine to indicate
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the degree that category of creativity terms align with responses by states. This exploratory step
is helpful in making, affirming, or correcting concept suggestions (Landauer & Dumais, 1997).
Open-ended questions included:
1. How do you define creativity for your students?
2. How do you teach your students to be creative?
Table 7 reports the latent semantic analysis. The connection reflects previous findings
regarding creative processes of Elaboration and Fluency as a priority category among states.
Composite Theories was the category least reflected among open-ended responses in each state.
The two questions, which shift from what is defined (question 1) to what is instructed (question
2) would ideally align. Findings show the biggest discrepancy between what is defined and what
is taught in responses from Illinois. This discrepancy occurs among all categories of creativity.

Review of Open-Ended Statements

The differences between open-ended and rank-ordered statements relative to Composite Theories
indicates a flaw in what the questions communicated. Although Composite Theories held a highfavorability in the rank-ordered statements, its low status in open-ended responses indicated that
it is less favored than it appeared in the rank-ordered results.
The consistency of placement with elaboration and fluency as well as Divergent Thinking
and Flexibility among favored statements indicates a level of specificity within these ideas that
are particularly relevant to middle-level art educators. However, specific attributes of elaboration
and fluency and Divergent Thinking and Flexibility indicate that the surveyed teachers lean
toward relevant analogous solutions to creative problems, with an emphasis on the personally
relevant.
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Table 7

Latent Semantic Analysis

Originality and
Primary Processes
(14 Terms)
Divergent
Thinking and
Flexibility
(12 Terms)
Elaboration and
Fluency
(11 Terms)
Metacognition and
Problem Finding
(12 Terms)
Sociocultural
Theories
(15 Terms)
Composite
Theories
(8 Terms)

Illinois 1

Illinois 2

Iowa 1

Iowa 2

Minnesota 1

Minnesota 2

.67

.50

.67

.66

.67

.65

.74

.53

.73

.72

.73

.71

.51

.79

.79

.78

.78

.68

.40

.68

.68

.68

.66

.69

.40

.69

.68

.68

.67

.60

.33

.59

.61

.59

.59

.79

Additionally, the relatively high ranking of Originality and Primary Processes in both
rank-ordered and open-ended statements indicates a favored status. The open-ended statements
indicate that it is not only the highly personal and unique solution that might be considered
original, but the social-emotional commitment and meaning middle-level art educators ascribe to
creativity and learning that are part and parcel of their instruction.
Throughout the open-ended responses, there is consistent emphasis on creative problems,
but a clear lack of specificity on what constitutes a creative problem within art education
instruction at the middle level. These problems are viewed in terms of a collaboratively solved
solution; Sociocultural Theories are framed as more competitive than they are collaborative. So
the creative problems that teachers value are person centered and content focused, but are not
valued as collaboratively set and judged.
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Summary of Creativity Findings

Teachers want their students to be creative and creativity is a highly valued aim of
middle-level art education. Within this finding, there are three big ideas about creativity in art
education at the middle-level surface.
First, there is an underlying tension regarding statements relative to Originality and
Primary Processes, as indicated in all aspects of this survey. Originality and Primary Processes is
viewed as spontaneous self-expression and rejected for these same reasons. Yet, even in its
rejection, there remains a strong emphasis on the creativity of the individual in the form of
personal analogies. There is a clear indication that instructional practice aims for fostering
individual expression through relevant personal analogies as much as by letting spontaneous
personal expression spring forth unhindered by instruction.
Second, a clear indication emerged that creative work though art materials is different
than the content and concepts of that work. So although there was much by way of responses that
valued problem-solving as a part of creativity, there was a clear separation between problemsolving as thinking evidenced through the use of art materials and the practices of art materials
and products as creative in and of themselves. The fundamental approach by which teachers
understand problem solving is through brainstorming. Yet, how brainstorming is conceived by
middle-level art and design educators is unclear; the teachers documented the use of strategies to
instruct for brainstorming, but the strategies used were not identified nor was their conception of
brainstorming articulated.
The third, and final, point of these findings demonstrated that in solving creative
problems, neither cross-curricular knowledge nor the values of the classroom or art communities
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came to bear on assessing student work. Problems were viewed within domains, despite art and
design being reported as interdisciplinary. Like brainstorming, what constitutes a creative
problem was unclear, but it was clear that creativity was viewed as problem solving.

Findings: Policy

This section summarizes the policy findings from this study. To review, the selected
cases were all derived from the same geographical area, the Midwestern region. This region is
commonly designated in federal and census studies. State cases from the Midwest were selected
relative to their art education policies and not within-state demographic or geographic
characteristics.
Determination of the selected states prioritized five factors: art as a core academic
subject, the existence of elementary and/ or secondary arts education standards, arts education
instructional requirements for middle school, arts education assessment requirements, continuing
education requirements for arts teachers. Of the cases, Minnesota held the most robust policies,
Iowa the least robust policies, and the policies of Illinois were squarely between both as well as
average for the region. The least similar case design was used to highlight structural similarities
in art education and creativity policies among different states. It was hoped that these insights
would better generalize to all states.
Two theories underpinned this policy research. The arena model of policy analysis was
utilized to provide insight into the individuals as well as the organizations that are most near to
policy implementation and enactment (Mazzoni, 1991, 1993). Additionally, policy ecology was
used to understand the networks and contexts that support or give rise to those within the policy
arena (Weaver-Hightower, 2008). However, the emphasis on formal policies is limited in
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describing the policy activities of art education and creativity. Upon review of the policies and
their implementation, Meyer’s (2009) policy contingencies were also used to organize the
findings. Utilizing Meyer’s priority factors provided an increased level of specificity while
utilizing both Mazzoni’s arena model and Weaver-Hightower’s ecology model. Meyer’s factors
highlight the people, contexts, and content that influence policy development and enactment.
Policy contingency factors include
● The consolidation of authority
● Attention to the empowerment of key focal actors
● The degree in which the rights and responsibilities of those actors extends
● The monitoring mechanisms of policy implementation.
Mazzoni’s (1991) theory, like Weaver-Hightower’s (2008) illustrate the people and
systems that give rise to the policies. With these three theories triangulated, a better frame for
policy creation and its enactment is possible, which was the aim of this research. Additionally,
the factors forwarded by Meyer (2009) proved essential to understanding the outputs of arts
education policy. Since only a minor amount of formal activity takes place among the three state
cases, informal activity was found to drive outcome activities among contingency factors.
Occasionally, arts policy is developed from informal means to formal ones, but informal
activities around policy contingencies vary and are unaligned.
While formal policy processes can be centralizing (the process of all policy creation and
enactment through a single authority) or decentralizing (the purposeful distribution of control
over policy contingencies), art education networks, when successful, take informal control over
policy contingencies that are purposefully decentralized (or entirely neglected) to foster formal
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policy changes. Art education networks with human and financial capital are shown as essential
to developing informal activities into formal ones (see Figure 33).

Figure 33. Contingencies of decentralization.
These findings extend the research from Chapter 2, which highlighted the qualities and
histories of Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota. Chapter 2 described the ecological networks as well as
the actors best placed within the policy arenas of each state case. The following section first
provides a brief demographic overview. Then a combined summary extends facts about the
policy arena in each state, the surrounding policy ecology, and an examination of policy
contingencies utilizing Meyer’s (2009) framework. This combination of theories enables an
understanding of commonalities among the least similar policy cases. Finally, the documented
definition of creativity in each state is reported as a contributing variable to the final analysis.
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State Case Profiles

Nearly 3.4 million students attend schools in Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota combined and
the total expense of these states for K-12 education is $38.4 billion. Illinois has 2.1 million, with
$24.6 billion spent on education every year; Illinois has 136,355 public school teachers. The
495,000 students in Iowa receive a $4.8 billion annual investment, with 35,396 teachers. The
838,000 students in Minnesota are funded at $8.9 billion dollars per year, and there are 54,412
educators. At the middle level, this translates to 462,000 students in Illinois, 105,000 in Iowa,
and 183,000 in Minnesota (Institute of Education Sciences, 2015a, 2015b).
Reflective of the states, Illinois had a much larger quantity of suburban respondents,
while a larger number of respondents from Iowa and Minnesota were located in rural
communities. Illinois respondents located in the city locale were similarly numbered to
respondents in Minnesota, while both Illinois and Minnesota had less city-designated
respondents than Iowa. The majority of all respondents were from rural communities, followed
by those in suburban communities. Table 8 illustrates the urban-centric local of respondents.
Table 8
Respondent Populations
Frequency (Percent)

Illinois
115

Iowa
83

Minnesota
62

City

43 (16.5%)

12 (28 %)

21 (49%)

10 (23 %)

Rural

96 (36.9%)

27 (28 %)

42 (44 %)

27 (28 %)

Suburb

78 (30%)

62 (79%)

4 (5%)

12 (15 %)

Town

43 (16.5%)

14 (33 %)

16 (37%)

13 (30%)
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Findings: Policy Ecologies

As indicated, the Illinois context of art and design education has a long history of
defaulting toward decentralized, informal influences (Arts Alliance Illinois, 2005). It does have
a formal presence in state statutes and through existing standards; in the past this has even
included a small instance of art and design content in state mandated testing. However, the
Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) lacks a formal art education implementation plan.
Illinois also has a dire financial situation, which has created alternate routes for policy making to
occur around neglected policy contingencies. As such, the Arts Alliance Illinois, a state level
affiliate of Americans for the Arts, has updated the art and design standards on behalf of the
Illinois State Board of Education. Among the three state cases, only Illinois is in the process of
adopting the National Core Arts Standards. This alternative route to updating standards emerges
because the Arts Alliance Illinois network and its funders are well connected within the Illinois
political and economic systems. Illinois has maintained authority over the process, and the role
of Arts Alliance Illinois was largely consultative.
Iowa’s context includes an even less formal presence than Illinois’s. On the surface, its
informal networks are isolated from policy networks (Art Educators of Iowa, for example).
Historically, Iowa has multiple art and art education events, but these are often specific to a small
context of influence, such as the Iowa Idea. A lack of many informal networks within the state
also drives Iowa to adapt to mandated trends. The Iowa Core, an adoption of the Common Core,
was integrated with language from the Partnership for 21st Century Skills into five central aims:
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civic literacy, employability skills, financial literacy, health literacy, and technology literacy
(Iowa State Board of Education, 2014).
On January 17, 2014, the Iowa Board of Education, in conjunction with the Arts
Educators of Iowa, published the guidance document “Fine Arts Alignment with the Iowa Core
Universal Constructs.” The Arts Educators of Iowa collaborated with the Iowa Board of
Education to analyze the Iowa Core Areas to “ensure important skills and concepts were
parallel” (Art Educators of Iowa, p. 2, 2015). This document also extended the 1995 Iowa
Department of Education’s Creating Curriculum: A Framework for Visual Art Education, which
was cited as “an excellent model for approaches to creative-problem solving that mark the
educated person” (p. 2). An aim of the Fine Arts Alignment document was not only to
demonstrate connections between the visual arts and other disciplines, but to increase
productivity and accountability among art educators in the state. Although Iowa is not subject to
a financial context similar to Illinois, a lack of funding for arts education at the state level led the
Arts Educators of Iowa to create an opportunity through funding the Fine Arts Alignment.
Funding this initiative provided the state of Iowa a new context for authority over a statewide
arts curriculum, which had not been the case for some time. Additionally helpful for access, the
Art Educators of Iowa included a member of the Iowa Board of Education on its board, which
provides access and insight that has led to the development of the core companion and to the
creation of a .5 FTE job within the Board of Education to monitor the implementation of arts
education programming in the state (Iowa Senate Democrats, 2015).
The formal strength of Minnesota’s art education policies represents a long and consistent
network of organizations and philanthropic support. Longstanding formal and informal
collaborations, as well as funding resources from groups like the McKnight Foundation, have
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assisted the influence of arts education networks on larger state-wide initiatives. The best
illustration of this formal and informal exchange manifests in The Perpich Arts Center (PAC),
which was developed through policy while simultaneously funded through public and private
means (perpich.org/about). This affords the PAC and similarly structured organizations in
Minnesota, some leverage in formal policies as well as organizational freedom, as they not tied
to state funding and authority alone.
One key similarity in the policy ecology networks emphasizes the role of the financial
context for driving opportunities for informal networks in support of art education. Established
formal policy systems in a financially sound state financial environment encourage, without
centralization, the maintenance of program offerings, as in the case of Minnesota. In Minnesota,
the network is purposefully decentralized with principals and districts as the authority over
finance, personnel, and assessment. As a result, informal systems work in service to the authority
of principals and districts to enhance funding and meet policy expectations. Unsupported policy
systems give rise to informal networks that support the maintenance of visual art education in
schools. Authority over access, which is represented by finance and personnel, is maintained by
principals. Decreases in budgeting for arts education at the school level create an opportunity for
informal networks to lend support; for example, many Minnesota middle schools (53%) receive
funding for arts from non-district sources (Institute of Education Sciences, 2015b). However, in
terms of authority over the quality in the form of assessment; 84% of teachers in Minnesota are
tasked with developing their own assessments (Quadrant Arts Education Research, 2012).
Gaps and lags in funding for visual arts education has created an incubator for informal
networks to emerge and interact with policy contingencies relative to art and design education.
However, state or school level actors are slow to forfeit authority or responsibility. Essentially,
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when funding for arts education lags, the state loses the carrot of its carrot-and-stick abilities; in
all cases it keeps the stick, but creates a context for others to provide the carrot.
Findings: Policy Arenas
In utilizing Weaver-Hightower’s (2008) frame of policy arenas, the location of policy
actors relative to development and implementation, refines knowledge about key features of
Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota. The existence of strong policies in Minnesota and a full
complement of state, regional, and local support organizations provide many opportunities for
such groups to interact with district and school-level authorities. Fewer regional and local
organizations in Illinois and Iowa provide less documented support to district and schools, but
the existence of pronounced state level organizations gives support to enter into state-level
contingencies. For example, the creation of a .5 FTE for monitoring arts education in Iowa most
likely emerged from the Art Educators of Iowa’s bylaws that require a state Board of Education
member to sit on the AEI’s Board. This is a clear case in which a policy actor with proximity to
the policy implementation process reinforces the work of informal policy organizations.
Ingenuity in Chicago and the Perpich Center in Minnesota are two rare cases in which the
proximity to an authority in an arena (Ingenuity and a district, Perpich and a state) as well as
adequate funding from a non-state source enable the organization to monitor policy
implementation. Both organizations are close to their relative policy arena through networks of
people, organizations, and a capacity to access philanthropic dollars in service to formal arts
education. Yet, the issue of proximity and the capacity to monitor is no indication of success.
Whereas Ingenuity has a full time staff, each with a dedicated role, the visual arts and media
coordinator within the Perpich School for the Arts singularly oversees professional and
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curriculum development, state standards implementation and assessment practices as well as
statewide initiatives in visual and media arts education.
Findings: Policy Contingencies

Informal arts education organizations, therefore, aid policy adoption and its
implementation. Policy adoption is not determined outright by informal arts education networks
and is in service to existing documents. In all of these cases and regardless of the arts education
policies, states forfeit none of their responsibilities, even as outside funders lead to policy
development and implementation. States are not willing to take direct authority over assessment,
even when it is mandated in policy. Art and design educators in Minnesota are largely asked to
write and execute assessments, but are not allowed responsibilities, authority, or public reporting
for the purpose of quality. The monitoring of its implementation remains local and, therefore,
provides no information for the betterment of policies or the state of learning in arts and
creativity.
This is incredibly important because it is already established that arts educators have a
variety of views, sometimes polarizing, about what constitutes creativity, including that it is not
easily assessed. This means that assessment and its monitoring across all three states represent a
gap among the implementation of policy contingencies. As such, this gap can also create an
opportunity for enhancing instruction for creativity as a learning outcome of art education.
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Policy Definitions of Creativity

In these cases, Minnesota holds a disciplined-based arts education framework, Iowa
generated adoption that bows in service to the Common Core State Standards, and Illinois
oversaw an adoption of the National Arts Standards.

Definitions of Creativity: Illinois

Although adoption of updated learning standards for fine arts and media is complete in
Illinois, the Illinois Learning Standards for Fine Arts, adopted in 1994 are still the current policy
manifestation of arts education and creativity in Illinois. The Fine Arts Standards are framed as
necessary to “enrich the quality of life” and necessary for “all students.” These standards
describe the arts as both “universal and culturally specific.” In the preamble to the standards,
there are six priority areas relative to arts learning: applications of learning, solving problems,
communicating, using technology, working in teams, and making connections (Illinois State
Board of Education, n.d.).
Applications of learning refer to basic knowledge and skills described instrumentally to
influence success in school, the workplace, and in the community. Based on the literature review,
this suggests that any forwarded definitions of creativity are framed in terms of relevant
outcomes, rather than solely unconscious personal expression.
Solving problems involves formulating and proposing solutions by reason and evidence,
using various sensory modes and both individual and group experiences. This also includes
learning the relationships between process and end products. This language reinforces the role of
creative problems and their disciplinary solutions.
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Communicating involves expression and interpretation through observing, analyzing,
evaluating, critiquing, and interacting. Using technology is described as accessing information,
processing ideas, and communicating results. Neither communication nor using technology
contribute to known definitions of creativity with any clarity. Working in teams cites
collaboration and group dynamics at the heart of the arts, like individual creativity and
inspiration. Working in teams is more akin to sociocultural approaches to creativity than any
other.
Making connections recognizes and applies the connections of important information and
ideas within and among learning areas. Like Divergent Thinking and Flexibility, and to a lesser
extent metacognition and problem finding, the making connections category reinforces reflection
and analogies across domains.
The preamble provides a strong indication that problem-based definitions of creativity
(which means creativity as teachable content) is a priority in Illinois. The definitions include
elaboration and fluency, Originality and Primary Processes, and divergent thinking, with an
indication that Sociocultural Theories of creativity are valued.
However, going past the preamble and into the standards themselves the definitions
include more conservative language about creativity as individually based, a form of expression,
and limits in the ways in which students might collaborate for creative outcomes. For example,
Goal 25 states that the role of arts is to “become consumers,” a passive social and economic aim
for education (Illinois State Board of Education, n.d.). This is achieved through understanding
the “elements and principles” along with the “expressive qualities” of the visual arts. Goal 26
encourages imagination and the strengthening of “problem solving skills,” but provides few
specifics about what creative problems are or the skills relevant for their solution entail.
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Additionally, Goal 26 suggests that middle-level students should learn to respond to the
creativity of others, but it makes no mention of their capacity to collaborate in creative problem
solving. In this, creativity remains highly personalized.
Like Goal 25, Goal 27 for middle-level art education encourages learning about arts and
civilization to understand the influences of times and places, but also requires that students might
“learn about careers.” Such broad language about the content of art education increases
ambiguity about creativity as a learning outcome for art education. Additionally, the content of
these standards is largely framed in terms of the materials and studio practices of art making,
rather than in terms of the underlying creative thinking that gives rise to the content activities.
These standards describe content and activities and encourage creative consumers over students
as creative contributors to the social and economic sphere.
Among the three state cases, only Illinois is in the process of adopting the National Arts
Standards. The preamble of these standards highlights multiple visions of creativity from
collective self-discovery that is emblematic of Sociocultural Theories and metacognitive
approaches to creativity as well as the economic and cultural impact of the arts. An analysis of
the middle-level art and media standards demonstrates the following relative to the previously
mentioned categories of creativity.
Like the preamble of the previous Illinois Fine Arts Learning Standards, there are many
instances in which the language of creativity is used. However, the language is predominantly
procedural, reinforcing categories of elaboration and fluency and sociocultural theories. These
definitions within the standards are also not vertically aligned, but are unique activities relative
to the enduring understanding. Finally, a lack of outcomes relative to the standards (either in
terms of what students should know or do—as opposed to what processes they engage in) limits
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conversations about excellence, instead creating an evaluation checklist in lieu of a quality
assessment. This was reinforced in the AAI documents to the state, which encourages assessment
to occur at the local level.
Access to formal policy networks and funding are essential for activity in Illinois. Access
occurs through organizations, not individual actors. Access does not forward control or authority
in this case, but allows outside parties to work on behalf of the state.

Definitions of Creativity: Iowa

Twelve months prior to the survey, the Iowa Department of Education released new Fine
Arts guidelines. The relative newness of these documents motivated the analysis of both the
newer Fine Art Guidelines and the standards that existed prior to these newer guidelines. Both
the current Fine Art Guidelines and past standards, although part of the formal standards and
curricular language at the state level, are non-binding.
The previous standards used the language of the Partnership for 21st Century Skills, but
did not include P21’s arts standards. This is despite the fact that the statute language in Iowa
specifically states that visual art “shall be taught in grades seven and eight” (Arts Education
Partnership, 2012a). There did exist, however, vague language regarding the general importance
of creativity.
The Iowa Core is an adoption of the Common Core and is integrated with its use of
language from the Partnership for 21st Century Skills with five central aims: civic literacy,
employability skills, financial literacy, health literacy, and technology literacy. The Iowa Core
documents highlight the role of citizenship as an outcome, prioritizing it over employability, and
arguing that “good employees may not be good citizens but good citizens always make good
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employees” (The Iowa State Board of Education, 2014b). The emergence of creativity is tied to
an outcome of demonstrating “initiative, self-direction, creativity, and entrepreneurial thinking;”
so despite language about the importance of civic participation, thinking skills are more firmly
grounded in economic, neo-liberal language. These outcomes include being able to understand
that “incomplete work-even if excellent – is not acceptable,” the capacity to “implement
solutions,” and “demonstrate commitment to self/group/society.” These thinking skills are
oriented toward committed economic production, which utilizes language relative to problem
solving, including engaging in an “effective problem solving process,” “transferring learning,”
“identifying causes of” and “a sequence of steps involved in order to solve the problem.”
The most explicit instances of creativity in the Iowa Core curriculum were present under
the heading of technology literacy, in which a top creativity researcher, Robert Sternberg, is
quoted. Sternberg’s notion that creativity, innovation and systematic thinking are “requirements
for success,” is used for buttressing arguments for why students are expected to “demonstrate
creative thinking in the design and development of innovative technology products and problem
solving” (The Iowa State Board of Education, 2014b).
A curriculum for arts in alignment with the Iowa Core is the Iowa Core Companion. This
document reinterprets the core constructs for art educators and cites contemporary research
throughout. Prevalent are the ideas of Elliot Eisner, notions of aesthetic wisdom, and an
emphasis on artistic literacy with a focus on symbolic and metaphoric forms. Importantly, the
Core Companion highlights artistic literacy as including creating, presenting, and responding as
well as semi-structured and open-ended problems, which includes the way in which problem
relevance is dependent upon its context, “complex forms of problem solving are seldom fixed,
change with circumstance and opportunity”(Art Educators of Iowa, 2015).
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The Core Companion directly addresses creativity in multiple ways, utilizing multiple
categories. The words “imagine, experiment, research, research plan, produce, evaluate, and
refine, express, ideas and feelings” indicate the process and exploration of creative problems,
with only two of the words indicating a final tangible outcome. These two terms, produce and
express, are not indicative of socially shared or problem-relevant terms, per se, but of actions and
activities regardless of their relevance.
Other aspects of the Core Arts Companion also reflect categories of creativity that value
brainstorming without clear relevance. Phrases such as “reflective and visionary processes” and
thinking with “non-rules based strategies” are emblematic of elaboration and fluency (Art
Educators of Iowa, 2015). However, the document also includes categories of creativity
grounded in problems and “mutually satisfactory” solutions (divergent thinking). There is also
specific language about applying thinking among different contexts as well as encouragement to
frame problems as an outcome of learning (metacognition and problem finding). The emphasis
on collaboration also explores mutually satisfactory solutions, demonstrating a relevance to
sociocultural theories.
Iowa uses the language of creativity as applied to thinking processes “fluency, flexibility,
elaboration, and originality.” These terms are often used in a variety of ways, including
emotional dispositions, thinking processes, or represented in learning products; the ideas are
forwarded without clear definition or differentiation.

Definitions of Creativity: Minnesota

Minnesota represents the strong arts education policy case, with more statute language
that supports art and design education in schools than any other state in the Midwest region. The
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certainty of the existence of art education in Minnesota leaves the content in need of less formal
advocacy; research based notions of creativity are less evident in favor of studio-based artmaking
practices. The most recent academic standards for arts education is the 2008 version. The
standards are organized by grade band, including a grade six to eight band. Within each band is a
strand of artistic literacy, which includes four aspects:
●

Artistic Foundations

●

Artistic Process: Create or make

●

Artistic Process Perform or present

●

Artistic Process Respond or Critique

What students in Minnesota are required to know and be able to do is less ambiguous and
more centered on tangible aspects of outcomes than other cases. The standards do not provide
consistent descriptions of quality, but instead outline an in-depth look at content. This is
emblematic in the use of the term create in the standards, which describes a production act, rather
than creativity, which describes a quality of underlying thought.
There are broad expectations for districts to develop assessment standards, but they are
limited to a lower-tier of Bloom’s taxonomic knowledge: identify and apply. Students at the
middle-level are expected to analyze art and design elements, analyze art and design principles,
describe art, and design characteristics. Students are also asked to analyze meaning and functions
of art and design.
Despite create and production being a goal, suggested assessments focus on interpretation
over qualities of production. This implies that creative learning manifested in student works of
art and design is too difficult to assess or is perhaps not able to be assessed for one reason or
another. Despite the bold arts education policies relative to the region, the content is relatively
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conservative in its approach to learning for creative outcomes. This is in line with Minnesota's
rejection of the Common Core State Standards and refusal to adopt the National Art Standards,
an ability enabled to the state by holding adequate funding for schools when compared with
states like Iowa and Illinois.
Yet the lack of established policies for art and design education in Iowa, allowed the Art
Educators of Iowa to take on retranslating the Iowa Core for the contingency of curriculum with
research based applications. This led to an increase in the formal role of arts education via the .5
FTE position to monitor curriculum implementation. Meanwhile, the other two state cases, held
more established written policies and content-based standards than Iowa, but have not leveraged
policy contingencies for improved notions of creativity as an outcome.

Findings: Middle-Level Respondents

When viewing the responses of the middle-level art educators grouped by state and urban
centric locale, very little variation emerged when analyzing all three cases simultaneously. The
only notable differences at the state level occur in Minnesota, which has four least favorite
statements unique to its context; these did not occur in Illinois or Iowa.
Among these differences, it is reported that students do not develop their own
assignments based on their abilities or interests and that creativity is not related to self-regulation
while art making. This implies a relatively fixed production process that includes little input
from students. Additionally, there is an indication that art learning is not pursued in conjunction
with other content – more than other states. This is indicative of a trend by which stronger policy
language validates art content, leading toward more conservative approaches to the instruction.
This also manifested in the likelihood that Illinois and Iowa less often favored statements that
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held creativity as individual expression through art materials, while Minnesota respondents
viewed this idea more favorably.
Yet outside of these instances, there is a lack of connection between policy and practice
definitions, but the existence of stronger policies may, at least, limit a perceived need to integrate
cross-curricular practices. It also may serve to minimize categories of creativity as selfexpression. Prolonged policies create content borders but fail to address the personal relevance
and social cohesion inherent in creativity. Essentially, policy clarity in art education may
minimize advanced forms of thinking in favor of skills like identifying, recalling, and applying.

Middle-Level Art Educators

There were 260 respondents who completed the entire survey, with respondents from a
full range of economic statuses during their grades K-12 experiences and a similarly wide range
of higher education institutions from which they received their highest art education degree (See
Table 9). No middle-level art educator emerged from a tribal college; only one individual
claimed an associate’s degree. More commonly, middle-level art educators attended master’s
colleges or universities.
Over half of respondents reported a lower-middle economic context during grades K-12.
Only three individuals reported living in an upper economic status context during grades K-12,
all were from Illinois. In Iowa, unlike those in Illinois and Minnesota, art educators commonly
grew up with a low-economic status, while the other two states skewed toward upper-middle
income contexts for survey respondents during grades K-12 (Table 10).
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To review, six sets of six statements were presented to survey participants. Within each
set, participants were asked to rank statements relative to the way in which they define and teach
for creativity.

Table 9
College/University Affiliation

Associate's College
Baccalaureate College
Doctorate-granting
Universities
Master's Colleges and
Universities
Special Focus Institutions
Tribal Colleges

Frequency
1
91
36

Percent
.4
35
13.8

Illinois
0
46
15

Iowa
1
26
11

Minnesota
0
19
10

124

47.7

52

41

31

8
0

3.1
0

2
0

4
0

2
0

Frequency-Percent
41 (15.8%)

Illinois
15

Iowa
18

Minnesota
8

146 (56.2%)

58

54

34

70 (26.9%)

39

11

20

3 (1.2%)

3

0

0

Table 10
SES Status

Low Economic Status
Lower-middle Economic
Status
Upper-middle Economic
Status
Upper Economic Status

The six sets of statements were organized according to the following topics:
● Creative problems
● Creativity in art skills
● Creativity as a thinking skill
● Assessment of creativity
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Relative to the topic of creative problems, middle-level art educators valued the use of
strategic and reflective problem solving processes over valuing creativity as a means to solve
visual problems valued by the art education community, which they viewed unfavorably. Also
relative to the topic of creative problems, respondents favored a view of creativity as the
application of thinking and art skills to solve problems, while they did not consider the socially
relevant creative problems of a school community (new logo for a library, art about bullying) as
representative of creative problems. In terms of art skills, middle-level art educators viewed art
skills as individual expression through art and comparatively did not value studio practices
widely recognized as creative.
Reports from middle-level art educators on assessing their students expressed an
unfavorable view of making judgments about creative products relative to the relevant
application of cross-curricular knowledge. Instead, assessment for creativity was viewed as
achievement within the predetermined bounds of a creative work within the art and design
domain. Contrarily and within another question set, the teachers reported that they did not view
artistic creativity as different from other forms of creativity (for example, creativity in math and
science); this view was juxtaposed against a view of creativity as methods that improve student
innovation. For the surveyed teachers, creative thinking was primarily evidenced in
brainstorming many related solutions to visual art problems, particularly compared with
creativity as a form of thinking that is collaboratively decided by participants in the classroom.
The type of university from which respondents received their highest education degree
had almost no relationship to their most- or least-favorite definitions of creativity. The only
notable relationship was between the unfavored Sociocultural Theories statement “I teach
creativity as solving topical visual problems valued by the art community” and the type of
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educational institution from which middle-level art educators received their highest degree. This
statement and this variable correlated with an extremely low, positive relationship, .130.
Similarly, the preferences for categories of creativity had little to no relationship with the
reported economic status of art educators during their K-12 experience. Among individual
statements, an increase in the likeliness that a middle-level art educator earned his/her highest art
education degree at a Master’s University increases the likelihood that the middle-level art
educator positively favored categories of creativity that promote individual expression through
art materials (.125), and negatively favored direct instruction to improve a student's innovation (.138).
Among the three state cases, few middle-level art educators taught only grades six, seven,
and eight (Figure 34). Many middle-level art educators teach a wide-range of grades. 134
respondents taught kindergarten and 89 respondents also taught seniors in high school in addition
to middle-level students. Of the 260 respondents, 70 instructed among grades K -5, 123 instruct
among grades 6-8, and 65 instruct among grades 9-12. This survey also considered the range of
grades that middle-level art educators were assigned to teach (see Figure 35 and Table 11).

Figure 34. Job assignment.
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Table 11
Job Assignments
Grade

Job Assignment

K

134

1

151

2

149

3

153

4

154

5

181

6

247

7

241

8

242

9

92

10

90

11

89

12

89
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Figure 35. Instructional time per week.
Respondents were also profiled in terms of the grade spans in which they taught.
Respondents who taught between Kindergarten and fifth grade had a moderate negative
relationship with the amount of time allotted for instruction in art and design classes (-.527). As
indicated in the literature, art educators instructing between grades six through eight had a low
positive relationship with the amount of instructional time (.136). However, the low findings
indicate that those instructing in 6-8 have more instructional time than who taught at the nine
through twelve level (.077). Respondents in the elementary block were more likely to be
teaching other courses in addition to art and design courses.
This segmentation of grade levels also revealed other indicators. For example, instruction
within the sixth through eighth segment was the only group to negatively relate to the
sociocultural statement “I teach creativity as exemplified in studio practices widely recognized as
creative” (-.089), while the Kindergarten through fifth grade segment and the ninth grade
through twelfth grade segment positively related to this statement. Because statements are rank
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ordered in which a lower number equates to a higher preference, middle-level instructors are
more likely to teach creativity as exemplified in studio practices widely recognized as creative
than their elementary and high school peers. This sociocultural statement also negatively relates
to the number of reported minutes students receive (-.229), indicating that the use of studio
practices that are recognized as creative increases with available instructional time.
Not surprisingly, middle-level respondents who also teach at the elementary grades more
highly favored creativity is individual expression through art materials (-.163), while respondents
in the middle-level and high school segments were less likely to favor that statement (-.025 and
.139, respectively). The elementary segment was less likely to encourage brainstorming (.119),
middle-level and high school level segments were only slightly more likely to favor
brainstorming as the student grade level increased (.043, .036, respectively).
The elementary block was more likely to assess student work in terms of its application
to cross-curricular knowledge than the middle-level and high school level blocks. Among the
three groups, middle-level art educators were more likely to assess creativity as achievement
within the bounds of a visual art problem. Assessing creativity as achievement within the bounds
of a visual art problem also increased with the amount of instructional time.
Despite the emphasis on metacognition as a goal for middle-level learners, the middlelevel segment of respondents was the least likely among all three to “teach creativity as the
development of relevant visual art challenges through student reflection.” The middle-level block
was also more likely to “teach creativity as an idiosyncratic personal reaction to visual art
challenges” than the other two blocks. The middle-level block was less likely to teach creativity
as a diverse range of skills when compared with the elementary and high school segments. The
high school segment was the most likely to teach creativity as the concentrated development of
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specific art skills. Middle-level block, more than the high school level block, was inclined to
teach for creativity by guiding students to develop assignments based on personal aptitudes
(-.176 compared with -.140) Instruction for personal aptitudes also increased as the amount of
time increased. Yet the middle-level group was also less likely to view creativity as the
application of thinking and art skills to address creative problems; similarly, this segment was
less likely to favor creativity as the facilitation of unique and relevant solutions to visual art
topics. As minutes increased, respondents were less likely to teach for creativity by providing
challenges that integrated art and other content (e.g., math, social studies, and/or science). As
minutes increased, middle-level art educators were less likely to assess creativity as “relevantly
applied cross-curricular knowledge.” As time increased for instruction so did teaching for
creativity through the intentional application of cognitive traits to studio production. As
instructional minutes increased, middle-level art educators were less likely to teach creativity as
connected to methods across content areas.

Synthesized Analysis

The synthesized analysis sought to address insights about the survey participants and
answer the core questions of this study. For example, most middle-level art educators
experienced a lower-middle income in childhood and most taught in rural communities (see
Table 12). Most middle-level teachers received their most advanced art education degree from a
master’s college or university (see Table 13). Lower middle income and upper middle income
respondents were most likely to attend baccalaureate colleges or master’s college or universities
(see Table 14)
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Table 12
Income Level/Location
STATE

Low income

City
Rural
Suburb
Town
Total

13
11
7
10
41

Lower-middle
income
19
67
35
24
146

Upper-middle
income
9
17
35
9
70

High income
2
0
1
0
3

Table 13
Participant Locations/College Type

City
Rural
Suburb
Town

Associate's
College

Baccalaureate
College

0
1
0
0

13
40
24
14

Doctorategranting
Universities
9
9
13
5

Master’s
College or
Universities
20
39
40
24

Special
Focus
Institution
1
6
1
0

Table 14
Participant Income/College Type

High
Income
Low
Income
Lowermiddle
Income
Uppermiddle
Income

0

Doctorategranting
Universities
1

Master’s
College or
Universities
2

Special
Focus
Institution
0

0

12

4

25

0

1

54

19

66

6

0

25

12

31

2

Associate's
College

Baccalaureate
College

0
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The synthesized analysis considered how variables among categories of creativity, policy,
and aspects of the life experiences of middle-level art educators related. The number of
respondents in this study met the criteria for a two-tailed test, with medium effect size (.30),
alpha < .05, and power = .80, a bivariate correlation model required a minimum n = 82, which
was exceeded in this analysis.
1. What impact, if any, does family economic status have on the relationship between
the definition of creativity in state education policies and teachers’ definitions of
creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the family economic status and teachers’
definitions of creativity)
For this question, the sample r value exceeds the tabled critical r value, indicating that the
null hypothesis, H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the family economic status and
teachers’ definitions of creativity), can be rejected.
H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between the family economic status and teachers’
definitions of creativity)
For the first question, the number of responses exceeded the n =134 minimum needed for
a two-tailed, bivariate correlation model for a medium effect size (.30), alpha < .05, and power =
.80. This indicates that the null hypothesis, H1: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the family
economic status and teachers’ definitions of creativity), can be rejected.
Therefore, it is concluded that there is a relationship between the data between family
economic status of middle-level art educators during grades K-12 and their reported definitions
of creativity. However, this relationship is minimal and inconsistent, and therefore, there is no
notable relationship among the economic status of middle-level art educators while K-12
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students, the state policy category of creativity, and the reported category of creativity held by
respondents.
2. What impact, if any, does middle-level art educators’ educational background, the
type of university in which they received their highest art education degree, have on
the relationship between the definition of creativity in state education policies and
teachers’ definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between middle-level art educators’ educational
background and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between middle-level art educators’ educational
background and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
For the second question, the number of responses exceeded the n =134 minimum needed
for a two-tailed, bivariate correlation model for a medium effect size (.30), alpha < .05, and
power = .80. This indicates that the null hypothesis, H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between
middle-level art educators’ educational background and those teachers’ definitions of creativity),
can be rejected. Therefore, it is concluded that there is a relationship between the type of
institution from which middle-level art educators received their highest degree and their reported
definitions of creativity. However, this relationship is minimal and inconsistent, and therefore,
there is no notable relationship between the type of institution from which middle-level art
educators received their highest degree and their reported definitions of creativity. Among
individual statements, however, an increase in the likeliness that a middle-level art educator
earns his/her highest art education degree at a Masters University that grants fewer doctorate
degrees increases the likelihood that the middle-level art educator will positively favor categories
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of creativity that promote individual expression through art materials (.125) while negatively
favoring direct instruction for improving a student's capacity to innovate (-.138).
3. What impact, if any, does the school context of a middle-level art educator, the urban
centric locale in which they teach, have on the relationship between the definition of
creativity in state education policies and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the school context of a middle-level art
educators and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between the school context of a middle-level art
educators and those teachers’ definitions of creativity)
For the third question, the responses exceeded the n =134 minimum needed for a twotailed, bivariate correlation model for a medium effect size (.30), alpha < .05, and power = .80.
This indicates that the null hypothesis, H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between the school
context of a middle-level art educators and those teachers’ definitions of creativity), can be
rejected. Therefore, it is concluded that there is a relationship between the urban-centric locale in
which a middle school is located and teachers’ reported definition of creativity. However, this
relationship is minimal and inconsistent, and therefore, there is no notable relationship between
the urban-centric locale in which a middle school is located and teachers’ reported definition of
creativity.
4. What relationship, if any, exists between state education policies on creativity and
teachers’ definitions of creativity?
H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between state education policies on creativity and those
teachers’ definitions of creativity)
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H1: ρ ≠ 0 (there is a correlation between state education policies on creativity and those
teachers’ definitions of creativity)
For the fourth question, the number of responses exceeded the n =134 minimum needed
for a two-tailed, bivariate correlation model for a medium effect size (.30), alpha < .05, and
power = .80. This indicates that the null hypothesis, H0: ρ = 0 (there is no correlation between
state education policies on creativity and those teachers’ definitions of creativity), can be
rejected. Therefore, it is concluded that there is a relationship between the state’s education
policies on art education and creativity and teachers’ reported definitions of creativity. However,
this relationship is minimal and inconsistent, and therefore, there is no notable relationship
among the state’s education policies on art education and creativity and teachers’ reported
definitions of creativity.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

This dissertation sought to understand two essential features of creativity in art education.
First, it sought to clarify what constitutes instruction for creativity. To this end, the literature
revealed communicable categories of creativity based on the structure of creative problems that
prompts processes and products. The delimiting to problem-based categories, rather than
dispositions associated with creativity, was intended to enhance a focus on teachable content
common to standards and implemented in curriculums. While six problem-based categories were
identified in the literature, the subsequent study found that five such categories exist. The
middle-level art educator respondents indicated a value for problem-based visions of creativity
and largely view creativity in more advanced ways than those forwarded in policies.
Second, this dissertation sought to understand how research about creativity relates to
policy and practice, if it does at all. Formal policies in art education have little to no relationship
with research. In fact, the more robust art education policies are, less refined visions of creativity
are used. However, the space of informal policy activity is better suited for connecting to
research, although this is an underutilized pathway for research to connect with policy and
practice.
This mixed methods, exploratory study addressed the following research question and
subquestions: What relationships exist among conceptions of creativity in research, art education
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policies, and the ways in which middle-level art educators operationalize creativity in their
instruction?
1. What relationship exists, if any, between creativity in research and creativity in art
education policies?
As noted, it was found that the more robust state art education policies are, the more a
conservative and historic category of creativity (Originality and Primary Processes) is
utilized. This relationship is problematic as the more powerful legislative language
reinforces a less relevant category of creativity for students.
2. What relationship exists, if any, between family economic status during childhood
and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
This research indicates that no relationship exists between the economic statuses of
middle-level art educators during their childhood and the categories of creativity that
they operationalize in their professional practice. This contributes to expanded
questions about creativity as a feature of knowledge that is teachable and creativity as
a reactionary stance against a working context that was not detectable in this study.
3. What relationship exists, if any, between middle-level art educators’ educational
background and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
This research indicates that no relationship between the educational backgrounds of
middle-level art educators and the categories of creativity they operationalize for
students. Importantly, this allows for the possibility that it is qualities associated with
the programs at which middle-level art educators earned their highest art education
degree, rather than the type of institution, that influences their operationalization of
creativity.
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4. What relationship exists, if any, between the school context of a middle-level art
educator and that educator’s definitions of creativity?
The urban centric locales of middle-level art educators had no relationship with the
categories of creativity. So, despite noted differences in the relationship between a
student’s zip code and the type of education they receive, and despite that these
findings might not apply to other aspects of instruction, the contexts in which middlelevel art educators work does not relate to the ways in which they operationalize
creativity.
5. What relationship exists, if any, between definitions of creativity in state education
policies and teachers’ definitions of creativity?
Importantly, no relationship exists between definitions of creativity in state education
policies and teacher’s definitions of creativity. This is reflective of the fact that the
definitions of creativity held by middle-level art educators are more advanced than
those in their state policies. Middle-level art educators value creative problems,
instructing for creativity as an outcome, and fostering creativity in their students with
communicable aspects.
Significantly, this dissertation sampled 260 middle-level art and design educators from
Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota. Because this research generalizes to the surveyed states, it is
directly about the education of 750,000 art education students in grades 6 - 8. The inclusion of a
state with a large urban hub (Illinois and Chicago) as well as one with moderately larger urban
centers and rural areas provides a range of characteristics that suggest generalizability to middlelevel art education throughout the entire United States. The result of this exploratory study is a
highly detailed landscape of creativity in art education research, policy, and practice. The
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following two sections highlight key conclusions about instruction for creativity at the middlelevel and about creativity within the art education policy context.

Creativity

The findings of this study raise critical issues about learning and creativity in American
education.
Despite a wealth of knowledge about creativity, the content of that knowledge is not
communicated beneficially for policy and practice. Viewed through the lens of creative
problems, instruction for creativity can reflect the fundamental tenets of constructivist thinking
about learning (Dewey, 1986; Eisner, 2002; Schon, 1987). The problem-based categories of
creativity outlined in the preceding chapters highlight self- and collaborative reflection, refining
and applying existing knowledge, and clarifying what is unknown based on what is known.
Essentially, creativity in art education embodies inquiry through problem-based learning. While
art educators value creativity and instructing through creative problems, their ability to apply
knowledge about instruction for creativity is possibly inhibited by three factors. First, limits on
the time students are in an art education classroom relates to the way middle-level art educators
operationalize creativity. Second, there are unknown qualities about the programs where the
sample received their highest art education degree. Finally, there are qualities of the schools
where the respondents teach that were not captured and may relate to the way middle-level art
educators operationalize creativity for their students.
Other factors, such as the type of institution where middle-level art educators received
their highest art education degree, the urban-centric locale in which they teach, and their
economic status while in grades K-12, were found to have little or no relationship to the
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categories these educators operationalized for student learning. As noted, respondents did report
placing a high value on creativity as a means to solve problems.

Creative Visual Problems

Middle-level art educators frequently report a vision of creativity as a form of problem
solving (Appendix B & C), did not articulate a clear view of how such problems might be
structured in the development of the creative work of students. The descriptions of creative
problems varies among respondents, with no clear relationship to education, location, or life
experiences. One reasons for this may be that different and sometimes competing visions of art
and art education which are developed as a form of argumentation, some of which are outlined
by Eisner (2002). Since monitoring of implementation does not occur, art educators work in
contexts without alignment with policies and may be left to develop their curriculums in
isolation. Picking and choosing a vision of creativity from competing sources may serve to
minimize existing knowledge about communicability of creativity in visual arts education. It
may also lead to results like reported in the latent semantic analysis of responses in Illinois,
where the way art educators define creativity differs from how they teach it. One result of this
situation is that middle art educators favored a less nuanced category of creativity as problem
solving.

Favored Category: Elaboration and Fluency

Middle-level art educators in this study identified with a range of creativity categories,
but they primarily resonated with the creativity category of elaboration and fluency. For
respondents, this means helping students to brainstorm personal and across domain analogies.
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This form of brainstorming is often without an intentional resolution to a relevant or socially
shared creative solution. The favored status of elaboration and fluency indicates a few
possibilities about the context of respondents.
The first possibility is that the learning time allotted to art education is inadequate for
categories of creativity that develop intentional, relevant, and socially shared creative products.
The allotted time for art education instruction at the middle-level may contribute to the
favorability of brainstorming. If art educators are not enabled adequate time to engage students
to developing communicable solutions, the best they might encourage is the development of
many ideas without high social relevance and communicability. It may be that the provision of
time enables students the opportunity to choose their best elaborations for the best contexts and
audiences.
Another possibility is that Elaboration and Fluency, particularly in the form of
brainstorming, represent a much easier way to communicate creativity in their work contexts.
The rhetoric of creativity is largely described as psychoanalytic revelations, but more recently as
thinking outside of the box. Art educators may choose the notion of thinking outside the box
over unconscious revelations in articulating the activities in their programs.
Finally, it may be that amidst many competing forms of art education it is hard for visual
art educators to communicate a vision of which audiences art is for. It may be easier to develop a
wide variety of ideas and avoid directing students to narrowing instruction beyond themselves
and the way in which those students perceive the social world.
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Rejected Category: Sociocultural Theories

The most unfavored category of creativity was Sociocultural Theories. This means that
the inclusion of input from other students and a general alignment with expertise in the field of
art and education is minimized in Middle-level Art Education classrooms. This appears to be a
function of two factors.
First, when controlling for other variables, increases in instructional time increased the
likelihood that middle-level art educators favored sociocultural views. Increases in instructional
time were more likely to incorporate the input of the classroom community to shape and assess
creative problems. Conversely and as noted above, less time may focus the efforts of middlelevel art educators on the processes of Elaboration and Fluency over the more time intensive
practices of elevating and exploring the values within classroom communities. Certainly,
developing classroom communities that are focused on knowledge construction and knowledge
refinement takes more time. Without adequate time art educators are likely left providing
stripped-down versions of learning and creativity in the visual arts. So while middle-level art
educators encourage student voice in work, this might indicate limits on how those voices
resonate in the development of classroom learning communities.

Conflicted Category: Originality and Primary Processes

Middle-level art educators held divided views of Originality and Primary Processes.
While many respondents favored this category of creativity, an almost equal amount of
respondents actively rejected this notion. Teachers that favored this definition believed creativity
to being unteachable and that creativity is innate. Middle-level art educators may hold a view of
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creativity as incommunicable as a form of resistance against current aspects of education
(Castells, 2009). For these individuals, Originality and Primary Processes represents a stand
against the ever-increasing presence of monitoring, measurement, and articulation for
instrumental outcomes such as college and career readiness. However, this view of creativity, if
it is the only one held by art educators, can be unhelpful. However, self-expression, which is an
aspect of Originality and Primary Processes is an important aspect of learning when balanced
with other, socially relevant creative practices.
Ironically, the notion of creativity as unteachable and innate unconscious expression,
represents a fundamentalist and conservative approach to creativity. As the oldest and the least
scientific category of creativity, it nostalgically references a bygone educational context.
Respondents that hold this view actively resist the knowledge, challenge, and relevance that
more recent categories of creativity. Such a view is not only fundamentalist and conservative, but
it represents a system of belief that does not value the communication of knowledge for student
learning. Problematically and like many conservative ideas, the category of Originality and
Primary Processes is limited in its application to learning. Embracing such a definition is limiting
to the position of art education in schools. Holding this view resists participating the evolving
social context of schools as well as the context of research and knowledge.

Creativity and Curriculum

Middle-level art educators highly value creative problems; results from the survey
confirm five of the six problem-based categories of creativity outlined in the literature review. In
the final analysis, Composite Theories were omitted for two reasons. First, is better focused as a
strategy for learners to engage in the different types of creative problems outlined in the other
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five categories. Second, it was clear from comparing the open-ended responses and the rating
portion of the survey that this category was viewed as a heuristic or as a way to instruct
elaboration and fluency, not as a category in and of itself. Figure 36 illustrates the
communicability of solutions to different categories of creative problems.

Figure 36. The communicability of solutions to five categories of creative problems.
The findings support the need for a problem-based, creativity curriculum. Such a
curriculum would hold applications for differentiation at various developmental levels
appropriate for middle-level learners. However, some of the categories of creativity outlined in
this project have more (or less) relevance to the developmental levels often ascribed to middlelevel art education students. Table 15 outlines a curricular framework for a problem-based
creativity curriculum and highlights key problems that may be best suited for each
developmental level. The outline offered in Table 15 offers clear but flexibly problem structures
with notes on the formal and semantic changes embedded in each, teachers are encouraged
towards creative teaching.
Importantly, this framework for a creative curriculum includes applications for integrated
learning. In addition to providing clarity and efficiency when instructing for creativity, such a
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curriculum can connect across content and reaffirm the transdisciplinary nature of visual arts and
the fundamental integration of knowledge in inquiry.

Creativity Conclusions and Future Research

The review of the literature and the subsequent survey verified five problem-based
categories of creativity. These categories demonstrate the degrees and ways creativity represents
the application of knowledge and analogical thinking. The findings suggest how problem-based
definitions of creativity link to inquiry through formal and semantic transformations. This
inadvertently represents Eisner’s (1962) research on the transformational nature of creativity in
the visual arts. In Eisner’s proposed typology, the capacity to break formal and semantic
boundaries through the application of inquiry and analogy was a fundamental of creative
thinking. However, this line of research in creativity was not further explored.
Based on the findings, there are five strands for future research related to creativity and
middle-level art education. First, the survey instrument, which demonstrated some relationships
among ranked statements, can be refined. Refinement research would include narrowing the
categories of creativity to five and including visual artifacts that exemplify the stated responses.
The use of visual artifacts would be organized for both stated and implied creative problems,
which can serve to refine the survey and visualize instruction for creativity conducted by middlelevel art educators. Second, additional exploratory work –primarily interview and biographical
sketches – with visual creative professionals about their work and the problems they address, can
also serve to refine, reject, or verify the identified categories.

Table 15
Curricular Framework
Originality and
Primary Processes

Elaboration and
fluency

Divergent Thinking
and Flexibility

Prototypicality:
Value is placed on photographic realism,
which is the result in an overriding
interest in the subject. Natural
representation should be “pleasing and
beautiful” while style, skill, and craft are
understood in service of representation of
first order symbols. Often narratives are
generated from these concrete
observations.

X

Suited for problems
that include the
formal manipulation
of representative
images and objects
in which only a
minor value placed
on meaningful,
socially-shared
communication.

Suited for formal
manipulation of
concrete images and
objects with high value
placed on meaningful
communicability of
meaning.

Personal Expressiveness:
Meaning in artwork is valued; social,
moral and conventional world knowledge
contributes to interpretation. Subject
matter connects to expressiveness,
responses are more relevant, but works
are not viewed beyond themselves.
Realism and beauty are less important
than factual interpretation, causal
inferences. Art world categories are not
utilized, personal and narrative
expressiveness predominates.

Suited for
problems that
support the formal
manipulation of
images and objects
relative to
personally
meaningful
expression.

Suited for problems
in which high
quantities of images
and objects are
formally
manipulated to
develop analogies
based on personal
meanings.

Suited for problems in
which images and
objects are formally,
rooted in personal
meaning (second order
symbols) are
manipulated to develop
meaningful, socially
communicable
analogies.

Formal Cognitive Analysis:
Composition, style, and formal elements
are explicitly considered with
interpretations in mind along with
contextual considerations. Interpretative
conclusions are chosen and the result of
reasoned arguments verified in dialogue,
which promotes validity furthered by art
specific declarative knowledge,
principles, and critical stances.

X

X

Creative problems
begin with acrossdomain parameters and
contextual relevance.
Images and/or objects
and their meanings are
manipulated in service
to the given context
and verified through
communication.

Sociocultural theories

Metacognition and problem
finding

X

X

X

X

Creative problems begin
with ill-defined parameters
and contextual relevance is
gained through social
interaction. Images and/or
objects and their meanings
are manipulated in service
to the given context and
verified through
communication.

Creative problems have no
defined parameters and
contextual relevance is
gained through research and
social interaction. Images
and/or objects and their
meanings are manipulated in
service to the identified
parameters and verified
through communication.
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Third, an exploration into creativity as a two factor trait, one of belief and one of content,
would aid in revising a survey along with other clarifying research on instruction for creativity.
Fourth, analysis of the relationship between the climate of schools and the categories of
creativity held by art educators can serve to clarify on facet of how art educators come to
operationalize creativity. Results of such an inquiry would reinforce an across curricular, large
scale approach to instruction for creativity and creative problem solving. Fifth, finally, and
perhaps most importantly, a more experimental examination of the amount of instructional time
students receive and its effect on the way in which middle-level art educators instruct for
creativity is necessary. This fifth possibility is an important step up from the exploratory work of
this study and into a quasi-experimental study that might provide stronger causal inferences.

Policy

Formal and Informal Policies

The findings of this research raise critical issues about the position of art education in the
system of American education. Primarily, the examination of three dissimilar state cases reveal
that creativity in art education not only has a minimal role, despite its stated importance, but that
art education itself has little to no formal policy support for implementation.
In the past, ambiguity about creativity creates a transgressive space in which the field of
art education and art educators could innovatively utilize knowledge, implementing their
professional judgment within large unmonitored spaces (Slattery, 2013). As the aims of
education have shifted from democratic participation and knowledge refinement toward
economic outcomes, Slattery’s transgressive spaces have lessened with increased monitoring (of
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teachers and students) through fine-grained measuring as well as the close-coupling between
policy and practice of a limited range of learning outcomes. A lack of implemented formal
policies for the implementation of art education ensures ongoing ambiguity about the ways in
which creativity is heralded for education. This encourages its continued use as educational
rhetoric, cyclically reinforcing creativity as incommunicable. Yet more importantly, as formal
education policies demand more from schools and schooling, the absence of art education in
formal policies risks being permanently blocked from being included.
At the same time, formal policies are limiting on art education practices, promoting a
status quo bias. Minnesota and Illinois, with their more robust statutes, held broader definitions
of creativity, most often occurring within the preamble of state standards. Largely, creative
thinking skills were neglected in the standards themselves, particularly in the case of Minnesota.
While the statutes promoted art education, the standards and responses from middle-level art
educators aligned more frequently with creativity as Originality and Primary Processes, the most
conservative category of creativity. By stark contrast, Iowa, while holding the weakest collection
of creativity related art education standards ultimately held the most research-based creativity
curriculum. This outcome can be attributed to the effective use of informal policy networks to
forward art education.
The case of Iowa demonstrates that informal policies serve as the most efficient route to
improving formal art education policies. In creating the Iowa Core Arts Companion, the informal
work of the Art Educators of Iowa applied relevant research and indirect access to formal policy.
This provided the flexibility for a well-researched and clearer reinterpretation of the Iowa Core
for application to arts educators. In holding access to formal policies (an Iowa Board of
Education member sits on the AEI board), the Iowa Core Arts Companion was leveraged into a
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new formal position to monitor and assist with its implementation. Organized informal activity
that is transformed into formal activity occurred in Illinois with their adoption of the National
Art and Media Standards. However, this adoption process was largely a political and
philanthropic activity, unlike the one in Iowa that was led by the state’s art education
professionals. Historically, there are strong instances of this practice in Minnesota as well, but
these pathways have not been fully utilized in favor of a reliance on current formal art education
policies. Therefore, even among dissimilar state cases, there is a clear argument for the role of
informal activities to better the formal policy positions of art education for implementation. The
analysis of this study, including the interplay of formal and informal policies also provides a
means to continually analyze policy in art education for research. These are forwarded in a
theoretical framework for research and advocacy.

Theoretical Framework for Art Education Policy

This dissertation both states and implies the importance of policy as a practical activity,
with the most significant outcome of policy being the implementation of knowledge for the
benefit of visual art education students. Initially, the Arena Model of Policy Development and
Policy Ecology served as the theoretical framework by which the policies contexts of Illinois,
Iowa, and Minnesota were analyzed. Upon analyzing the findings, the applicability of Network
Analysis to understand the ways in which actors and activities connected to implementation was
also evident. Nonetheless, elements of the Arena Model and Policy Ecology are highly relevant
in providing clarity about the context in which actors and activities occur. The Arena Model
provides a way to indicate the influence of policy actors and activities within their respective
formal and informal networks. Policy Ecology provides a means to recognize the complex
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rhizomatic networks emerge among actors and activities in formal as well as informal policy
contexts. Linking these policy theories for analysis provides both an analysis of influence in
policy arenas while simultaneously acknowledging the networks among actors and activities.
Figure 37 illustrates a visualization of policy contexts that applies both Mazzoni’s (1991) Arena
Model and Weaver-Hightower’s (2008) Policy Ecology with Network Analysis of both Federal
and Illinois actors and activities.

Figure 37. Mazzoni’s (1991) arena model and Weaver-Hightower’s (2008) policy ecology with
network analysis of actors and activities federally and within Illinois

Merging these theoretical models allows for adjustments that occur when viewing
different combinations of contexts. For example, the role of federal actors and activities shifts
when paired with a state, as some actors and activities have different levels of relationships
(access or influence) within different states. In Illinois, the role of the National Governor’s
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Association holds less access and influence than the CCSSO, but the inverse of this relationship
is true in Iowa.
While an exploratory study, the synthesis of these policy theories includes features that
make it applicable for statistical modeling through the use of matrix algebra (Au & Ferrare,
2015). Importantly, this means that policy activities can be weighed based on two factors. First,
the network size of actors and activities and second, the proximity of actors and activities to the
decision making and implementation at the federal, state, and local levels.
The use of the Arena Model and Policy Ecology when considered in conjunction with
Meyer’s (2009) contingencies also aids in describing the creation and implementation of policy
networks. Applied to policy research, this means that various some policy contingencies are
more sustainable and far reaching than others. For example and relative to sustainability, who is
empowered by policy is less significant than the role of monitoring a policy’s implementation.
With this in mind, the effective implementation of authority, the empowerment of key policy
actors, the rights and responsibilities of those actors, along with the capacity to monitor policies
can also be weighed in a statistical analysis, demonstrating the greater effect of policy actions in
art education. While this combination of theories is useful for the analysis of art education
policies in research, it also has applications for navigating pathways for advocacy. So, while
research about policy is not the same as research for policy, the proposed model can be used to
author and evaluate advocacy activities.

Policy Actions with Traction for Art Education

This study also highlights pathways for advocacy, an important fact since art education,
the best space for creativity in education, can easily be eliminated at the school and district levels
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with little significant challenge. Art education has few sustainable formal policies and as a result,
art education exists in the U.S. more from a habit of tradition rather than as an endeavor of
excellence in learning. Because informal policies have the flexibility to promote neglected
topics, practices, and even monitoring roles in art education, such informal activities can
leverage needed formal policy contingencies that improve implementation. While this
dissertation shows implementation is seldom an aspect of formal art education policies,
prioritizing the development of Meyer’s policy contingencies (Figure 15) from informal to
formal activities can serve to improve art education policies for improved implementation. As a
reminder, are Meyer (2009) summarized four policy contingencies factors:
● The consolidation of authority
● Attention to the empowerment of key focal actors
● The degree in which the rights and responsibilities of those actors extends
● The monitoring mechanisms of policy implementation.
Informal activities that strategically leveraging one, two, three, or all four of these factors
into the formal policy context will most likely have a larger policy impact than those which do
not. Increasingly, states encourage informal actors to take up the mantle of state activities.
Addressing any of Meyer’s contingencies from the informal to the formal policy context serves
to exploit the ongoing shift of states empowering outside agencies to provide their services. In
the neo-liberal education context, priority factors include monitoring, the first of three noted
advocacy pathways.
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Advocacy Pathway 1: Monitoring

Informal organizations can serve as monitors of formal activities, bypassing the neglect
of state level organizations to monitor art education. Monitoring contingencies include various
factors of reporting, from the quantity to the quality of programs. Quantity and quality issues can
address the priorities of access, equity, and excellence. Due to sunlight laws, many factors about
education can be monitored informally by non-policy organizations. One such example is the
work of Ingenuity in Chicago, as documented in this project. This monitoring program used
technology and data visualization for documenting, but also issuing informal recognition in the
form of the Creative Schools Certification. However, this type of monitoring can be similarly
reported without a formal district or state level relationship. Monitoring programs should
consider number of students taught per week, length of courses, instructional minutes, and
evidence of student work.

Advocacy Pathway 2: Finance

The case of authority over finance is the most likely of all authority contingencies to
require a network of informal organizations. It serves to be beneficial for states because it lowers
costs for states to implement their policies. Such financial arrangements are common to formal
educational systems, which regularly have non-for-profit arms to facilitate separate streams of
funding while lowering public costs. (This also prevents financial auditing through Freedom of
Information Act requests, as these are non-government agencies). Funding streams might take
the form of research grants where informal actors serve as grant recipients in partnership with
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formal policy channels. As such, the informal financial partner can serve to improve conceptions
of creativity and promote their implementation.

Advocacy Pathway 3: Evaluation

Policy development is only worthwhile when it is paired with implementation and
evaluation. It is most effective when formal and informal art education organizations are engaged
in both processes. This was demonstrated as including curriculum (in the case of Illinois) and
(curriculum and its implementation). Authority over curriculum can be delegated to informal
organizations, as demonstrated by Iowa and Illinois, but authority over approval and
implementation in both cases was not forfeited. It did, however, in the case of Iowa, lead to the
addition of personnel on the Iowa State Board of Education to monitor implementation; the
activities in Iowa serve as a model for other states.
The above framework provides an advocacy resource in which advocates can consider
ways to access the formal networks through informal means. Successful access of these
pathways requires ample coordination among people and organizations within a state as well as
time and funding.

Policy Conclusions and Future Research

The state cases analyzed in this study reveal, there key facts about policy and art
education. First, art education policies regarding creativity have little relationship on the way art
educators operationalize creativity. While art education is among the best spaces for creativity in
education, it could be easily eliminated at the school and district levels with little significant
challenge because of its weak policy position.
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Second, the formal policies for art education that do exist are limiting and largely
encourage a status quo bias for current practices with no connection to monitored
implementation -in either formal or informal ways.
Third, this research highlights how a combination of three theoretical models, the Arena
Model, Policy Ecology, and Meyer’s (2009) contingencies of decentralization holds promise for
future qualitative and quantitative policy analysis. Related to this is the fourth point. The above
models, when combined, document pathways for advocates to leverage informal policy activities
for the betterment of formal policies at the state level.

Conclusions: Summary

This study originated from a need to describe disconnections between art education
policies and art education practice. This required a research design that operated among the
macro-level of policies and the micro-level of practice. It also required content that could be
explored in each of these contexts so that both connections and disconnections could be
highlighted. Given its relevance to both citizenry and job skills, the content of creativity was
selected.
A global and networked society requires U.S. citizens to innovate within a variety of
complex economic, political, and social realities: students need creativity skills. Middle-level art
educators strive to meet this need through instruction for creative outcomes through creative
problems. The findings suggest that the types of problems middle-level art educators provide
their students may result from unknown qualities in the school climate and unknown qualities of
the programs where they received their highest art education degree. A clear positive relationship
emerged between the held categories of creativity and the number of instructional minutes
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provided for art education. Increases in available minutes elevated the quality and form of
creative problems provided to students, specifically the way in which these problems are socially
refined and communicable. The ways in which middle-level art educators define creativity and
creative problems demonstrates an unmet curricular need and a site for future research.
Despite creativity’s value, instruction for creativity does not result from definitions of
creativity in policy. In fact, policy activities in art education have little relationship to
implementation. The policy models that underpin this design provide a method for policy
analysis as well as for advocacy in art education. The proposed pathways for advocacy suggest
that the best art education policies originate informally with a focus on implementation including
monitoring, increased rights and responsibilities, the empowerment of formal policy actors, and
consolidating authority. Unfortunately, many policy activities in art education occur in isolation
from implementation and do not better the place of art education in schools. Nonetheless, art
education in schools still remains the best and most equitable means for all U.S. students to learn
visual creativity and creative problem solving skills.
Art education in schools is the most equitable means by which all students gain creativity
skills. However, art education occupies a dangerous space in policy as it lacks necessary formal
and informal supports to ensure its ongoing role in American education. The unsure footing of
art education requires that the field of art education continue to clarify and promote its most
crucial contribution to American education: creativity.
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The 1980s saw an increase in questions about the role of the government in funding the
arts and the relationship the NEA to funding became part of the larger public discourse, as
evidenced in numerous headlines in the 1980s:
·

January 16, 1981, Washington Post, "NEA, NEH Seek Budget Increases for '82."

·

February 5, Washington Post, "Budget Cuts Threaten Arts."

·

February 18, Washington Post, "Reagan Seeks 50% Cuts in Endowment's Budgets."

·

February 25, Christian Science Monitor, Midwestern Edition, "Arts Groups Efforts to
Keep U.S. Funding: Just the First Act."

·

March 22, Washington Post, "Cutting the Endowment: An Argument," Toni Morrison.

·

March 25, Washington Post, "Distinguished Voices Protest NEH Cuts: Pleas and
Protests, Fall of the Ax, Cont'd."

·

April 15, Washington Post, "Arts Reshuffle? Arts Reshuffle? NEA, NEH May Be
Replaced: Independent Agencies May Replace NEA, NEH."

·

April 29, Washington Post, "Endowment Staffs May Not Face Cuts: OMB Says Budget
Slash Shouldn't Mean Firings."

·

May 7, Washington Post, "NEA, NEH Review: The Endowments: Task Force Named."

·

May 16, Washington Post, "NEH Freezes Grant Awards: Proposed Endowment Cutback
for This Year Prompt Humanities Group's Interim Action."

·

June 5, Washington Post, "Arts Task Force Named, White House Task Force Named,
And Rescissions from NEA, NEH 1981 Budgets Will Be Less Than Expected."

·

June 9, Washington Post, "Charlton Heston to the Rescue: The Actor Comes to the Aid
of the Arts."

·

June 11, Washington Post, "Higher Funding Ceilings Advocated for Endowments."

·
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June 12, Washington Post, "Higher Funding Backed for Arts, Humanities: Endowments
Funding; Subcommittee Supports 'Essential Program.'"

·

July 14, Washington Post, "Task Force Favors Saving NEA and NEH."

·

July 18, Washington Post, "Individual Grants May Be Prohibited."

·

July 23, Washington Post, "House Boosts NEA, NEH Funding."

·

September 11, Washington Post, "Reagan Aide in Line for NEA . . . Frank Hodsoll
Expected To Be Named Chairman."

·

September 17, Washington Post, "Tax Breaks for Arts Patrons?"

·

September 26, Washington Post, "Touching All the Bases: Arts Staffs Go to Bat for the
Sake of the Game: Going to Bat for the Arts and Humanities."

·

October 24, Washington Post, "NEA, NEH Bonuses: Bonuses Going to 102 Employees
of NEA, NEH, Cash Awards to 102 Endowment Employees."

·

November 5, Washington Post, "Conferees Clear NEA, NEH Funds."

·

December 13, Washington Post, "The Amazing Endowment Scramble: When Politics
and Professors Meet, the Fracas is Anything but Academic.'

·

December 24, Washington Post, "NEA, NEH Funding Bill Signed."
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Question 1: How do you define creativity for your students?
1.

...as solutions to problem solving that are as unique and individual as they are

2.

"An omnifarious discourse on the arrangement of things in a given space; stretching and

pushing expectations, limits and buttons; finding the extraordinary in the prosaic ordinary,"
3.

"Creativity is the mind's paintbrush..."etc.

4.

"Thinking out of the Box" Coming up with unique personal choices Being inventive

Being a Risk Taker
5.

A collection of influences and skills learned.

6.

A process of thoughtful decision-making.

7.

A process that is explored through research, experimentation, skill development, and

revision
8.

A unique perspective, twist, or solution to the parameters of the assignment. Something

that takes your artwork above and beyond.
9.

Ability to express or relate, process and produce new ideas, through a variety of media.

10.

Ability to go beyond what is expected. Originality.

11.

activity with mediums which are not destructive....and that give them some aha incidents

12.

An expression of yourself through your art, to convey a message. The first 5 ideas you

come up with someone else has done, the next five are closer to an original idea, the next five
may impress me.
13.

An original response that may be inspired by existing ideas but does not copy any part.

14.

Applying problem-solving strategies in a varied and adaptive way.

15.

As problem solving that has many solutions as skills and knowledge develops relating to

the visual arts, and how the visual arts are connected to other aspects of life.
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16.

Being able to create art using unique and original ideas by using methods and media

taught in class.
17.

Being able to synthesize/reflect one's personality and interests as well media preferences

and integrate/apply them to a visual art problem for a unique outcome.
18.

Being able to think differently. To use their own ideas rather than their neighbors. Using

their visual art knowledge and solving artistic problems is a different way.
19.

Being an original thinker... Thinking outside the box... Try to be different

20.

Being persistent in coming up with innovative solutions to any perceived challenges.

21.

Being unique and different. It is an essential part of art and society.

22.

Brainstorming, risk-taking, experimenting, and selecting a solution/approach that allows

you to best express your idea.
23.

By way of creating a library of knowledge and keeping their minds open.

24.

Coming up with ideas unique to them, and pushing themselves to see the idea through

25.

Coming up with new ideas and inventing something new never seen before.

26.

Coming up with something that is new and different for you.

27.

Creating new ideas within a given set of challenges.

28.

Creativity as defined by me for my students: A fluid process which changes and is based

on thought process and solutions as applied to a variety of situations.
29.

Creativity comes from the heart, creativity is not just drawing or sculpting but being able

to problem solve, discuss and present in a unique fashion. It is the ability to see situations in a
different light.
30.

Creativity definition, the state or quality of being creative. I believe that creativity can be

learned in many ways: modeling and experimentation! Creativity can be expression without
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inhibition and building a confidence of that self expression. Trying new techniques and being
able to take the risks. Creativity is originality.
31.

Creativity for my elementary students is something new and different. Something they

have never seen before. True creativity also serves a purpose, or solves a problem.
32.

Creativity for my students means that they are making their own choices and new choices

that I have not modeled for them. I also like to see them making connections and using
knowledge transfer from previous problems. When they are able to transfer elements and
principles that's when I find they are most creative.
33.

Creativity happens when you aren't afraid to express yourself, to always have the need to

improve, and to never ever fear a mistake, for mistakes may lead you in a better, more creative
direction.
34.

Creativity involves imagination, personal inflection, and taking risks with the materials.

35.

Creativity involves looking at things from many viewpoints. It is finding a new or unique

way to solve a problem.
36.

Creativity is a broad and complicated concept for all age levels but especially elementary

students. The most basic form of creativity is innovation, but students also need to develop skills
to enable them to bring to life their ideas. Without basic art and visual skills they may not be able
to produce the ideas they imagine. Sometimes my students have a very unique idea but they want
me to execute it for them. Creativity allows someone to not only come up with an idea but also
design and create it.
37.

Creativity is a cognitive process that students choose to engage in to invent a solution to a

given problem. Creativity is a valuable trait for individuals to have in all fields and professions.
38.

Creativity is a means of problem solving in an innovative and original manner.
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39.

Creativity is a personally interesting, unique and original solution to a visual problem

40.

Creativity is an expression of ideas, feelings, problems, etc. through many different

mediums. You need to understand specific rules and then think outside of the boundaries of those
rules.
41.

Creativity is assessed/defined by the IB program as the ability to develop a clear and

feasible artistic intention; outline alternatives perspectives and imaginative solutions; and to
demonstrate the exploration of ideas through the developmental process to a point of realization.
I hold each student to his/her our standard and assess them on challenging themselves to learn
new concepts/skills, consider multiple ideas/perspectives/solutions, and to try their best every
day.
42.

Creativity is based on a students‚ exposure to being creative and how they deal with it.

Understanding how to brainstorm, how to analyze, how to design and use materials for that goal
all take confidence. Students need to learn how to be unique and challenge themselves.
43.

Creativity is being able to develop a solution (or multiple solutions) that can

communicate to the viewer or recipient.
44.

Creativity is being able, either alone or with others, to recognize potential new ideas or

problems that need to be solved; deciding what actions, knowledge, or visuals could address
these situations; and testing these ideas to see what kinds of answers or solutions you may be
able to develop.
45.

Creativity is celebrating the innovative ideas you come up with.

46.

Creativity is coming up with your own ideas to create a work of art or solve a problem.

Even if you borrow inspiration from someone or somewhere else you should create something
that is uniquely yours.

47.
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Creativity is creating something that is a unique idea the expresses something and uses

your own artistic voice. In middle school we talk about how to create art with head, hands, and
heart. It should involve thinking, it should express something to the audience, and use good
technique and craftsmanship.
48.

Creativity is encouraging the students to think in new directions, to use existing

knowledge and concepts to formulate new ideas. Be innovative. I encourage completely new
ideas and restrict copywrited ideas/pictures. I tell them that someone else has already done that,
use that wonderful brain you have!
49.

Creativity is exploration of different media and given a basis to start from, finding and

expressing their own idea to a solution of the given assignment. For example: expressing how
they feel about themselves in a metaphoric self portrait. They are given the basis of the
assignment of a papier mache "bust" but the creativity part comes in how they paint the inner
person that they are.
50.

Creativity is from within you, yourself. It is what you or how you interpret something.

51.

Creativity is giving birth to a new idea or finding a new connection between pre-existing

ideas.
52.

Creativity is humans innovating, solving problems in original ways.

53.

Creativity is individualized; however art skills are utilized to help express creativity.

54.

Creativity is looking at multiple solutions to the same problem. It's in the eye of the

beholder. To be honest, until this survey, I didn't really think about the definition of it. I think
this is something I would like to incorporate into my teaching. I would love to see the results of
this study.

55.
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Creativity is not knowing exactly where you are going, but making decisions to enhance

the artistic process. Creativity is using a visual language to communicate.
56.

Creativity is solving a problem or answering a question based on their own personal

experiences and beliefs in a way that allows others access to their point of view, and process of
thinking.
57.

Creativity is solving visual problems through personal engagement and self expression.

58.

Creativity is something I do not define for my students, as creativity has many different

meanings dependent on the person.
59.

Creativity is something that comes from within and that through practice and the love of

learning many creative ideas can and will emerge.
60.

Creativity is taking an idea/thought/photo/item and changing it into your own through a

different artistic process.
61.

Creativity is taking everything you are and know to solve a problem. It's looking past the

obvious answer for something greater!
62.

Creativity is taking the tools, materials, guidelines, and/or problem and applying prior

knowledge and your personal ideas / voice to create something that reflects who you are.
63.

Creativity is the ability to devise unique solutions to a visual problem.

64.

Creativity is the ability to generate something new based upon a variety of limitations:

materials, ability, collaboration, a given problem, etc.
65.

Creativity is the ability to go beyond the guidelines of a lesson and seek a solution that

pushes a student's previous knowledge to a point beyond their current understanding.
66.

Creativity is the ability to recognize an obstacle and innovatively problem solve the

problem using skills that develop as the problem is solved - whether that obstacle is a task given
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or found - in time, it would be an obstacle that is found and structured by the student. Does this
even make sense? :-D
67.

Creativity is the ability to solve the same problem in a new and individual way, breaking

free from the norm and yet expressing the same message or purpose.
68.

Creativity is the ability to think beyond what you normally do. Using all of your

knowledge to solve problems, looking at things in new ways allowing you to continue your
artistic journey without giving up. For one to be creative they must persist until they know the
outcome is what they want it to be, not just except what is given to them.
69.

Creativity is the ability to think outside of the predictable, well established norm.

70.

Creativity is the act of turning new and imaginative ideas into reality. Creativity is

characterized by the ability to perceive the world in new ways, to find hidden patterns, to make
connections between seemingly unrelated phenomena, and to generate solutions. Creativity
involves two processes: thinking, then producing. If you have ideas, but don’t act on them, you
are imaginative but not creative.
71.

Creativity is the idea or creation of something new or different.

72.

Creativity is the individual values that each artist brings to the process through their

choices, personal connections, and innovative ways of solving problems.
73.

Creativity is the process of considering multiple approaches to visual problems by

making thoughtful choices in creating works of art through a variety of techniques and processes
that help manipulate work, through both conscious and intuitive thought, and thus achieve
desired effects with the use of media, techniques and process as tools to communicate.
74.

Creativity is the process of incorporating one's personal world view into problem solving

and the use self expression
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75.

Creativity is the state of thinking, developing ideas, researching, trying, redoing, and

finally creating an initial thought in the form of visual, audial, literal, etc.
76.

Creativity is the tendency to generate new concepts, recognize ideas or alternatives to the

traditional way of thinking and other possibilities that can help solve a problem, communicate
with others, or entertain people.
77.

Creativity is the unique use of a variety of ideas and techniques to make a directive

product.
78.

Creativity is the use of using your imagination or ideas to problem solve and to

communicate with others.
79.

Creativity is thinking outside the box to solve an art or design challenge; taking the old,

and making it new. If you have an idea, pitch it to me. Many of my project options are choice
based.
80.

Creativity is understanding what has been done, how it was done, then taking that leap-

of-faith and making art that is uniquely your own.
81.

Creativity is your imagination with no limits.

82.

Creativity is your self-exploration of your own abilities and challenges. Nothing is

perfect right away but through practicing, focus and communication each student can create a
visual work of art.
83.

Creativity it the way we think and respond to ideas or challenges.

84.

Creativity to me and my students should mean turning new and imaginative ideas into

reality. The ability and chance to perceive the world in new ways and to find hidden patterns, to
make a connection to the real world, and be capable to generate solutions. Creativity is a 2 part
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process: thinking...then producing. You may have an idea, but never act upon it, and you may be
imaginative but not creative.
85.

Developing an idea through art making to create something unique.

86.

Discovery consists of seeing what everybody has seen, and thinking what nobody has

thought. -Albert Szent-Gyorgi
87.

Effective and efficient Problem solving

88.

Encouraging students to find inspiration in things around them and previous experiences

(both with art and in their personal lives) while using ingenuity to show how those
things/experiences affect them artistically.
89.

Experimenting and solving problems in a different way than they have solved before.

90.

Exploring various possibilities that includes personal elements and problem solving of a

specific task.
91.

Expressing their thoughts & perceptions using a variety of mediums.

92.

Expression of one's feelings; adding a personal twist; going beyond the norm.

93.

Flexible thinking and problem solving, being open to all possibilities, being in the

moment to "catch" a new way of thinking or solution....
94.

Fluency, Flexibility, Elaboration, Originality

95.

For elementary students defining creativity is done as they work. Pointing out and

describing how their work is creative is a good beginning for them to understand what having
and using creativity means.
96.

For my young students, I explain that being creative means making art work that can only

be made by "you". It doesn't look exactly like my example or like your neighbors' art. It has
special touches that came from your own imagination.

97.
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For seventh graders, I begin with a dictionary definition of creativity as I bring them to a

greater understanding of personal creative abilities and strategies that push their own products
and solutions. I try to help them experience creativity in a more pervasive manner however, as I
believe creativity is an innovative response that merges intellectual, sensory and sometimes
(especially in the arts) emotive aptitudes and approaches.
98.

Given a challenge that is defined in their own unique way.

99.

Given the guidelines, techniques, skills, being taught...whatever they bring to the project

outside of those things that makes their artwork their own and different and unique from others
100.

Having and utilizing the opportunity to create something new and unique.

101.

How I define creativity for my students is different for each and every individual student.

I believe that creativity is making that personal connection with someone or something. To be
able to communicate that connection or identification in a visual matter can be a challenge. It is
taking the knowledge you have learned, putting what you feel and understand into the creation of
a visual story, words, noise/sound, movement, and any other means for others to see is so
important. Having my students make personal connections, having understanding, and having the
tools to be able to create a work of art using what they know and feel to me is being creative.
102.

How they will think outside the box and beyond the skills I teach them.

103.

How to individually express your ideas within a framework of an assignment

104.

I allow my students to be creative within the parameters of a project.

105.

I am constantly seeing creativity spurring from my art room. There are students working

together, brainstorming ideas off one another. I don’t believe one student can be creative as they
get their ideas from someone else. Creativity comes from being imaginative- taking something
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you have thought or seen before and creating something from it. Creating something innovative
and rare. And not being afraid to make mistakes or take chances.
106.

I ask students to make their work unique and different from others

107.

I can use my imagination to make this project an original. This means that I put my own

personal flare into the work. I used neat ideas that I saw around me and adapted them to make
them my own.
108.

I define creativity as a multi-step process: coming up with multiple solutions to a problem

(presented by their assignments) and then applying what they know (whether it be skill or mode
of thinking) to define, choose and employ the best choice for their artwork.
109.

I define creativity as an individual’s ability to be faced with a challenge; visual, technical,

personal or cross-curricular, and developing a solution to the problem that best utilizes their
abilities in art as well as making their own personal, independent connections.
110.

I define creativity as an original act of solving a problem based on art technique, personal

interpretation and experiences. I also want to note that the previous question using the 1-6 were
not working properly for me. I couldn't change the order.
111.

I define creativity as being innovative. A student should strive for uniqueness but that

doesn't mean an idea is truly unique. Overall, they should not just regurgitate already existing
concepts or ideas.
112.

I define creativity as developing a unique answer to a visual problem, expressing self or

ideas in an innovative way, transforming something ordinary into something extraordinary, etc.
113.

I define creativity as expressing ideas and using meaningful subject matter in their

artwork.

114.
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I define creativity as having four parts: fluency, flexibility, originality and elaboration. I

define each of these for the students and we discuss how this is useful for coming up with
solutions to visual art problems. We also talk about these terms when they have chosen an idea
and need to push their idea more (elaboration).
115.

I define creativity as something new and different for each student. I look more for the

excitement and innovation each student had while creating a work of art and help them see how
special that moment is.
116.

I define creativity as the ability to look at a problem and come up with an independent

solution.
117.

I define creativity as the ability to solve a visual problem through the use of learned art

skills.
118.

I define creativity as the effort involved in thinking and making a personally meaningful

image that also includes some transformative ability.
119.

I define creativity as thinking of ways to express or problem solve in a way that is unique.

120.

I define creativity for my students as an innate human ability that all can tap into, whether

it's for solving a particular problem or for their own enjoyment.
121.

I define creativity for my students as being a person who; observes the world around

them, develops interests in many topics/subjects, tries to solve problems in a unique way, tries to
make artwork in expressive and original ways, strives to be willing to try new things, and
understands that the arts includes music/dance/writing/ and basically all components of life.
122.

I define creativity for my students as the ability for them to come up with their own ideas,

create unique work related to them and being original. Plus, the ability to explain their process
and express themselves verbally and visually.

123.
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I define creativity in part by what it is not: creativity is not a "cookie-cutter" copy of an

art example, it is not an exact reproduction of a favorite character, logo or existing work of art. I
acknowledge that artists copy techniques to improve their abilities and that it is an important part
of skill development, but that creativity is represented by artists finding their own visual voice. I
draw comparisons between artistic development to other disciplines, such as sports or even
scientific discovering, where lots of practice and experimenting is required to make big
advances. There are set-backs along the way and that's a natural part of the process.
124.

I define creativity to my students by making other people think about the art they are

creating, to make the viewers ask questions.
125.

I define creativity to students as opening your imagination and creating something that no

one else has ever done before. I want my students to open up in my class.
126.

I define it as the ability to generate original ideas that are not copies of anyone else's

ideas.
127.

I define it as thinking about an issue or a problem and trying to solve it in new ways. I

teach that students need to have some view of the past in order to be truly creative or else they
may just repeat something that has been done but without knowing it. I also talk about how
creativity can and should be transferable to other subjects.
128.

I define it by talking about each student's artistic interpretation.

129.

I define it through connections made with individual students and as a way to expand

their own possibilities and that of their work.
130.

I do not define creativity for my students. I facilitate them in a studio environment that

assumes they are engaged in art making activity. They are able to think and work non-linearly

131.
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I do not define creativity for them. My students have their own idea what it is and what it

means. They write about it, and we discuss it. We also revisit it throughout the year.
132.

I do not define creativity instead I model students who are very creative and share their

solutions to the class.
133.

I do not. I open the dialogue that creativity can be a clever idea to true innovation that

creates something new. Creative is the eye of the beholder.
134.

I don't define it they do-I give them parameters to work in, such as a particular media, or

subject and let them define the solution.
135.

I don't really often define creativity for them. It is a new way of seeing things. It is

developing something unique and original.
136.

I don't!!!!

137.

I don't. I feel that it is too difficult to put into certain parameters.

138.

I expect my students to problem solve, be innovative, work collaboratively, make

personal connections, and strive for uniqueness.
139.

I explain that creativity are the "extra" ingredients that are the unknown that the cook puts

into a known recipe. I explain that there a set ways of arriving at a completed task, however
many possibilities - endless possibilities in some cases of completing a task, as long as they are
willing to work.
140.

I feel my students have exceeded the criteria for a project when they take the guidelines

provided for a project and the materials available to them and create a work of art that is eye
catching and utilizes good craftsmanship.
141.

I have not specifically defined creativity for my students (Kdgn. -5th grade) I live out &

demonstrate creative behavior as we go through the decision making processes of making art.

142.
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I look for creative problem solving in relation to the assignment given and the inclusion

of creative details that does not mimic the example
143.

I prefer to encourage my students to produce quality over quantity. Revamping old

lessons and incorporating different state standards, allowing multiple media choices, and
personalizing lessons to solve problems.
144.

I teach students the following definition taken from Creativity At Work:

http://www.creativityatwork.com/2014/02/17/what-is-creativity/

Creativity is the act of turning

new and imaginative ideas into reality. Creativity is characterized by the ability to perceive the
world in new ways, to find hidden patterns, to make connections between seemingly unrelated
phenomena, and to generate solutions.
145.

I teach young children. I define creativity as "Thinking Outside of the Box". Showing an

idea in a different way so that it has meaning for them.
146.

I usually don't give a definition for creativity. It usually becomes a point of discussion

during class critiques.
147.

I will have to be brief, sorry- As a personal choice in subject and approach to problem

solving
148.

individual response to problem solving - personal meaning-making

149.

Innovative thinking, new ideas, new uses for materials and techniques, new ways of

doing anything.
150.

innovative, original, individual expression in their work

151.

It is hard to be specific for this definition because it changes from student to student.

Creativity is imagination; visually engaging. The ability to take an idea or concept and transform
it into a visual design.

152.
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It is hard to define because each student is so unique. The only way that creativity may be

defined for students is if as a teacher, you know your students well; have a relationship with
them so you know how to tap into their creativity and help them develop it.
153.

Learning to do the same thing more than one way, or seeking original solutions to an

artistic problem.
154.

Looking for unique solutions to problems, brainstorming and thinking outside of the box.

Developing their own set of ideas instead of copying the examples and other peoples' ideas.
155.

Making connections among ideas and materials, media to produce innovative solutions,

work
156.

Making or developing things in a different or unique way. Allowing your imagination to

lead you in a new direction or way of thinking when making original art.
157.

Many times I ask the students to reach into their world and try to describe it using art. I

teach techniques in drawing, pottery and jewelry making as a base and expect/hope that they
draw on these learned skills to help them produce art about themselves that also visually
attractive.
158.

moderate to middle high

159.

My definition is unique for each student, as I suggest that creativity is displayed by the

uniqueness of how they overcome an obstacle/challenge/problem-- the willingness to preform
beyond a student’s comfort zone - and taking risk.
160.

My students have a hard time with creativity. They want to find everything on their

computers. Sometimes I feel that the computers are a hindrance and I make them put them
away. It is hard to get them to think outside the box.
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161.

My students learn creativity is expressing yourself in a way that tells the world about

your ideas, feelings, and values.
162.

new solutions to old problems self knowledge and expression thereof trusting your own

ideas to be valid and good
163.

New unique ideas that are at least 70% their own creation. Creating & designing

something that has never been done before, at least to their knowledge.
164.

Novel problems and solutions, with personal significance, discovered over time.

165.

On own

166.

original self-expression

167.

Personal viewpoint based on your unique experiences in life and your unique skill sets.

168.

Problem solving and critical thinking skills that can be applied to every visual and mental

challenge. Creativity is a way of thinking and a way of living!
169.

Problem solving.

170.

Problematic solutions through the use of visuals as much as possible without the use of

the written word. Let the public interpret what the artist is doing.
171.

Pushing each student beyond their individual expectations to try something, be it an idea,

technique or method, new.
172.

putting things together nan artwork that is both unusual and meaningful to the student

173.

reflective and in your problem solving studio process

174.

Robert Henri offers beautiful words

175.

Seeing and looking for all the possibilities within your imagination, and the materials you

have to work with; and how it then all comes together.
176.

self expression using tools and skills available

177.
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Solving visual problems in a way that is unique to the individual. Looking for ways to

communicate more than just visual imagery, but rather a dialogue or thought provocation when a
viewer experiences their artwork.
178.

Something new- brand new or a twist on something old. New wants of thinking and

doing things
179.

Something that comes from 'inside' each student, as in from emotions or any feeling they

get.
180.

Something that is personal and unique to every student. True art is something that has

never been done before.
181.

Stepping outside the box - doing something unique

182.

Students will learn through their own creativity and ability to produce finished art.

183.

The ability to address visual problems through a wide variety of artistic techniques,

concepts, media, and ideas.
184.

The ability to analyze and synthesize information to solve a visual problem in a way that

expresses a unique and individual visual solution.
185.

The ability to break rules, take risks, move beyond the ordinary and expected to create

new relationships that speak our current and constantly changing culture.
186.

The ability to develop their own ideas as it relates to the materials or topics we are

addressing
187.

The ability to draw upon past experiences to analyze a situation in an effort to generate an

increasing amount of divergent outcomes.
188.

The ability to express ideas through images and or Elements and Principles. The ability

react, express, reflect to both inner and outer inspiration.
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189.

The ability to express original thought in an art form.

190.

The ability to identify a problem that they themselves feel is significant, identify multiple

possible solutions, adjust the ultimate solution choice to account for problems that occur along
the way, persist in the detail required to finish a solution, assess the success of each step taken
along the way and reflect on where they started and ultimately ended up with their solution.
191.

The ability to problem solve, brainstorm multiple ideas, be innovative and pushing the

boundaries. Possibly looking at an existing piece of art, situation, or problem and finding a new
variation of it in their "own words/visual".
192.

The ability to see many solutions to an art problem (other areas as well), some solutions

will work better than others. It's through trial and error we learn.
193.

The ability to see solutions through individual detection of personal strategies. There is

never just one solution.
194.

The ability to seek new patterns, make connections between content areas; to facilitate

connecting the "dots."
195.

the ability to solve complex problems in nontraditional ways that has not been done by

someone else
196.

The ability to solve problems while coming up with something unique, different.

197.

The ability to take in information and understand its fundamental structure (pieces) and

build from it new products in life. Creativity is more than imagination.
198.

The ability to think and problem solve above the basic expectations of an assignment.

199.

The ability to think beyond the obvious.

200.

The ability to think beyond the ordinary, to generate many different ideas, to apply

previous knowledge to current problems, and to explore the inner self outwardly.

201.
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The ability to use resources, skills, materials and methods to develop innovative visual

solutions, which have meaning/purpose within a particular context.
202.

The ability to use what you think and believe and apply your thoughts and beliefs to

make something that suits your needs or the needs of another.
203.

The act of discovering some within and expressing it without.

204.

the application of innovation

205.

The convergence of their history, skill set. passion and ability

206.

The desire to explore thoughts, ideas and media...to take chances, experiment, and make

discoveries.
207.

The exploration of new subjects, media, compositions. We often examine artists to see

what they created and try using the same media.
208.

The learned ability to think about a situation or problem in a unique or interesting

fashion.
209.

The process by which they can look with in and utilize all knowledge and experiences

gained in the 12-13 years on the earth.
210.

The process of generating, developing and bringing ideas into existence in an artistic

form to share with others.
211.

the process of having lots of different ideas and then differentiating between the ideas to

find the best, most effective solution to the problem
212.

the process of taking an idea and making something new that is thought stimulating

213.

The synthesis of current understandings and knowledge leading to personally unique or

original visual imagery. The ability to solve visual problems in a manner that is personal, unique
and visually interesting.
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214.

Their imaginations - if an idea pops into your head do it!

215.

Thinking for your self

216.

Thinking outside the box and exploring to create unique and original artworks

217.

Thinking outside the box and producing individually, unique results.

218.

Thinking outside the box, learning from failing, seeing things (whether visual or

problems) from a new or different angle, collaborative input
219.

Thinking outside the box.... being able to come up with a solution to a problem without

having to be shown the way. Making your own twist to a project.
220.

This is a question I ask all of my students, I define it differently for everyone. I tell them

that creativity is simply creation and creation (of something) is being creative
221.

To create is to bring something into existence. I tell my students that their ideas are

locked inside their selves and to create is to allow that idea to come out to be share with others.
222.

To do your best thinking with what you have to create something new and exciting.

223.

To try and explore new techniques and media.

224.

Turning new and imaginative ideas into reality. You think first and produce second.

225.

Unique ideas to a certain set of perimeters.

226.

Unique solutions to problems, unusual use of materials,

227.

Using all brain modalities to come with Valois solutions to a problem

228.

Using different approaches to problem-solving and developing a growth mindset.

229.

using ones imagination and problem skills to create an original piece through artistic

medium
230.

Using their imagination to address a problem

231.

Using their imagination to develop a brand new idea.
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232.

Using their own ideas to express their creativity through art mediums and art projects

233.

Using their own imagination and to think for themselves.

234.

Using visual learning and problem solving to make connections with art and life.

235.

using your imagination and personal thoughts to produce an art piece along with

following some basic requirements/ guidelines for each project
236.

Using your imagination to develop or generate multiple original solutions to a problem

(or the criteria presented).
237.

Vast and pure

238.

We define creativity together in a number of ways - some students might have one idea

that is entirely unique, others may be fluent, and can quickly come up with a number of ideas,
others are flexible, and can adjust to a new challenge successfully - all of these are important
239.

We look up and define

240.

We talk about "creativity" being the act of turning new and imaginative ideas into reality

and relate that to our visual arts projects.
241.

When a kindergarten student is experimenting with mediums they have not used and they

are developing their skills with that medium and they are trying new processes, they may create
something that humans have seen before, but they may be creating something that is new for
them and it is new to them. Their ideas are innovative and a new expression. This is of value.
242.

When your discipline is one of the only electives available, one ends up with a classroom

full of unruly jocks. Those who really elected to be in class, are subjected to grand degrees of
delays in their "creative" attention and instruction.
243.

Your personal expressions, ideas, inventions, etc. How can you be more original

than the next student?

APPENDIX C
OPEN ENDED RESPONSES: QUESTION 2
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Question 2: How do you teach your students to be creative?
1.

*Having students generate multiple solutions to specific criteria *"Random word"

generator *Showing unique artist examples
2.

3-5 pre drawings for a project this way they do not pick the first idea that comes to mind.

Word association games that help students think outside the box.
3.

Allowing opportunities to make independent art, as often as they wish. Students select

supplies to encourage problem solving and development of skills.
4.

Allowing them to experiment with different techniques and materials.

5.

Allowing them to feel and express the light and dark inside of them

6.

always challenging them to do better

7.

Apply the required context taught, but go above and beyond by making it your own. Just

because I might show an example does not mean all projects must look exactly the same. I want
the opposite of that- I want uniqueness!
8.

As my students and I go through the art project, I encourage them to make their visual

decisions based on their past experiences, things they see in their neighborhood and what they
feel. This way, their projects are more relevant to them.
9.

Ask questions, challenge them.

10.

Asking questions that lead to thinking outside the box or how to solve a challenge,

brainstorming ideas...allow them to take risks.
11.

Be an example of how to approach something creative. Show them how to take risks and

have an open mind to new perspectives or something different from their own. Be inspired and
learn from the world.
12.

Being an example and showing appropriate examples.
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13.

Being creative is something that they all have in them. It's not a skill, it is a process.

They must continually work and refine the process for themselves. We have sketchbooks and
they develop ideas. They may end up somewhere completely different from where they begin.
They develop something that is NEW for themselves....not mankind. They develop their ideas
and they talk and bounce ideas off one another. They collaborate and learn from each other.
They also reflect on their work and they think about it and talk about it. Reflection is big
because after learning a technique and process....they then have so much experience that they are
fired up to try and retry and continue experimenting and succeeding. They should never fear
mistakes or accidents. Those are only opportunities. We value that.
14.

Being open when it comes to projects. This gives them freedom, letting them take reign

over their artwork. Giving them expectations but ultimately letting them work to create new
ideas. Allowing students to work alongside another student lets them brainstorm new ideas.
Stopping midway through a project to have a short critique allows students to spur new ideas or
to interpret art in different ways allows students to be creative. I always try to show lots of
different art work from modern and classic artists to allow students to see a variety of work and
medium. Sorry about all my run on sentences. :)
15.

Brainstorming ideas for topics through personal experiences, interests, and peer

discussion. Generating multiple solutions to a concept or idea. Encouraging them to find their
options, thoughts and feelings about a topic.
16.

Brainstorming possibilities, showing examples and asking question to get them to think

outside the box. We always draw 2-3 ideas and build on the best idea before starting on the final
work.
17.

Brainstorming, looking at a variety of artwork both historical, modern, and recent.
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18.

Brainstorming, looking at many art or artists’ works

19.

Build creativity with doodle pages and assignments with more than one possible way to

complete. Allowing for use of various media.
20.

By allowing choice of subject matter, by introducing them to a variety of artists using a

variety of styles, by asking thought provoking questions
21.

By allowing for classroom time for planning, brainstorming, thumbnails, visual imagery

resources, necessary research--creating the 'funnel' of ideas.
22.

By allowing them to solve the problem that is before them through guided questions and

earlier instruction/knowledge on the elements and principles of design
23.

By allowing them to take each project in their own direction, as long as they can justify

their choices. They learn to create projects that are truly their own from start to finish, I am a
guide as they work through the problems that arise. I use a mix of TAB and discipline based art
education.
24.

By asking a lot of questions. By asking students to show me various possible solutions,

by pushing them to go deeper, and deeper yet into a problem. By asking them why, what is the
context, what is the impact and for who? Have you seen this solution before? Why this subject
matter? What do others think about your work? What are you learning? If you know what you're
after, you'll be able to figure out how to get there. Giving you answers does not help you learn.
25.

By assigning open ended problems that can be solved by an individual in convention or

non-conventional ways. By sharing the creative process I experience as a working artist with
them (struggles of ideation, brainstorming ideas into developed visual concepts.)
26.

By challenging them to do something greater. Give them ideas that they can use and

combine with other ideas that they have. Creativity is fostered when challenged.
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27.

By example

28.

By example and exposure to a wide variety of media and techniques.

29.

By first teaching them the art elements and principles that will give them a foundation to

build on. Allowing students to individually express themselves through art materials, and also
solving visual art problems with the art knowledge they have obtained.
30.

By giving them a problem to solve. Showing them how other artists have solved this

problem.
31.

By leaving most of the decisions open for the students to make while calling their

attention to the decisions as they make them and celebrating difference within assigned work.
32.

By making it relevant and personal to them as much as possible.

33.

By offering many gate ways into self expression. I also create situations to be critical

observers to all they create and observe in their daily lives. Present many opportunities for
finding their voices.
34.

By providing a safe place for experimenting with new ideas and new materials.

35.

By providing the materials, means, and ideas to introduce a problem that requires

thinking as much as seeing.
36.

By sharing and exploring many students', teachers', and professionals' work. By

attending shows and reviews of student work.
37.

By supporting their decisions and techniques to solve problems, and encouraging students

to carry out their ideas. I also give examples of how to complete tasks that they may like, to help
them find their own way.
38.

By teaching how to use the materials and tools in different ways, allow them to problem

solve and planting the seed of possibility.
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39.

By teaching thinking skills, as well as awareness of academic tenacity.

40.

Collaboration, brainstorming, and past experience

41.

Create a positive community of artist in your classroom. Once students feel safe with

their peers and teacher, they start to feel safe within themselves, and therefore creativity comes
naturally after that. As a teacher, you also have to model creativity in your art and life. Creativity
sometimes takes risks. It's not so scary when everyone around you supports you and are joining
you in the risk taking
42.

Creating open ended project that allow that students to foster their creativity.

43.

Creative Process: Organize Ideas Plan How to Carry Them Out Arrange The Parts

Apply Elements/Principles of Design Exhibit/Share/Reflect
44.

Creativity is very challenging for my students, especially my older students. I teach my

students to be creative many ways (some are hard to explain in just one paragraph) these are just
some of the activities I have tried: Brainstorming strategies, daily doodling, creative play,
droodles, thinking outside the box, art challenges, researching topics, reflecting and writing
about their work and process, focusing on their personal artistic process (not always the product),
sketching, valuing mistakes, creating lessons that are personally relevant to my students and that
will inspire them to create unique, original art.
45.

Critiques, built in failure, thinking skills development

46.

Dare to be different in your work while using the same materials and instruction as the

others.
47.

Decision making... choice

48.

Demonstrating my own and others problem solving skills and talking through it

49.
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Encourage expansive thinking (cross-curricular) while inculcating self-discipline. Motor

mouth about what is to be done and by when, show and tell; demonstrations; questions; go and
do it; critique/discuss; go do it some more. In the meantime, look around: talk things over. Any
questions, ask the old gal.
50.

Encourage my students to be risk takers, and to not be afraid of not getting it the first

time. Encourage my students to be different!
51.

Encourage them to come up with their own solutions, to come up with multiple ideas and

choose their favorite, to incorporate their interests and issues that are important to them, etc. It is
very challenging nowadays to get children to think creatively and on their own rather than rely
on others to come up with a project solution.
52.

Encouragement to find more than one way to create something

53.

Encouraging risk taking and drawing upon background knowledge and knowledge that

might be important for the future.
54.

encouraging their ideas, giving them basic info/confidence then letting them take it from

there
55.

Every solution has to start with their previous knowledge, and collaboration with others

to find out if their message is being conveyed in the way they intend it to. If not, then revision.
Creativity is a two way street, we must be creative in our answers but still allow others access to
how we came to those answers.
56.

Explore as many options, tools, resources, and ways to create passion for what you do as

possible.
57.

Expose them to a plethora of art, skills and ideas.

58.
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Exposure to a wide range of art works. Discussion about communicating a message or

feeling, experimentation with materials and problem solving.
59.

First I focus strongly on techniques. I make sure they have access to and know how to

use tools and materials. I create an atmosphere in the classroom where each student is valued,
diversity is valued and everyone should feel safe to go out on a limb to experiment and express
themselves.
60.

For students to demonstrate their process, I include reflective questions in the final artist

statement and student self-assessment. I also show them examples of other artists in the past and
present that demonstrate creativity when given restrictions or limitations and as a class we come
up with what may have been the artists' creativity process.
61.

Generate multiple ideas before choosing final design

62.

Give them an art problem teaching specific skills, techniques, +/or concepts and ask them

to expand on the basics guideline of the lesson.
63.

Give them as much visual arts knowledge through whatever means and letting them

experiment with their ideas and expanding their desires.
64.

Give them lots of mental freedom on open ended- assignments, employ design steps as

also used in technology/engineering class as well as science, teach abstract art
65.

Grade level projects are scaffolded from teacher driven problems to student driven

problems. By 8th grade, students are choosing their own projects and developing the
solutions/expectations based on what they want
66.

I actually attempt to introduce creativity formally. First, we define and simulate the

creative process--preparation, incubation, insight and validation. Then, we define and experience
creative strategies--fluency, flexibility, elaboration and originality--in problem based, open-
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ended production activities. Then, with each subsequent assignment, applicable reflection (metaaesthetics for lack of a better word) occurs for chosen media techniques, process, composition,
etc. I do appreciate and include collaboration in thinking and production experiences, but not in
the products themselves. I do not assess creativity, as I do not feel qualified to do so. But, I lead
them to experiences and to an understanding of creativity as a skill that can be embedded within
all aspects of an individual's life.

I should also note that within limited amounts of time,

awareness is my only goal (118 minutes weekly average / program is 45, every-other-day periods
of approximately 40 minutes in length). Thanks for your efforts in this important work.
67.

I allow my students choice within specific parameters of an assignment. I base my

curriculum on the elements and principles of art and design. I allow students to make their own
choices within the framework of these elements. And principles and I encourage students to
judge and evaluate their own process. Many times, I will withhold praise and criticism in order
for students to make their own judgements about their work. I find their creativity is greater
when they are motivated by choices and their own affirmation.
68.

I allow students to source a wide variety of media from video games to chemistry as

inspiration for their work. I also avoid using completed teacher samples, rather I demonstrate
each step of the art making process, allowing them to choose their own creative direction with
each step.
69.

I allow them to choose their own subject matter for projects and sometimes their own

media. I have them use their sketchbooks as a visual journal.
70.

I always offer options and choices within any assignment. I encourage personal

connections and relevance. I tie in visual literacy and cross curricular learning as often as
possible.

71.
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I am a firm believer in self-discovery. I like kids to experiment first and then give them

ideas on how to improve their work relating to higher level thinking skills.
72.

I am very traditional and "old school." I am also very picky about quality of work

produced. I am also quite a snob about material used - I insist on using quality papers, paints,
and brushes [and insist on proper care of brushes.] I have a very specific curriculum, but much
of our work is put into competition >>> local, regional, and national.
73.

I ask my students to try to come up with new solutions to very open ended art projects.by

creating art projects that have multiple possibilities with in the project the students of Daft
74.

I ask them to consider every creative answer they think of and then reconsider, prioritize,

and apply the best of their solutions to the problem at hand.
75.

I base my projects on periods in art history, the work of other cultures, and/or the work of

a specific artist. I give them guidelines and materials then expect them to use a creative way to
reach the final product. They evaluate their work on 10 criteria and I also evaluate their work on
the same criteria to reach their grade. I then reward the students that go above and beyond
(creatively) with a star project that gains that work entry into the end of year art show.
76.

I begin my lessons with group discussion. I ask the class as a whole what they are

interested in? What did you want to create? What do you like? What do you want or expect out
of this class. From this discussion, I link their interests with art history and try to find a
connection between what they are wanting and what others have done. I decide on the history,
the study guide, the test but I let them choose the direction, the medium, the concept and the
topics as a class.
77.

I believe creativity is about taking risks and that some people are more risk-adverse than

others. As a result, creativity varies greatly from one individual to another. Also, societal beliefs
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about what constitutes "good art" (often defined as representational or realistic art) has a negative
impact on creative risk-taking. I encourage students to borrow ideas from their visual library but
push them to alter, improve, twist, invent and rework those images to reflect their own beliefs
and values using their artistic voice. I provide encouragement by sharing & celebrating students'
examples of creative risk-taking and consistently reminding students that there is no one "right"
way to make art. I lead by example by taking risks in my own demonstrations to show that
creative exploration (I call it "tinkering") is a life-long process. I also model a positive
atmosphere by providing much verbal encouragement, and I try to keep the environment relaxed
by using humor and music. Good luck with your research!
78.

I believe that creativity comes from within and that students find that source of creativity

without any specific teaching of the concept of creativity.
79.

I believe that I teach my students to be creative by arming them with the tools and

processes/techniques to create a wide range of different projects and also by teaching them about
all aspects of art, its history, and creation.
80.

I create artistic problems for them to solve that have some guided structure that is

common to all students, but that is not rigid or all encompassing. Students are given guidance
and feedback from myself as well as other students as they work on their project. Originality and
being innovated are encouraged, while I try to steer students away from creating the same cookie
cutter artwork. I provide learning opportunities on new and different ways of creating, and if I
don't know a way to accomplish something, we search together for a way. One of my favorite
things to say to students is a quote by Scott Adams "Creativity is allowing yourself to make
mistakes. Art is knowing which ones to keep."
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81.

I don't believe you can teach someone to be creative. Creativity is in all of us. I think

students need opportunities to explore and encouragement to their open minds. There are so
many different vehicles for expression, that it takes time to discover a voice be it in visual arts,
music, dance, drama, or even literature.
82.

I don't feel that I do a very good job of this. I am always reading articles and other

sources to find ways to help them. I really struggle with getting them to be original.
83.

I don't show what I can do because invariably, the k-3 will copy it. I show many

examples so it will be difficult to copy. I compliment during the process and highlight what I
would consider original.
84.

I don't teach students how to be creative. They are born with that capacity. I facilitate art

making activities that allow students to invest in the learning process through personal choice.
85.

I don't. I give opportunities that give students a basic scaffold to build from (allowing

those who "can't draw", or can’t come up with an idea) opportunities to succeeds, meanwhile
allowing those who come up with a new, clever or different approach to pursue it.
86.

I encourage "no such thing as mistakes" and urge them to keep going no matter what

87.

I encourage creativity and welcome students to try new things, or present them with new

methods to do so.
88.

I encourage my students to draw ideas and means of expression from their personalities,

culture, and interests to convey their individuality and style.
89.

I encourage my students to look at our lessons as guidelines, not absolutes. I am trying to

teach them skills and concepts that they can use to further their own creativity.
90.

I encourage my students to try new media, methods, processes to express themselves

within the parameters of the concepts taught.
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91.

I encourage my students to use their imagination to create their art work.

92.

I encourage students to bring their uniqueness and individuality to each assignment I tell

them that the end result of art isn't always pretty
93.

I encourage students to explore their own ideas. I encourage them to look at lots of art

and the work of lots of artists to help them identify and develop their own thoughts and ideas.
94.

I encourage students to find an idea and "run with it". I have students draw/work out

more than 2 solutions to each project, because the first idea isn't always their best idea. Students
can brainstorm, consult each other for ideas. Some find it helpful to vocalize their ideas and gain
insight when discussing ideas with other students.
95.

I encourage them to always ask questions, to look at the world around them from

different perspectives and to make connections between seemingly unrelated things....to "think
outside the box" so to speak!!
96.

I encourage them to connect with their feelings/emotions/thoughts/opinions, and to have

the courage to put themselves out there and to put what they're willing to share, into their art.
97.

I encourage them to do what they feel is art. I constantly remind them that it needs to be

their idea, not their neighbors.
98.

I encourage them to pursue topics that are of interest to them and to find different ways to

solve the task/project in hand. Often students are asked to set their own goals for a project and
then their task is to find a solution to that project. For example, we make our own sketchbooks
using canvas for the cover. Students have paint and canvas as their material. They must set two
goals for what they want to accomplish on their cover and then work to meet those goals.
99.
project

I encourage them to try new mediums and incorporate their individual ideas into the
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100.

I encourage them to work through visual, social, and relevant issues in a way that is

innovative, unique, and collaborative.
101.

I encourage uniqueness in solutions to the visual problems presented to them, there is

very little "copy the teacher" teaching and learning beyond technical learning. I give
opportunity for personal voice and approaches to solving the visual problems to the student in as
many of our activities as possible.
102.

I express that each project should look different and the students should add "extras" to

make their project different from everybody else’s.
103.

I facilitate their thoughts and ideas. Creativity exercises are often useful.

104.

I give examples of different artwork so they make their own artistic choices.

105.

I give lots of examples and suggestions but leave assignments open ended so that they

can choose what to make and put in their art.
106.

I give my students the opportunity to take each and every project that is done and make it

their own. Let creativity flow and give them the time and space to complete their work.
Students know that the art room is a safe place that students can express themselves.
107.

I give students suggestions or ideas to try. I encourage them to try new things and to

explore the materials and processes each one has.
108.

I give them a lot of freedom to experiment.

109.

I give them freedom within a set goal to solve an art problem. They have the freedom to

make mistakes and Figure out other solutions.
110.

I give them many choices about how to proceed with their work. I provide them with

many different visuals of professional artwork, and former student artwork to inspire them to
come up with their own solutions.

111.
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I give them opportunities to make decisions, to explore, collaborate, move, problem solve

and reflect in the art process.
112.

I guide them to generate multiple solutions to the same problem or challenge, to push

beyond the first or expected idea to get at something more interesting and hopefully more
meaningful.
113.

I have a fantastic bond and related understanding with those who are interested and

creative expression. I would like to finish this, but something has come up which needs my
attention...Good Luck.
114.

I have artistic challenges and problems that the students need to discover their own way

of doing. They have choices within each project and come up with personally meaningful ways
of approaching their project.
115.

I have my students draw designs and examples and sometimes have them draw

conclusions by looking at examples of other student and professional art for inspiration and then
adding onto this.
116.

I have student complete creativity quizzes every other week that require them to use

various shapes to create objects, I encourage quantity. I also have sketches every week that allow
students to be creative and I encourage creative thinking by allowing them to complete rubrics
for their projects, incorporating other subjects, and real life situations such as business websites.
Lastly, I try to supply them with the materials they will be using and the basic idea, and then
allow them to modify from there.
117.

I have them brainstorm and plan multiple possibilities for each project/problem. We

identify which solutions are "obvious," and eliminate those.

118.
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I have them start with the skills and techniques and art history because I think we can be

more creative when we can finally let go of that knowledge and see where we want to begin the
creative process again where other artists left off. It also needs to tie into other subject areas so
that it is transferable to other projects such as their engineering classes (I teach at a STEM
school)
119.

I help my students to be creative by introducing them to a variety of medium, teaching

them a variety of techniques and then posing a variety of problems that they must solve using set
parameters or requirements.
120.

I hope that through my instruction my students are learning and developing the skills that

will allow them to reach their full creative potential. My curriculum has a strong drawing
component that we continue to build on as they progress from kindergarten through 6th grade. I
want my students to feel confident in their ability to create a visual imagine in a variety of art
media.
121.

I introduce scenarios, and provide a number of prompts relating to their responses.

122.

I just remind them to think for themselves, be happy and I listen to them. I encourage

storytelling, ideas and outrageous thinking when brainstorming and I wear a lot of hats!
123.

I keep the objective aspects of lessons to a minimum and encourage, celebrate and expect

outcomes that are personal, unique and which give students a sense of joy or surprise when they
self-assess the results. I gently challenge forays into the world of the trite, easy solutions to
creative questions.
124.

I lead students through exercises that show them how to analyze the attributes (Elements

and Principles of Design) of a given situation and how to change those attributes in order to
develop various new solutions.

125.
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I like to leave a lot of open-ended possibilities...for example, if you had a 6x6 inch piece

of white paper what is all possible? I will usually show a few ideas to get them brainstorming. I
like to see them take a material and do the unexpected.
126.

I offer them a problem or set of guidelines within a unit that allows for individual

expression.
127.

I often require the use of more than one media in an assignment. I try to present

challenges that are intriguing (rather than frustrating) and offer students choices. I often require
a written reflection about their thought processes, and discoveries. I rarely if ever mention
grades, but instead, emphasize the importance of curiosity, effort and completion.
128.

I place academic values (points) on students' ability to create unique, one-of-a-kind

expressive artwork within the parameters of the assignment or concept being taught.
129.

I pose guided questions about the topic or media as well as the assignment, based on

individual ability and knowledge. I encourage them to continue thinking and exploring options
they are not familiar with.
130.

I present them with open ended project opportunities.

131.

I present to them creative assignments with a wide range of open ended answers.

132.

I propose challenges and they solve them using their own ideas. I teach for artistic

behaviors (TAB), which they discover along the way. The possibilities are endless facilitating
TAB.
133.

I provide a general plan of accomplishing the objective; explaining the process of getting

to the object is more important. I use brainstorming, pre-plan thumbnails and color studies
before making any finals in the senior high to allow the students to see their options and allow
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their ideas to come out. we do a some critiquing as a group and exploring the idea of borrowing
bits and pieces of other ideas to create your own
134.

I provide a lot of choice to the students. They learn about different media, subject matter,

and artists but have a high degree of choice in what they make for art production. We also do a
lot of prep work with brainstorming, thumbnails and sketching which allows them to reflect
during the creative process.
135.

I provide a rubric, but encourage students to think outside of the box. I provide

presentations/ history, and then background knowledge of how to-use various tools materials,
and demos. Then I provide the space and tools.
136.

I provide a wide range of experiences for my students where they can experiment with

materials while meeting a certain learning goal. As Sir Ken Robinson discusses in his book Out
of Our Minds, creativity is not just freedom and chaos. Creativity blossoms under ridged rules
and guidelines. :)
137.

I provide instruction with materials and skills, then allow students the freedom to design

within certain guidelines. They develop the necessary skills and learn the vocabulary, then they
are able to express themselves through a variety of choices with the materials provided.
138.

I provide some basic rules such as principles or elements to follow and allow them to fill

in the blank. I narrow the choices so they are not so over whelmed with choices.
139.

I provide students with a general and broad topic to start, we then research works of art

related to the topic and discuss likes and dislikes. Students then create their own works of art
with the general topic or "filter" given.
140.

I provide students with visual problems that require a solution.

141.
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I provide them open-ended assignments, with a variety of mediums to choose from, and

problem solving that extends beyond the regular classroom time.
142.

I show many contemporary artists examples in the same media and talk about the many

choices artists need to make when deciding how to create their art to make it their own.
143.

I show them what is possible through artwork as their previous experience was very

limited. I give them time to be creative in class so I can help them one on one. I try to provide as
many mediums as possible during the school year.
144.

I stress the process over the product and reward them for persistence in coming up with

innovative solutions to any perceived challenges.
145.

I structure most lessons to be open ended, scaffold the creative process and gradual

release of creative choices to (when I had Jr. High at one time) student designed creative
problems with access to multiple media and focus.
146.

I take my students through a series of brainstorming processes and questions

147.

I teach creativity by requiring them to create a variety of sketches before any assignment.

I present projects in a schedule where students have a day or days to think about the visual art
problem while generating various sketches and ideas.
148.

I teach creativity in many different ways. I teach and talk about the history of Art. Having

the kids understand the long history and connections our ancestors have been inspired and
influenced by is important. My students learn about different cultures and their histories as well.
I want them to understand that there is a big wide world with such rich history and stories to be
told. I teach my students about why art is created. We look at many different artists’ works,
different art techniques, materials, tools, and art forms. I give my students time to explore and
use many different materials and usually let them select form some projects what materials they
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would prefer to use. I like to keep many aspects of their art making and creative time flexible
(open-ended) for them to make discussions and explore.
149.

I teach creativity through an art process that includes brainstorming and then developing

those ideas with visual sketches, then refining them with practice and feedback. Creativity can
be spontaneous, but still needs to be developed and refined.
150.

I teach creativity to my students by giving them open-ended assignments that ask for

them to problem-solve, be unique, and imaginative while staying within a limit set of guidelines.
151.

I teach my students to be creative by allow them to experiment with different mediums

and ideas. As well as to trust in their inner voice and fallow it where ever it may lead them.
152.

I teach my students to be creative by giving them a starting point (as above) and posing

higher level questions to help them express their ideas. I do not tell them it is wrong or bad, but
that maybe they can put some more thought into it, take their time, and do their best work. Being
creative takes time but can be learned when individual ideas are encouraged and nurtured.
153.

I teach my students to be creative by practicing skills and subsequently allowing them to

make a lot of guided choices about how to demonstrate their mastery of any given skill.
154.

I teach my students to be creative by relating everything they do to what matters most to

them and the world they live in. Their art must be meaningful. In order to create meaningful art
the students must explore their ideas and give purpose and value to the art they make.
155.

I teach my students to be creative by talking about, modeling and encouraging them to

look past the surface level of everyday life and to notice the details - through reading, movies,
innovative technology and through turning off everything and just observing life as it unfolds
around them.

156.
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I teach my students to be creative through encouraging them solve their own problems by

thinking about what they know in other subjects that can be related to art.
157.

I teach my students to find things in their environment that inspire them and to use that

inspiration to create something new or different.
158.

I teach my students to take risks and experiment, to play with different

ideas/processes/techniques, to research topics of interest to gain additional information, and to
look at what has been created before in relation to their ideas so that they learn to innovate/create
new ideas.
159.

I teach students how to visually design their end product to meet personal or set

objectives. This involves knowledge of elements and principles, use of materials and best
working methods to produce desired results. If I have older students with developed talent in
materials and methods along with knowledge in design, I would propose problems that would
require them to utilize resources outside of the art class.
160.

I teach students to be creative by allowing them various opportunities for expression,

exploring various mediums and techniques, incorporating cross-curricular elements to enable
students to see the different ways they can be creative and innovative, practicing problem solving
skills, and creating opportunities where students can approach one problem in an innovative
way, and praising students for being creative.
161.

I teach students to be creative by coming up with many, many ideas as solutions to

problems. Students typically have lists as ideas and start to decide on an idea based on how much
they are drawn to the idea as well as how new the idea is to them. I challenge them to think about
the viewer and what they will think when they look at the final product. I challenge them to think
of something that they have not seen already somewhere in their life.

162.
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I teach students to be creative by designing learning activities that allow them to work

alone and with others to develop new from the study of the already known. I try to head their
interests and then provide them situations where they can explore their own interpretations of
their mentors' inspirations.
163.

I teach students to be creative by exploring themes in global art, through material

exploration and techniques, through using principles of design to organize the elements of art,
and through personal journaling in which the journal is 50% sketching and 50% writing.
164.

I teach the terms and then I show them a demonstration before they get started.

165.

I teach them to be free to make choices, to be unique and have fun. I try to allow them to

solve for their own goals, and take pride in that.
166.

I teach them to find an inspiration image, object, or idea, and then change it, adjust it and

brainstorm making sure it's at least 70% their own idea, creation, brainstorm. We do lots of
sketchbook drawings and sketches of practice, adjustment and working through a thought
process.
167.

I teach through modeling; providing multiple solutions to visual art and authentic/real-

world problems; and through the students' reflective process throughout the course of
investigating, designing, improving and completing their artwork.
168.

I tell my students to think outside the box! I ask questions like, "What if you do....?" and

see what happens.
169.

I tell them that creativity cannot be taught. It can be promoted with the right atmosphere.

A positive atmosphere is required. No one wants to take risks if they fear being ridiculed. Next is
time. Students need time to test materials and ideas. Students need time to create what they have
envisioned.
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170.

I think students need to be directly taught basic art techniques and skills. I then guide

them to move beyond the techniques adding their own content and ideas to the problem solving
process.
171.

I think you need to provide projects that allow for creativity, where students, no matter

whether in kindergarten or in the 5th grade, will be able to create more creative work by allowing
them the use of different media or to "grow" their work in a more critical way.
172.

I try and let them experiment with materials and processes. I also try and let them make

art about things that are important to them.
173.

I try to allow students the freedom to build on personal experiences while problem

solving
174.

I try to get them to think outside the box and stretch themselves instead of taking the easy

way out.
175.

I try to give students art assignments, after they have needed art skills to complete it,

where they have a choice of subject matter. I think of it as an open ended question. The more
choices they have, the more ownership they take in it and that's where creativity takes place.
176.

I try to have students do a planning/brainstorming session before the start of each project.

I also provide them with different examples and alternatives with which they can build on while
completing their assignment
177.

I try to keep the projects open ended and allow them to incorporate things that they enjoy

or are relevant to them.
178.

I try to plan projects that can have a lot of variations. When there is no set way the

project has to turn out, there is more room for the kids to make their own choices. Allowing
options in media and topic (within the assigned project) lets them choose where they are
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comfortable starting from. If a particularly creative student wants to make changes outside the
project's parameters, they are welcome to as long as it still meets the main learning objectives of
the original project.
179.

I try to teach children to be good problem solvers. I begin by talking about past and

current artists, showing their work, and asking them thought provoking questions. Then I
present the project, often leaving the end result open ended. I might give them a work sheet or
questions to answer, then I give them time to brainstorm and sketch. (Brainstorming might
happen as a group.) Most of the time, I want to students to be reflection in their decisions and I
want these decisions to be a personal response to what I've presented. I also want children to be
good "Observers" or I want them to be able to "SEE". Students will be asked to do observational
drawing, but still they will be given options within this drawing and hopefully they will "think
out of the box" and use the materials in an inventive way or come up with an unusual
composition.
180.

I try to teach them to think outside of the box and develop multiple ways to address an

assignment/problem.
181.

I urge them to try new things, a new media for example. Or, to build something with

recycled materials.
182.

I use a lot of examples of artists who were the first to do something and the influence

their ideas have had on art since. I allow student time to experiment with a variety of media.
183.

I use a variety of open ended projects, which allow for each students perception to be

different such as drawing a line on a paper and switching papers with another student. they must
then use the new line to create their own perception of what the line can be

184.
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I use an open ended workshop model with MS students where they create a project plan

based on a theme and create a unique piece of art in a material that they would like to increase
their skills in.
185.

I use open ended art projects, which have a problem to solve. The students are given

choices on how to solve the problem and with what tools they would like to solve it with.
Example: 3rd grade is designing a Fairy Land Map. They are learning map skills in the Social
Studies classroom. We are all working on a map but how they design their map is up to them.
The things that would be on the map is made up from their imagination. They chose what tools
and materials they would like to use to color their map, via, crayon, marker, paint, etc.
186.

I use the creative process in all situations - whether it be a project or an activity. I also

use collaborative and blended learning environments.
187.

I vary the set of parameters (e.g. Projects may be more defined by giving students a

theme, other times the content is open but the material or techniques are specified, other times a
set of criteria will be given.) They may not copy things like logos or existing characters or
images but can look at aids such as images of animals, landscapes or plastic Figures. Embedding
creative practice is also done- making several plans or sketches and selecting one to develop;
using personal experience as a source for original ideas (e.g. Select a place where something
important happened in your life for your landscape); providing practice and exploration with the
material or technique prior to the final project. Also setting an expectation that work will be
original helps develop the student mindset.
188.

I work to leave room for student interpretation and creation (of a work) to a creative

problem I have placed before them.

189.
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If there are many solutions to an art assignment-- we will have a brainstorming session

before sketching to think of all the ideas we can together.
190.

In Art there are usually many answers to a problem.

191.

Introduce wide range of media, styles and techniques.

192.

know as many possible ways to solve a problem and then combine the solutions to make

a new answer that solves the problem
193.

learning to notice or decide when they can feel the positive outcomes of working with an

idea and/or a material(s)
194.

Most of the time I ask students to solve an art problem - the limitations usually being

content and materials. When creating their work, students have the opportunity and are
encouraged to plan or sketch multiple ideas, leading to the best possible choice for the given unit.
I will usually model my own thinking and planning for students so they can observe how creative
people process art problems.
195.

My main way to teach creativity is to expose my students to a wide variety of traditional

and "non-traditional" art materials, art tools, showing them examples of artwork past and current,
teaching them how other artists create and think, and in general I let my students create/problem
solve/explore their own way to complete their artworks with a goal/set outcome in mind.
196.

My philosophy in teaching students to be creative has to be the drive to propel to move

forward, the interest in creation from within and a connection to your art. I really try to
communicate the need for the personal connection within a piece. Think outside of yourself!
197.

Open ended topics that I will not intemperate for them.

198.

Open mindedness and self reflection, peer evaluation
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199.

Play the what if game, look through books to see what looks interesting, present them

with lesson parameters and possible solutions
200.

Praise their ideas and solutions.

201.

provide some open-ended creating time tie lessons to classroom learning reflective

writing
202.

Push for new idea

203.

Same as above but also show them profession artist works, student examples of various

developmental stages. Giving them formative feedback in the process and allowing for revision.
204.

See it with your mind's eye, etc.

205.

Set up parameters to a problem and allow for individualized responses based on personal

reflection of experience and learning styles.
206.

Show students different techniques and applications of media from my examples and peer

examples of artwork
207.

Show them lots of unique examples of how others expressed themselves through the

creation of their art work. Then we talk about what they see and where they can look for
inspiration for themselves.
208.

Show them lots of work, give them some non-examples

209.

Sketching, brainstorming of personal interests, comparisons of modern art.

210.

Students are allowed to be creative in numerous fashions in and outside of my class.

211.

Students are given a problem to solve. Then they are given materials. They may ask for

different materials to add to what they have. They must include elements and principles of
design. They must create a sculpture or print, or clay Figure.

212.
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Students have certain goals to meet for each project, then they have the freedom to work

beyond those boundaries. I dish them ideas on ways to work their projects differently, but stay
within the goals.
213.

Students need to plan, experiment, practice making art, participate, fail and try again and

again.
214.

Teaching students to be create, I begin with ideas. We brainstorm different ideas then we

discuss options of executing together as an example of the production. Then students can
replicate that process in their own work
215.

Teaching the value of the idea, the importance of failure

216.

The idea that in art and in our minds anything is possible.

217.

They develop their own ideas through their interests and prompts: give them a problem to

solve and they have to find a way to solve it visually with the chosen (teacher or student)
materials.
218.

Think outside the box. Not settle for your first idea but develop it to something beyond. I

question them constantly about their ideas, asking essential questions about intent, concept and
methods.
219.

This depends on grade level. As students advance more individual choices occur from

the basic knowledge and skills that I provide for them.
220.

Through brainstorming, sketching, re-teaching, re-doing sketches etc.

221.

Through interesting art problems and assignments and using "creative tool" vocabulary

such as add, distort, transfer, hybridize, empathy, etc.
222.

Through many different avenues
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223.

Through practice of different skills. Allowing them to make new connections through

different projects that teach them various creative skills.
224.

Through quiet thought and providing a variety of examples of art work from the past and

current trends in the arts. They are encouraged first and foremost to challenge themselves and
not be afraid of making mistakes. The idea of making mistakes is encouraged in that with
mistakes one grows as a person and artist. The process of creating is by far more important than
the end result.
225.

Through the creative process of think, plan, do. Students gather resources, imagine,

discuss; look at other relevant work, brainstorm, draw thumbnail sketches; studio time, share,
revise, present
226.

Through Theme

227.

To look beyond the simplest answer, finding/drawing more than one idea to fulfill the

assignment
228.

TO observe other students and artist

229.

To teach creativity, I often start by teaching an art technique or about art movement to a

class. I then have the students partake in a discussion on a particular topic that they can
personally relate to and develop subjective opinions about. After techniques are taught and
opinions created about a topic I present a problem for students to develop a visual solution to.
By allowing students to take the information I have given them and rearrange the information
into a personal experience I believe I am teaching creativity.
230.

To use the tools and techniques presented, to the best of their ability to express and

convey an idea that meets the current context (since it is school). This can be done in any venue
or content area.
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231.

Trust yourself! Fear is the enemy of creation.

232.

Viewing things in new ways or a different perspective.

233.

We brainstorm in a small group, draw thumbnail sketches and choose the most successful

one. I give students choices with mediums and size to differentiate.
234.

We discuss ideas and choices within the parameters of the assignment. I encourage

personal involvement with (everyone) telling personal stories and I model and encourage
personal interest in many different subjects and how they relate to art.
235.

We do a lot of brainstorming ideas, planning and then using art methods and techniques

that students can build from to "create" their own meaning.
236.

We explore different types of art and artists through the use of the internet and art

magazines. The classes are given an opportunity for free art days and are able to choose an
activity or their choice. This is an excellent way for me as their teacher to see their creative
abilities. For the younger students, I introduce art through the love of literature.
237.

We have projects for each art unit and I let them choose what they want to do within the

requirements of the assignment
238.

We learn by viewing works by artists throughout history - I then ask students to come up

with new ways to complete in those styles. I allow students choice in their projects (in an
attempt to avoid the "cookie cutter projects" - I love to see what my students can do with their
own thoughts!)
239.

We openly discuss what creativity means, and then I provide multiple opportunities for

the students to problem solve using past learning and collaborative learning, as well as individual
learning based upon what artists have done in the past and present with similar issues.

240.
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We practice creative thinking strategies, often focusing on fluency (how many ideas can

you come up with) or flexibility (how do you respond to a challenge/adjust plans to be
successful)
241.

We talk about being individuals. We look at how artists that are solving the same

problem, or are using the same subject matter, use their own ideas, techniques, etc. to make it
unique, reflecting their ideas, views, etc. We think about how to capture the viewer's attention
and make it memorable while still sticking to our own vision.
242.

With some studio assignments students are asked to try new things with art materials,

create new techniques or new combinations, borrow a technique from another art form, etc.
Grades are not punitive if the experiments do not pan out. Points are awarded based on the
thoughtful connections made, risks taken, innovations, etc. The first time I ever did this I had
one student who kept saying, "Remember, I only have 4 things to turn in but you said I could still
get an A because I did 5 clever things!"
243.

You cannot teach creativity you can only provide a means of the creative process. I can

show my examples but 9 out 10 will do the same as mine. I try to let them when they ask if they
can draw or paint or put something into one of their pieces I will Yes immediately as excited as I
can get (that is as long as it’s school appropriate). The look on their face is priceless because they
came up with it not me.
244.

You have to do this to complete, with these materials.

APPENDIX D
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07Feb2014
Christopher Grodoski
Art
RE: Protocol # HS140029 "Creativity, policy, and practice in three states: An exploration of impact
variables on art educators' definitions”
Dear Christopher Grodoski,
Your application for institutional review of research involving human subjects was reviewed by Institutional
Review Board #1 on 07Feb2014 and it was determined that it meets the criteria for exemption, as defined by
the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services Regulations for the Protection of Human Subjects, 45 CFR
46.101(b), 2
Although this research is exempt, you have responsibilities for the ethical conduct of the research and must
comply with the following:
Amendments: You are responsible for reporting any amendments or changes to your research protocol that may
affect the determination of exemption and/or the specific category. This may result in your research no longer
being eligible for the exemption that has been granted.
Record Keeping: You are responsible for maintaining a copy of all research related records in a secure location,
in the event future verification is necessary. At a minimum these documents include: the research protocol, all
questionnaires, survey instruments, interview questions and/or data collection instruments associated with this
research protocol, recruiting or advertising materials, any consent forms or information sheets given to
participants, all correspondence to or from the IRB, and any other pertinent documents.
Please include the protocol number (HS140029) on any documents or correspondence sent to the IRB about
this study.
If you have questions or need additional information, please contact the Office of Research Compliance and
Integrity at 8157538588.
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Christopher Grodoski
Art
RE: Protocol # HS140029 "Creativity, policy, and practice in three states: An exploration of impact
variables on art educators' definitions”
Dear Christopher Grodoski,
This is to inform you that your request for approval of modifications to the above named project was reviewed
by Institutional Review Board #1 on 05Mar2014 and it was determined that the modifications you propose do
not change the exempt categorization of the project.
Although this research is exempt, you have responsibilities for the ethical conduct of the research and must
comply with the following:
Amendments: You are responsible for reporting any amendments or changes to your research protocol that may
affect the determination of exemption and/or the specific category. This may result in your research no longer
being eligible for the exemption that has been granted.
Record Keeping: You are responsible for maintaining a copy of all research related records in a secure location,
in the event future verification is necessary. At a minimum these documents include: the research protocol, all
questionnaires, survey instruments, interview questions and/or data collection instruments associated with this
research protocol, recruiting or advertising materials, any consent forms or information sheets given to
participants, all correspondence to or from the IRB, and any other pertinent documents.
Please include the protocol number (HS140029) on any documents or correspondence sent to the IRB about
this study.
If you have questions or need additional information, please contact the Office of Research Compliance and
Integrity at 8157538588.
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I understand that I am invited to participate in a research study conducted by Chris
Grodoski. Chris is a Ph.D. candidate in Art Education at Northern Illinois University.
The purpose of this study is to identify the definitions of creativity held by middle-level
art educators in three states. This study will aid in exploring influences on definitions of
creativity in different contexts. One aspect of this study will identify how art educators instruct
for creative outcomes. During this study, participants will benefit from the opportunity to
critically reflect on their own practice.
This survey will be confidential, but not anonymous. Identifying information will be
stored on a password-locked computer and in password-locked data storage. Information that
could identify participants will be kept confidential and not be included in subsequent
publications or presentations. Participation in this study is voluntary. As an invited teacher, there
will be no negative consequences should I either choose to participate or decline the invitation. I
am free to withdraw my responses at any time without penalty or prejudice.
Questions about this study can be addressed to Chris Grodoski at (312) 282-6710 or
cgrodoski@gmail.com. Questions may also be submitted to the dissertation committee chair, Dr.
Kerry Freedman at (815) 753-7879 or kfreedman@niu.edu. If, as a participant, I wish further
information regarding my rights as a research participant, I may contact the Office of Research
Compliance at Northern Illinois University at (815) 753-8588.
I agree to participate in this study and acknowledge that I have received a copy of this
consent form.
Participant Name [Printed]
Participant Signature
Date
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Part I: School Information

A. What is the name of the school where you teach? _____________________________

B. What is the location of the school?

________________________________________________________________________
Street Address

City

State

Zip Code

C. What grade levels are you assigned as a visual arts teacher? _________________

D. What is the average number of art instructional minutes that students at your school receive
each week? (Check one)

□

30 minutes or less

□

31 – 60 minutes

□

61 – 90 minutes

□

91 – 150 minutes

□

150 – 250 minutes

E. Do you currently teach any other subjects? If so, please list those subjects:
F. What is the total number of students you see per week? ________________________
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Part II: Teacher Information

A. Which of the following best describes your economic status while a student in grades K-12?
(Check one)

□

Low Income

□

Lower-Middle Income

□

Upper-Middle Income

□

High Income

B. Which of the following best describes the higher education program where you earned your
highest art education degree?

□

Associate’s College: An institution which awards degrees at the associate's level, or

where less than 10 % of all undergraduate degrees are bachelor's degrees

□

Tribal College: An institution that is a member of the American Indian Higher Education

Consortium

□

Special Focus Institution: An institution that awards baccalaureate or higher-level degrees

with above 75% of degrees in a single field or set of related fields

□

Baccalaureate College: An institution where baccalaureate degrees represent at least 10

percent of all undergraduate degrees, master’s degrees number fewer than 50, and awarded
doctoral degrees do not exceed 20
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□

Master’s Colleges and Universities: An institution that awarded at least 50 master's

degrees and fewer than 20 doctoral degrees

□

Doctorate-granting Universities: An institution that awards at least 20 different types of

research doctoral degrees, excluding MDs, PharmDs, and JDs
Part III: Definitions of Creativity
In the following six sections, rank statements in a way that describes your instruction of the
visual arts for creative outcomes.
●

The rank of 1 indicates that a statement most accurately describes your practice.

●

The rank of 6 indicates that a statement least accurately describes your practice.

●

Please use all numbers, (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) in each section.

Section 1
I teach creativity as student development of visual problems to be solved
I teach creativity as a spontaneous expression
I teach creativity as problem solving that intertwines student knowledge and
skill, sensitivity to personal context, and a relevant final product
I teach creativity as solving visual art problems through specific visual art
knowledge
I teach creativity as solving visual problems important to the school community
I teach creativity as visualizing problems from multiple points of view

1-6
Ranking
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Section 2

1-6
Ranking

I teach creativity as exemplified in artwork widely recognized as creative
I teach creativity as requiring interdisciplinary skills
I teach creativity as the development of craftsmanship skills
I teach creativity as free expression through the use of art materials
I teach creativity as a process that simultaneously involves the students’
disposition, thinking, and visual production skills
I teach creativity as self-regulating emotions while producing visual art

Section 3
I teach creativity as a process that requires the thoughtful synchronization of
skills, ideas, emotional capacities, and social relevance
I teach creativity as brainstorming many related solutions to a visual art
problems
I teach creativity as the exploration of knowledge across content areas
I teach creativity by allowing each classroom community to collectively decide
what is creative
I teach creativity as reflectively choosing an optimal solution to a creative
problem
I teach creativity as exploration of inner perceptions

1-6
Ranking

317
Section 4

1-6
Ranking

I teach for creativity by helping students develop unique solutions to specific
visual art challenges
I teach for creativity by allowing students to choose how they express
themselves artistically
I teach for creativity by using school-relevant issues as assignments (e.g. logo
design for the school library, anti-bullying sculpture, etc.)
I teach for creativity by providing assignments that connect art making to other
content (e.g. math, social studies, and/or science knowledge)
I teach for creativity by guiding student reflection in development of projects
based on personal interests
I teach for creativity by instructing students to apply thinking skills and art skills
in unison while addressing socially relevant creative problems

Section 5
I assess creativity as using relevant cross-curricular knowledge in artwork
I assess creativity as student integration of emotional, cognitive, social, and skill
development with each project
I assess creativity by teaching students to develop personal rubrics and/or
learning targets
I assess creativity by instructing class communities to develop shared rubrics
and/or peer assessments that are used as project grades
I do not assess creativity in terms of its relevance to an assignment
I assess creativity as successfully meeting the guidelines of a visual art problem

1-6
Ranking

318

Section 6
I teach artistic creativity as different from other forms of creative problems (e.g.
problems in science, technology, or business)
I teach creativity in art as linked to a wide-range of visual issues

I teach creativity as related visual solutions to established problems in visual art
I teach creativity as developing new visual problems based on past visual art
topics
I teach creativity as identified by expert knowledge communicated by the
teacher
I teach creativity as a highly complex and interrelated personal and social
activity

PART IV: Written response.
Question 1: How do you define creativity for your students?

Question 2: How do you teach your students to be creative?

1-6
Ranking

319

APPENDIX E
MASTER SURVEY UNSCRAMBLED
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Originality and Primary Processes
Divergent Thinking and Flexibility
Elaboration and Fluency
Metacognition and Problem Finding
Sociocultural Theories
Composite Theories

RELATION TO CREATIVE PROBLEMS
A.
I teach creativity as a spontaneous expression.
B.
I teach creativity as visualizing problems from multiple points of view.
C.
I teach creativity as solving visual art problems through specific visual art knowledge.
D.
I teach creativity by aiding students to structure visual problems.
E.
I teach creativity as solving visual problems important to the school community
F.
I teach creativity as problem solving that intertwines student knowledge and skill,
sensitivity to personal context, and a relevant final product
RELATION TO ART SKILLS
A.
I teach creativity as free expression through art materials
B.
I teach creativity as requiring diverse interdisciplinary skills
C.
I teach creativity as the development of craftsmanship skills
D.
I teach creativity as self-regulating emotions while producing visual art
E.
I teach creativity as exemplified in artwork widely recognized as creative
F.
I teach creativity as a process that simultaneously involves the students’ disposition,
thinking, and visual production skills
RELATION TO THINKING SKILLS
A.
I teach creativity as each student’s exploration of their inner perceptions
B.
I teach creativity as the exploration of knowledge across content areas
C.
I teach creativity as brainstorming closely related solutions to a visual art problems
D.
I teach creativity as reflectively choosing an optimal solution to a creative problem
E.
I teach creativity by allowing each classroom community to collectively decide what is
creative
F.
I teach creativity as a process that requires the thoughtful synchronization of skills, ideas,
emotional capacities, and social relevance
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RELATION TO CREATIVE PROBLEMS
A.
I teach for creativity by allowing students to choose how they express themselves
artistically
B.
I teach for creativity by providing assignments that connect art making to other content
(e.g. math, social studies, and/or science knowledge)
C.
I teach for creativity by helping students develop unique solutions to specific visual art
challenges
D.
I teach for creativity by guiding student reflection in development of projects based on
personal interests
E.
I teach for creativity by using community relevant problems as assignments (e.g. logo
design for the school library, anti-bullying sculpture, etc.)
F.
I teach for creativity by instructing students on applying thinking skills and art skills in
unison while addressing socially relevant creative problems
RELATION TO ASSESSMENT
A.
I do not assess creativity in terms of its relevance to an assignment
B.
I assess creativity as using relevant cross-curricular knowledge in artwork
C.
I assess creativity as successfully meeting the guidelines of a visual art problem
D.
I assess creativity by teaching students to develop personal rubrics and/or learning targets
E.
I assess creativity by instructing class communities to develop shared rubrics and/or peer
assessments that are used as project grades
F.
I assess creativity as student integration of emotional, cognitive, social, and skill
development with each project
RELATION TO CREATIVE PROBLEMS
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

I teach artistic creativity as different from other forms of creative problems
I teach creativity in art as linked to a wide-range visual issues
I teach creativity as related visual solutions to established problems in visual art
I teach creativity as developing new visual problems based on past visual art topics
I teach creativity as identified by expert knowledge communicated through the teacher
I teach creativity as a highly complex and interrelated personal and social activity

APPENDIX F
MASTER SURVEY SCRAMBLED
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Originality and Primary Processes
Divergent Thinking and Flexibility
Elaboration and Fluency
Metacognition and Problem Finding
Sociocultural Theories
Composite Theories

RELATION TO CREATIVE PROBLEMS
I teach creativity by aiding students to structure visual problems (D)
I teach creativity as a spontaneous expression (A)
I teach creativity as problem solving that intertwines student knowledge and skill, sensitivity to
personal context, and a relevant final product (F)
I teach creativity as solving visual art problems through specific visual art knowledge (C)
I teach creativity as solving visual problems important to the school community (E)
I teach creativity as visualizing problems from multiple points of view (B)
RELATION TO ART SKILLS
I teach creativity as exemplified in artwork widely recognized as creative (E)
I teach creativity as requiring interdisciplinary skills (B)
I teach creativity as the development of craftsmanship skills (C)
I teach creativity as free expression diverse through art materials (A)
I teach creativity as a process that simultaneously involves the students’ disposition, thinking,
and visual production skills (F)
I teach creativity as self-regulating emotions while producing visual art (D)
RELATION TO THINKING SKILLS
I teach creativity as a process that requires the thoughtful synchronization of skills, ideas,
emotional capacities, and social relevance (F)
I teach creativity as brainstorming many related solutions to a visual art problems (C)
I teach creativity as the exploration of knowledge across content areas (B)
I teach creativity by allowing each classroom community to collectively decide what is creative
(E)
I teach creativity as reflectively choosing an optimal solution to a creative problem (D)
I teach creativity as exploration of inner perceptions (A)
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RELATION TO CREATIVE PROBLEMS
I teach for creativity by helping students develop unique solutions to specific visual art
challenges (C)
I teach creativity by allowing students to choose how they express themselves artistically (A)
I teach for creativity by using community relevant problems as assignments (e.g. logo design for
the school library, anti-bullying sculpture, etc.) (E)
I teach for creativity by providing assignments that connect art making to other content (e.g.
math, social studies, and/or science knowledge) (B)
I teach for creativity by guiding student reflection in development of projects based on personal
interests (D)
I teach for creativity by instructing students on applying thinking skills and art skills in unison
while addressing socially relevant creative problems (F)
RELATION TO ASSESSMENT
I assess creativity as using relevant cross-curricular knowledge in artwork (B)
I assess creativity as student integration of emotional, cognitive, social, and skill development
with each project (F)
I assess creativity by teaching students to develop personal rubrics and/or learning targets (D)
I assess creativity by instructing class communities to develop shared rubrics and/or peer
assessments that are used as project grades (E)
I do not assess creativity in terms of its relevance to an assignment (A)
I assess creativity as successfully meeting the guidelines of a visual art problem (C)
RELATION TO CREATIVE PROBLEMS
I teach artistic creativity as different from other forms of creative problems (A)
I teach creativity in art as linked to a wide-range visual issues (B)
I teach creativity as related visual solutions to established problems in visual art (C)
I teach creativity as developing new visual problems based on past visual art topics (D)
I teach creativity as identified by expert knowledge communicated through the teacher (E)
I teach creativity as a highly complex and interrelated personal and social activity (F)

